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Abstract 

Lung cancer kills more people in the UK than any other cancer. Mortality rates are poor, with 

fewer than 10% of people alive 10 years after diagnosis. Lung Cancer Screening (LCS) with 

low-dose CT (LDCT) is effective at reducing lung cancer mortality when employed in at-risk 

populations; because of this, in the US, LCS has been implemented as a national programme. 

The UK does not currently screen for lung cancer, but in 2019 NHS England announced a pilot 

scheme to implement lung health checks (LHC) in areas with the poorest lung cancer 

outcomes. Despite these advances in LCS in the UK, there are outstanding questions about 

how LCS could be implemented safely and effectively, which this thesis, based on experience 

and data from the SUMMIT Study, aims to investigate. 

To provide screening safely, implementation of any study or programme must focus on 

maintaining a favourable cost to benefit ratio. This is particularly true in LCS where high false-

positive and overdiagnosis rates, as well as considerable levels of incidental findings, lead to 

possible psychological stress, needless investigations and interventions, making provision 

challenging to both screenees and healthcare providers. The SUMMIT Study investigates how 

to deliver evidence-based LCS in a large population (25,000), and this thesis in particular 

focusses on how LCS can be streamlined through proformatisation of radiological data 

collection, clinical actioning of results and standardised communication with general 

practitioners (GPs) and participants. This thesis explains the approach to managing pulmonary 

nodules and incidental findings detected at LDCT in SUMMIT, and how these findings are 

collected, triaged, and communicated in a way that is both efficient and safe. Early data from 

SUMMIT is presented to understand how evidence-based proformas may enable streamlined 

clinical management, data collection and results communications, while decreasing the 

burden on healthcare professionals and participants alike. 
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Impact Statement 

Lung cancer outcomes have changed little in 40 years, and despite advances in some areas of 

cancer treatment, 10-year survival for lung cancer is still less than 10%. Lung cancer screening 

(LCS) with low-dose CT (LDCT) is offered to at-risk people in the US as part of state-sponsored 

healthcare programmes Medicare and Medicaid. Despite evidence to demonstrate that LCS 

reduces lung cancer mortality by 20-24%, screening is not currently available in the UK, except 

through studies or geographically-constrained services. The SUMMIT Study was set up to 

examine the practicability of implementing a large, centralised programme of LCS, and to 

answer outstanding questions about how to deliver LCS in the UK. This thesis outlines how 

the SUMMIT Study’s approach to certain key aspects of LCS were developed and are being 

delivered. 

The first part of this thesis describes the SUMMIT Study’s set up and focusses particularly on 

the development of the pulmonary nodule and incidental findings management policies 

implemented as part of the study. Considerable debate is still ongoing about the best way to 

manage findings detected through screening, and striking the correct balance is key to 

achieving an acceptable cost to benefit ratio. This thesis explores the most up to date 

evidence base for both the pulmonary nodule and incidental findings management protocols, 

with particular reference to other LCS studies and services, where applicable.  

The second part of this thesis describes how a streamlined, proformatised and user-friendly 

platform was created for SUMMIT in order to record radiological data (as set out in the nodule 

and incidental findings protocols), generate management plans for all findings, and support 

automatic communication of results to participants and GPs. This work involved considerable 

integration of existing and bespoke IT systems, clinical input and testing, and training for the 

radiologists who use the system. This part of the thesis demonstrates how a cohesive 

approach to data collection can potentially facilitate LCS provision, while decreasing the 

burden on healthcare professionals and screenees. 

The last section of this thesis examines early results data, gathered through the integrated 

radiology platform and managed through the nodule and incidental findings protocols. While 

outcome data is still outstanding, this snapshot demonstrates where the SUMMIT Study sits 

in relation to other LCS services and points toward the future of LCS provision in the UK. 
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As a whole, this thesis can be read as a manual for how to achieve the oft-cited goal of creating 

an integrated, standardised, practicable and safe approach to LCS provision. While data to 

demonstrate some of these aims will be outstanding for a while to come, we must forge ahead 

with LCS now in order to change lung cancer outcomes and save lives.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Lung Cancer: Background 

Lung cancer is the most common cancer in the world, accounting for 11.6% of all cancer cases. 

It is also the deadliest cancer, killing an estimated 1.76m people each year, approximately 

35,000 of which are in the United Kingdom(1,2). In the UK, lung cancer outcomes have been 

largely static in the last 40 years: five- and ten-year survival rates remain at 16.2% and 9.5% 

respectively, one-year survival is 40% (2). The reason for these poor outcomes, and the 

explanation for why these outcomes have shifted little in nearly half a century, is that lung 

cancers continue to be diagnosed late, with 75% of cases found at stages III and IV. At these 

late stages, the disease has already metastasised to other organs, meaning that any 

treatments offered will not be curative. 

There have been some bright spots in lung cancer care, however. The first is the advent of 

immunotherapies for metastatic non-small cell lung cancers, including anti-PD1 and anti-PD-

L1 agents such as pembrolizumab, which demonstrate a doubling of progression-free survival 

when given with standard chemotherapy, from approximately five months to almost nine(3). 

Due to this evidence, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) published 

guidelines in 2018 advising that pembrolizumab should be combined with chemotherapy as 

standard of care for treatment-naïve metastatic non-small cell lung cancer(4). Despite this 

survival improvement, immunotherapy will not prevent most lung cancers from presenting 

as late-stage disease. 

1.2 Lung Cancer Screening 

While the first papers were being published about the efficacy of pembrolizumab in 

metastatic lung cancer, the results of another lung cancer intervention were maturing: the 

National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) began recruitment in 2002 in the USA, to investigate 

whether improvements in computed tomography (CT) technology, specifically the 

development of low-dose CT (LDCT) scans, could be used as a screening tool for finding lung 

cancers earlier in at-risk groups, while minimising radiation dose in otherwise healthy 

individuals(5). The study published its mortality results in August of 2011, demonstrating a 

20% reduction in lung cancer mortality in the arm screened annually for lung cancer with 
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LDCT. It also demonstrated an all-cause mortality risk reduction of 6.7% in the same group(6). 

The publication of these results instigated a renewed push for lung cancer screening (LSC) 

services and studies. 

1.2.1 Screening for Disease—General Principles 

Screening for any disease should only be undertaken in appropriate circumstances, and 

despite the dire outcomes for lung cancer, it is no exception. The forefathers of screening, 

JMG Wilson and G Jungner, published their seminal tract for the World Health Organisation 

(WHO) in 1968, highlighting the need for unified principles of early disease detection, with 

which LCS should comply (see figure 1). These principles include: (i) that the disease be an 

important health problem, (ii) that there be viable treatments for the disease once it is 

identified, (iii) that there be an acceptable test for the disease’s identification, and (iv) that 

the test is acceptable to the population(7). LCS certainly targets an important health problem, 

given lung cancer’s prevalence and associated mortality; it is also identified appropriately by 

LDCT, as shown by multiple studies (discussed in more detail later). Resection for stage I lung 

cancer is essentially curative and therefore meets the criteria to be considered a viable 

treatment. For three of these four principles, then, LCS meets the requirements for screening. 

The last principle, that the screening test be acceptable to the population, remains 

contentious within lung cancer and wider healthcare settings, and this argument focuses on 

the perceived potential harms of screening versus the potential benefits. This is particularly 

relevant to the discussion around how LCS should be implemented, particularly who to 

screen, how often, how to follow them up when a positive or indeterminate finding is made, 

and how to manage any other conditions identified by screening. Many of the answers to 

these questions remain unknown, and further data from LCS studies is required to uncover 

the ideal method for implementing LDCT screening. 

1. The condition sought should be an important health problem. 

2. There should be an accepted treatment for patients with recognized disease. 

3. Facilities for diagnosis and treatment should be available. 

4. There should be a recognizable latent or early symptomatic stage. 

5. There should be a suitable test or examination. 

6. The test should be acceptable to the population. 
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7. The natural history of the condition, including development from latent to declared disease, 
should be adequately understood. 

8. There should be an agreed policy on whom to treat as patients. 

9. The cost of case-finding (including diagnosis and treatment of patients diagnosed) should be 
economically balanced in relation to possible expenditure on medical care as a whole. 

10. Case-finding should be a continuous process and not a ‘once and for all’ project. 

Figure 1 Summary of Wilson & Jungner's 10 Principles of Screening 

 

1.2.2 History of Lung Cancer Screening—The Early Years 

The NLST was not the first attempt to improve lung cancer outcomes through screening. As 

far back as the 1960s, studies were aiming to find early, curable lung cancer disease using 

chest x-rays (CXR), with or without the use of sputum cytology(8–11). These trials were not 

able to demonstrate improved mortality in those screened with CXR, which many LCS 

advocates later attributed to poor trial design and/or inadequate follow-up(12,13). 

Nevertheless, due to these ‘poor’ results for LCS, widespread screening was not established. 

Interestingly, despite being unable to demonstrate a mortality benefit, it was generally 

acknowledged that early-stage lung cancer was successfully identified via radiological 

methods and that this identification led to a stage-shift in diagnosed disease (8,9,11,14).  

By the late 1990s and early 2000s, CT technology had improved considerably, employing 

increased detector arrays and faster reconstruction algorithms, allowing for improved 

resolution and decreased radiation exposure and scanning times. With these advances and 

the re-evaluation of the data from the CXR screening studies, new studies were set up to 

compare CXR with LDCT. The Early Lung Cancer Action Project (ELCAP) recruited participants 

to annual LDCT or CXR, thereby directly comparing the new technology (LDCT) to the old 

(CXR). Baseline results from ELCAP showed that LDCT was more sensitive than CXR for 

identifying pulmonary nodules(15), and further analysis demonstrated that malignant lesions 

identified by LDCT were highly likely to be stage I disease (81%)(16).  

These results instigated renewed interest in LCS, with a shift in focus away from CXR as the 

modality of choice, to LDCT. This shift posed new and different challenges to the delivery and 

implementation of LCS: it still remained to be seen that LDCT screening delivered a mortality 

benefit (which CXR was not able to show), and that it balanced perceived harms of screening 

with its potential benefit. In the wake of ELCAP, many studies, including NLST, started 

recruitment in order to examine these questions.  
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1.2.3 LDCT Screening for Lung Cancer 

1.2.3.1 National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) 

The NLST trial began enrolment very shortly after the baseline results of ELCAP were 

published. NLST was set up as a randomised controlled trial (RCT) to compare screening for 

lung cancer using CXR versus LDCT. CXR was not being used at that time as a way to screen 

for lung cancer, and it has been argued that the control group should not have been 

radiologically screened at all, in order to make a more valid comparison of LDCT to ‘normal 

care’. Even so, NLST was powered to show a mortality benefit, and enrolled at 33 centres in 

the US, from 2002 to 2004. NLST recruited 53,454 participants, randomised 1:1 to either 

annual CXR (n=26,722) or LDCT (n=26,732)(5) for three years. It was acknowledged from the 

outset that lung cancer screening (LCS) is most appropriately targeted to populations at high 

risk of the disease, namely older people who smoke currently or have smoked in the past. For 

this reason, NLST recruited participants between the ages of 55-74, who were either current 

smokers or quit smoking less than 15 years before, and who had significant smoking histories, 

defined as 30-pack years or more. The study published its mortality results in 2011, showing 

a 20% lung cancer risk reduction in the LDCT group compared to CXR, and an all-cause 

mortality risk reduction of 6.7% in the same group(6). The LDCT group results were so 

impressive that the study was stopped after eight years, instead of 10, to allow the results to 

be published(17,18). 

Exciting as they were, these results were not universally welcomed by the lung cancer and 

broader medical communities. Even before the results of the NLST were published, concern 

was expressed around the perceived harms of screening with LDCT—what Wilson and 

Jungner described as the ‘acceptability’ of the screening test—particularly around three  

aspects: overdiagnosis, where a true cancer is diagnosed but would not have caused the 

person harm in their lifetime(19); false positive scans, which may incur further investigation 

or intervention, thereby causing unnecessary harm(20); and incidental findings, which may 

require follow-up and management but may otherwise have gone clinically 

undetected(21,22). The NLST’s results on these fronts did not necessarily assuage concern: 

the initial rate of overdiagnosis was estimated at 18.5%(19), false-positive tests were quoted 

as 96%(6). These preliminary rates have come in for (downward) revision and nuanced 
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discussion since their original publication(20,23), but they sustained the argument about the 

cost to benefit ratio of screening beyond the publication of the NLST’s mortality results. 

Despite these criticisms, the United States Preventative Services Task Force (USPSTF) 

published a recommendation in 2014 endorsing LDCT LCS in the US, and LCS services were 

subsequently supported by Medicare and Medicaid (US state-sponsored healthcare 

provision)(24,25).  

1.2.3.2 Other LDCT Screening Studies 

NLST was not the only LCS screening trial recruiting participants in the early 2000s. Because 

of the perceived success of ELCAP (which became I-ELCAP when it expanded its recruitment 

to continue screening internationally), during the 2000s and early 2010s, studies were 

initiated all over the world, including in the UK, Italy, the Netherlands and Belgium. While 

most were not powered to look at mortality benefit, and therefore could not affirm or refute 

the NLST findings, the data from these studies enabled further assessment of other aspects 

of LDCT screening, including potential harms and challenges to implementation. A summary 

of these studies, their recruitment numbers and key results can be found in figures 2 and 3, 

adapted from M Ruparel’s doctoral thesis(26). They employed a variety of approaches, 

including randomised and non-randomised structures, different risk scoring systems and risk 

thresholds, varying lengths and intervals of screening, and different periods of follow-up. 

These studies have collected data and published results on a wide range of subjects, including: 

the likelihood of inducing cancers from LDCTs used in screening (the answer is about one 

induced cancer for every 108 lung cancers identified)(27), the behaviour of nodules detected 

at screening(28), and, most recently, the appropriate length of screening(29). Arguably, this 

dissimilarity in approach prevents direct comparison between different studies’ results, but it 

also means that heterogeneous data are being collected, which may be amalgamated in the 

future to create the optimal screening programme. 
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Adapted from M Ruparel, 2018 

Figure 2 LCS RCT Studies & Results 

 

Study Recruitment 
Period 

 
Location Recruitment Criteria Screening 

Methods 

Sample size 
(number 

screened) 

Nodule 
threshold Mortality Benefit 

Cancer 
Detection 

Rate 

NLST 
(6) 2002-2004 

 
USA Age 55-74, ≥30PY, quit<15 years ago Annual LDCT or 

CXR for 3 years 53454 (26722) 4mm 20% RR LCM 
6.7% RR ACM 1.0% 

MILD 
(30–32) 2005-2011 

 
 

Italy 
Age>49, ≥20PY, quit<10 years ago, no 

recent cancer within last 5 years 

3 groups- no 
screen vs. annual 
LDCT vs. biennial 
LDCT for 5 years 

4099 (2376) 60mm3 
Yes 

39% RR LCM 
20% RR ACM  

0.7% 

ITALUNG (33) 
  

2004-2006 
 

Italy 
 

Age 55-69, ≥20PY 
Annual LDCT for 4 

years vs. no 
screen 

3206 (1406) 5mm 
Yes (NS) 

30% RR LCM 
17% RR ACM 

1.4% 

DANTE 
(34) 2001-2006 

 
Italy Age 60-75, ≥20PY, quit<10 years ago, male 

Annual LDCT for 4 
years vs. no 

screen 
2472 (1276) 5mm No 2.2% 

DEPISCAN 
(35) 2002-2004 

 
France Age 50-75, ≥15PY 

Annual LDCT vs. 
annual CXR for 2 

years 
765 (336) 5mm Not reported 2.4% 

DLCST 
(36) 2004-2006 

 
Denmark 

Age 50-70, ≥20PY, quit<10 years ago, 
FEV1>30%, able to climb 2 flights of stairs, 
excluded if recent cancer/ terminal illness 

Annual LDCT vs. 
usual care for 5 

years 
4104 (2052) 5mm No 0.8% 

NELSON 
(37–39) 2003-2006 

 
Netherlands & 

Belgium Age 50-75, ≥15PY 
LDCT screen at 0, 
1, 3 & 5.5 years 

vs. no screen 
15822 (7155) 50mm3/5m

m 

Yes 
24% RR LCM 

(men) 
33% RR LCM 

(women) 

0.9% 

UKLS 
(20) 2011-2013 

 
 

UK 
Age 50-75, ≥5% 5 year lung cancer risk as 

calculated by LLPv2 score 

Single LDCT 
screen vs. no 

screen 
4061 (1994) 

≥15mm3/ 
3mm: 12 

month scan. 
≥50mm3: 3 

month scans 

Not reported 2.1% 
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Adapted from M Ruparel, 2018 

Figure 3 LCS Non-RCT Studies & Results

Study Recruitment 
Period 

Location Recruitment Criteria Screening Methods Sample size 
(number 

screened) 

Nodule 
threshold 

Mortality Benefit Cancer 
Detection 

Rate 

IELCAP 

(40) 

1993-2006 Multiple Including USA, 
Canada, China, Israel, Italy, 
Japan, Spain, Switzerland 

Age>60, ≥10PY Annual LDCT + CXR for 5 
years 

31567 (31567) 5mm Yes (36-64% 
improved 

mortality when 
compared to 

historical 
controls) 

1.3% 

Mayo 
LDCT 
trial 

(41) 

Jan-Dec 
1999 

USA Age>50, ≥20PY, quit<10 years 
ago 

Annual LDCT for 5 years 1520 (1520) 4mm No 1.4% 

PANCAN 

(42) 

2008-2011 Canada Age 50-75, ≥2% 3 year lung 
cancer risk as calculated by 

PLCO score 

Annual LDCT for 3 years 2537 (1871) 5mm Not reported 5.5% 5 
year rate 

COSMOS 

(43) 

2000-2001 Italy Age>50, ≥20PY Annual LDCT for 10 
years 

1035 (1035) 5mm No 1.2% 

LUSI 

(44) 

2007-2011 Germany Age 50-69, "heavy" smoking 
history 

Annual LDCT + smoking 
cessation for 5 years vs. 
smoking cessation alone 

4052 (2029) 5mm Non-statistically 
significant 

reduction in 
mortality 

1.1% 
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1.2.3.3 NELSON 

The most notable follow-up to NLST is the NELSON study. Set up as an RCT to examine LDCT 

screening versus no screening, the study recruited 7,557 participants to the intervention arm, 

where they underwent an initial baseline LDCT, as well as further scans one, three and five-

and-a-half years after baseline(45). Incremental results from each round of the study have 

been published, providing further detail on many aspects of LDCT screening, including: the 

behaviour of pulmonary nodules at baseline and incidence rounds(46–48), the benefits (or 

lack of benefit) of detecting incidental findings on LDCT(49), and, finally, in September 2018 

the early mortality results. Eagerly awaited by the worldwide LCS community, the results 

showed a statistically-significant 24-26% lung cancer mortality risk reduction in men, and the 

potential for even greater reductions in women(37,39,50). These results reaffirm the NLST 

results, and have been seen to support the further implementation of LCS services in the 

UK(51). 

1.2.3.4 European Position Statement 

Because of the mounting evidence for LDCT screening and the proliferation of services and 

studies, in 2017 a group of LCS experts wrote the European Position Statement on Lung 

Cancer Screening. The policy statement advocates for the consistent application of an 

evidence-based approach to screening, and compiles the evidence for how this service may 

look(52) (see figure 4). These recommendations highlight the need for a quality-assured 

approach to LDCT reporting, protocolised application of evidence-based nodule management 

algorithms, and the use of multidisciplinary teams to appropriately manage findings at LDCT. 

It also articulates the areas of LDCT screening that require more research, including screening 

intervals, personalisation of risk stratification, and the future use of biomarkers and/or 

artificial intelligence to identify or surveil high-risk individuals. 

1. LDCT LCS is the only evidence-based method for early cancer detection to show a mortality benefit. Planning 
for implementation in Europe should begin. 

2. Validated risk stratification approaches should be used, and may incorporate biomarkers or genetics in the 
future. 

3. Potential benefits and harms of screening should be outlined to participants in order to make informed 
decisions. Smoking cessation advice should be offered. 

4. Nodule management approaches should utilise volumetry, and VDT, and be quality assured. 
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5. Quality assurance boards should be set up to ensure standardization and adherence to all technical standards. 

6. Management of prevalent and incident nodules should in LCS programmes should be managed differently. 

7. In the future, personalised risk stratification after baseline screening of individuals may enable tailored 
screening intervals to be used. Currently evidence only exists for annual screening. 

8. Management of lung nodules by MDTs should be done according to the position statement, with the aim to 
minimise harm and provide the most appropriate treatment. 

Figure 4 European Position Statement on LCS 

1.2.3.5 UK LDCT Studies & Services 

The first UK-based LDCT screening study was the UK Lung Cancer Screening Trial (UKLS). An 

extension of the Liverpool Lung Project (LLP), UKLS recruited 4,061 high-risk participants in 

the Liverpool and Cambridge areas, 1,994 of whom were screened for lung cancer as a ‘one-

off’ with LDCT. The lung cancer rate in the LDCT group was 2.1%, with 86% of cancers detected 

at stage I or II(20). The Manchester Lung Health Check (LHC) programme was developed soon 

thereafter, using mobile CT scanning units and nurse-led consultations to provide a one-stop 

service for risk assessment, smoking cessation, and LDCT scanning in the same unit, often in 

supermarket car parks(53,54). Baseline and follow-up results showed high lung cancer 

identification rates and low stage of disease (3% lung cancer pickup at baseline and 1.6% at 

year 1, 80% early stage disease at baseline, 79% stage I at year 1). Both the UKLS and the 

Manchester LHC pilot programme demonstrated that screening high-risk individuals in the UK 

with LDCT enables identification of early-stage, potentially curable lung cancers. 

The Lung Screen Uptake Trial (LSUT) began recruitment in 2015 in London. Its primary 

outcome was to assess, via RCT, different invitational materials and uptake rates to 

screening(55). Its secondary outcomes included cancer detection rates, identification of 

incidental findings at LDCT, and stage-shift of disease. While all the results of LSUT have not 

yet been published, it has already demonstrated, like UKLS and Manchester, that LDCT 

screening identifies early, potentially curable lung cancers: its diagnosis rate was 4.4% and 

early stage lung cancers were predominant (70.6%)(56). 

Further pilot LCS studies and services have also been set up in Leeds (Yorkshire Lung Screening 

Trial, YLST), Nottingham, Liverpool, and south and west London(57–60). Each of these 

programmes has slightly different approaches to implementing screening, including eligibility 

criteria, annual versus ‘one-off’ screening and appropriate follow-up. In February 2019 as part 

of the National Health Service (NHS) Long Term Plan, NHS England (NHSE) announced funding 
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for 10 LHC pilot schemes to be implemented in areas of the country with the poorest lung 

cancer outcomes(61,62). Despite the proliferation of services and studies using LDCT to 

screen for lung cancer, the National Screening Committee (NSC), the body in charge of 

deciding on whether and how a screening programme is implemented, has opted not to 

publicly declare its support for a national LCS service(63). In a letter to the British Medical 

Journal (BMJ) in 2017, two key members of the committee cited the NLST’s perceived 

shortcomings, including high false positive rates and a ‘worried well’ population, as reasons 

not to endorse a national programme. They went on to say that the mortality benefit 

demonstrated in the American study may not be generalisable to a European or UK 

population and it awaited the results of the NELSON study. Since that letter was written, the 

mortality results of the NELSON study have been published, and the NHS England pilots have 

been set up. The success or failure of the pilots may influence whether a national programme 

is seen as viable and beneficial. In the meantime, data from the pilots and studies that are 

underway will continue to inform and refine delivery of LDCT screening in the UK. 

1.2.3.6 LDCT Screening: The Future & The SUMMIT Study 

The European Position Statement makes a strong recommendation that with these multiple 

and varied studies, services and pilots contributing data to the LCS data pool, now is the time 

to plan evidence-based and cohesive national screening programmes. It also reinforces the 

argument that LDCT has the potential to save lives, and this technology should be used to 

change poor lung cancer outcomes(52). Further evidence will inevitably emerge from these 

studies and services that should be incorporated into systematised, quality-assured 

programmes, but without a national framework, the potential of screening to save lives will 

not be universally beneficial to those at risk. 

One study that will likely contribute to data on the feasibility and implementation of LCS with 

LDCT will be the SUMMIT Study. The SUMMIT Study began recruitment in April 2019, and 

aims to enrol 25,000 high-risk people into LCS, making it the largest lung cancer screening 

study in Europe. One of its two main aims is to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing 

lung cancer screening services in the UK. At the time of writing, the study has recruited over 

11,600 participants, using highly systematised invitation strategies, radiology reporting 

structures, and clinical findings management protocols. The study has been structured, and 

bespoke IT systems have been built, in order to demonstrate whether LCS can be delivered in 
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a streamlined way, safely and effectively. This thesis examines the choices that have been 

made to support the delivery of the study, with a particular focus on the radiological and 

clinical management elements, and whether these innovations may improve LCS in the 

future. 

1.2.4 Minimising Harms in Lung Cancer Screening 

Part of the challenge to SUMMIT and other LCS studies and services is to demonstrate how to 

balance the potential harms of screening to otherwise healthy individuals against intervening 

appropriately for those with disease. But the potential harms of screening extend beyond the 

individual; LCS must also be compatible with an NHS workforce, where thoracic radiologists 

and respiratory physicians are in short supply and primary care provision is already stretched. 

As the letter in the BMJ from Anne Mackie and Bob Steele from the NSC pointed out, effective 

LCS programmes ‘will require co-ordinated, protocol driven, quality assured national 

strategies’(63) in order to be viable and deliverable on both of these fronts. It is likely the NSC 

has concerns about overdiagnosis, unnecessary intervention and questionable mortality 

results(64), these subjects having been raised and debated furiously within the breast cancer 

screening community. Now that the mortality benefit of LCS has been reasserted by the 

NELSON study’s results, the emphasis of any LCS study is to minimise harms in three particular 

areas: overdiagnosed disease, false positive screening tests, and the management of 

incidental findings. LCS programmes will need to demonstrate that they are viable and 

effective, without compromising on safety. If the LCS community can strike the right balance 

on these two issues of safety and money, the debate around the potential harms of 

screening—to people and to the NHS—may be obviated. 

1.2.4.1 Overdiagnosis 

An overdiagnosed cancer is a true cancer that would not have caused that person harm in 

their lifetime. Rates of overdiagnosis in LCS were initially thought to be high: the NLST quoted 

a rate of 18.5%(19). But, as Frank Detterbeck points out, overdiagnosis can only be assessed 

in retrospect and depends on the length of follow-up; in the short- to medium-term, cancers 

may appear indolent, only to have clinical impact in the future(65). Because of this, rates have 

since be revised downward; a recent re-analysis of NLST data showed that with extended (12-

year) follow-up, overdiagnosis rates decreased to 3.1%(23). According to the analysis by Black 

et al, the potential for overdiagnosis still exists for certain types of lung cancers, particularly 
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adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS). With this knowledge, and a better understanding of the natural 

history of these lesions and how they present, steps have been taken to decrease 

interventions in these types of lesions (more on these later)(23). LSC services and studies will 

need to demonstrate the ability to reduce and maintain rates of overdiagnosis at acceptable 

levels. 

1.2.4.2 False Positives 

A similarly controversial metric for the success or failure of LCS is the rate of false positive 

scans. False positive tests are those that erroneously indicate the presence of disease, where 

no disease exists. The NLST study reported a false positive rate of 96%(6); some US services 

report rates as high as 58.2%(66); UKLS and NELSON report rates of 3.6% and 1.2% 

respectively(20,67). This variability is attributable to the way in which a false positive result is 

defined. UKLS and NELSON chose to define false positive cases as only those where a scan 

incorrectly indicated a positive finding and that finding went on to have intervention (biopsy, 

for example), as opposed to any scan that required follow-up imaging but ultimately did not 

reveal lung cancer. NLST defined any scan with a nodule finding of size significance as positive, 

many of which only went on to have further imaging before being dismissed. For the UKLS, 

these scans would count toward the ‘interval imaging rate’ but would not be labelled false 

positives. Hence, the definition of a false positive has a considerable effect on the 

acceptability of screening. 

1.2.4.3 Incidental Findings 

Incidental findings at LDCT also have the potential to incur harm and the definition of an 

incidental finding (IF), like a false positive, varies in different LCS studies and services. 

Generally speaking, IFs are findings that do not relate to the target disease (in this case, lung 

cancer) but may indicate a different underlying pathology. Rates of IFs at LDCT are variable 

but consistently high(66,68,69). The problem with IFs in LDCT screening is that there is no 

consensus on how these findings, for example emphysema and coronary artery calcification 

(CAC), should be defined or managed. And yet, they have the potential to tip the benefit-to-

harm balance: over-investigation of clinically insignificant findings will incur anxiety and harm, 

while under-investigation may mean missing a potentially life-threatening condition(68–71). 

The current approach to managing potentially significant clinical findings is diverse. Mazzone 

et al published a guideline for LCS services in the US in 2018, advocating categorisation of IFs 
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into ‘not clinically relevant’, ‘possibly clinically relevant’, and ‘clinically concerning’ 

categories(72). On the other hand, the NELSON study found no clinical utility in directing 

further investigations based on extrapulmonary incidental findings(49). Further data will 

enable refinement of the management of common incidental findings at LDCT and provide 

evidence on how to provide structured reporting tools for use in screening—the need for 

which has been highlighted both in the USA and Europe(52,70).  

1.2.4.4 Resource Implications 

LCS requires considerable infrastructure and personnel resources; any screening study or 

service necessitates respiratory physicians, radiologists, radiographers, nurses, HCAs, 

receptionists, and many others to function. There is a shortage of funds and personnel in the 

NHS at the moment, so unless a LCS programme can be shown to be feasible it is unlikely to 

be considered viable. The SUMMIT Study aims to demonstrate how LCS can be implemented 

in a way that is efficient and practicable, in order to decrease the burden on stretched 

primary- and secondary-care resources. This is particularly true when it comes to the efficient 

management of LDCT findings, and communication with general practitioners (GPs) and 

participants.  

 

1.3 Hypothesis to be Tested 

Lung cancer screening using low-dose CT screening has been shown to be beneficial. The LCS 

community now needs to demonstrate how to implement LCS using the best evidence 

available, and in the most time-efficient way possible, to reduce harms and increase benefit 

to both participants and the health services providing screening. This thesis hypothesises that 

LCS can be implemented using standardised and systematised radiological reporting and data 

capture methods, to decrease administrative burden on clinical staff while applying the best 

evidence base for management of radiological findings and communication with participants 

and primary care.  

1.3.1 Specific Aims 

This thesis will investigate how to: 
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1) Create evidence-based and standardised protocols to capture radiological data on 

pulmonary nodules and incidental findings from LDCT scans done as part of a LCS 

implementation study. 

2) Implement these standardised radiology protocols into a radiology data capture 

system that provides efficient, consistent, and semi-automated management plans, 

through integrating bespoke and pre-existing software. 

3) Create automated clinical letters based on these management plans to communicate 

LDCT results to participants and their GPs in an effective and efficient way. 

4) Demonstrate deliverability of LCS implementation through this platform by examining 

early study results data from the SUMMIT Study. 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 SUMMIT Study Methodology—Overview 

The SUMMIT Study is the source for the data discussed and analysed as part of this thesis, 

and development and delivery of the study has been a large part of my work for the past three 

years. This chapter outlines the SUMMIT Study’s aims, structure, recruitment and data 

collection methods, in order to give context to the work contained later in this dissertation.  

The SUMMIT Study has two main aims: the first is to develop a cell-free nucleic acid test for 

the detection of multiple cancers, and the second is to examine the performance of delivering 

an LDCT screening service for lung cancer to a high-risk population in London. The study is 

funded by GRAIL, a US healthcare company, whose reasons for funding the study are 

summarised by the first main aim. The cell-free nucleic acid test and its development is 

outside the remit of this thesis, however, it has necessarily affected the structure of how the 

second aim is delivered, particularly the number of years of screening service delivery, and 

the way that people are randomised to further scans at years after baseline [Year 1 (Y1), and 

Year 2 (Y2)].  The SUMMIT Study protocol is appendix 1, ClinicalTrials.gov reference 

NCT03934866. A brief summary of the pertinent aspects is given here. 

The SUMMIT Study is a prospective cohort study composed of two different participant 

groups: Group A is comprised of 25,000 subjects at high-risk of lung and other smoking-

related cancers due to significant smoking histories and other risk factors, and Group B is 

composed of participants of the same age (50-77) who are at lower risk (figure 5). Group A 

participants attend yearly appointments at a study site for three years [baseline (Y0), Y1 and 

Y2], where they undergo protocolised study procedures designed to support both main aims 

of the SUMMIT Study. Group B participants will not undergo any LCS screening activity, and 

do not provide further information on the practicability of LDCT screening delivery. Therefore, 

Group A will be the focus of this report and any reference to the SUMMIT cohort herein refers 

to Group A only.  
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Figure 5: SUMMIT Study Overview 

 

2.1.1 Identification of Potential Participants 

Potential participants are identified at their GP practice by running a predefined search on 

the GP practice’s patient record system. This search identifies those who are likely to be 

eligible for LDCT screening. Inclusion criteria for this potentially eligible group are 50-77 years 

old, coded as being a smoker on the GP practice system in the last 20 years, and without any 

active malignancy or end-of-life care. The list of potentially eligible participants is uploaded 

from the GP practice to a central database, with the permission of the Confidentiality Advisory 

Group (CAG), which enables holding of personal identifiable information (PII) before express 

consent has been given. Standardised invitational materials are sent to potential participants, 
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which include a pre-invitation letter, an invitation letter with an informational leaflet about a 

Lung Health Check (LHC) two weeks later, and a reminder letter two weeks after that. In the 

invitational materials, potential participants are asked to telephone the LHC team for a 

phone-based assessment and to book an appointment.  

2.1.2 The Lung Health Check 

At their LHC appointment, participants have a brief consultation with a Clinical Trials 

Practitioner (CTP) about their smoking history, risk factors, and symptoms. During this 

consultation they undergo spirometry assessment, height, weight, and blood pressure 

measurements, and they are given smoking cessation advice and support if they are current 

smokers. Using the information collected during the LHC, their eligibility to Group A is 

calculated using two different risk-prediction criteria: they must meet either (or both) the 

USPSTF criteria for screening, or have a calculated risk of lung cancer in the next 6 years of 

1.3% or higher, according to the Prostate Lung Colorectal Ovarian 2012 (PLCOm2012) risk score 

(see figure 6). If they are found eligible and do not meet any of the exclusion criteria, they are 

invited to join the SUMMIT Study. Potential participants are given a Participant Information 

Sheet (PIS) to read and, if they are willing to join the study, an informed consent consultation 

is undertaken.  

USPSTF-like Criteria (all criteria must be met) to qualify 
under USPSTF 

PLCO
m2012

 Criteria, calculated score must be ≥1.3 

Age 50-77 Age 
≥30 pack year history Race/Ethnicity (modified for UK population) 
Current smoker or quit smoking <15 years ago Education level  

Body Mass Index (BMI)  
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)  
Personal history of cancer  
Family history of lung cancer  
Current smoking status (current or former)  
Smoking intensity  
Smoking quit time  
Duration of smoking 

Figure 6: Eligibility Criteria for SUMMIT (Group A) 

2.1.3 Study Procedures—Baseline Visit (Y0) 

Once informed consent has been taken, participants donate blood samples (in order to help 

answer the first aim of the study), and fill out a health questionnaire on a tablet computer. 

They are then scanned on a dedicated study CT scanner using a non-contrast weight-based 

low-dose CT chest protocol (see appendix 4 of the SUMMIT Study protocol for further details). 
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Once they have completed these study procedures, they are given a £20 shopping voucher 

and materials on future engagement with the study. 

2.1.4 Further Study Visits—Y1, Y2 and Other Follow-up 

Provided that no abnormalities requiring follow-up are found on their LDCT scan at baseline, 

participants will re-attend a study site 12 months (Y1) and 24 months (Y2) after their baseline 

visits. At Y1, they will be randomised to either having a scan only at Y2 (biennial screening), 

or to having two further LDCT scans, at Y1 and Y2 (annual screening). All participants, 

regardless of their randomisation outcome, will fill out a questionnaire and give blood 

samples at Y1 and Y2. 

Some participants will have findings on their baseline scans requiring urgent or non-urgent 

follow-up. These findings are defined and managed by the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule 

(appendix 2) and Incidental Findings (appendix 3) Management Protocols. Further detail on 

these protocols, their development, implementation and testing is below in dedicated 

chapters. In summary, there are four broad categories of outcomes related to these findings: 

(i) those that require urgent follow-up (cancer and non-cancer), (ii) those that require follow-

up in three months’ time (nodules or consolidation, imaging performed within the study), (iii) 

those that require monitoring via a yearly scan completed within the study (indeterminate 

findings), and (iv) those requiring GP action. Participants with these findings will have further 

investigations as appropriate, either within the study or outside the study framework. 

Participants with outcomes in categories (ii) and (iii) will not be randomised at Y1. Where 

participants are necessarily referred out of the study for further, urgent follow-up, data will 

be collected on their health via electronic case report forms (eCRFs) filled in by Type 2 sites 

(hospital secondary care sites). Participants subsequently discharged from further follow-up 

at Type 2 sites may re-enter the study in the next year and will be scanned at subsequent 

annual appointments, as per the SUMMIT protocol. 

2.1.5 Further Data Collection 

After the completion of Y2 study visits, active engagement with participants will end. If 

participants require further surveillance for a finding (e.g. a ground glass nodule requiring 

extended imaging follow-up), they will be referred to their local Type 2 site. Further data on 

health outcomes will be collected for up to 10 years after the last person is enrolled via 
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national health data registries, including the National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service 

(NCRAS) and NHS Digital (for non-cancer health outcomes). Data will also be collected from 

GP databases. Imaging data will be collected from Type 2 sites, in cases where further imaging 

was performed as a result of study findings. A portion of the blood samples taken from 

participants at study visits will be analysed for genomic information by the UCL team and will 

form part of the UCL-owned SUMMIT bioresource dataset. 

2.2 SUMMIT Radiology Overview 

To support the daily operations of the SUMMIT Study and investigate the feasibility of 

implementing an LDCT screening service, a radiology reporting platform was built. More 

information on the detail of how this was built is contained in chapter 5 of this thesis, but a 

brief outline is included here. The platform relies on existing and bespoke software to perform 

CT chest images, send these images to a reporting platform to be read, proformatise radiology 

reporting (using eCRFs), implement evidence-based management protocols, and 

communicate findings and onward management to participants and GPs via automated letter 

generation. Figure 7, below, is a schematic of the elements that make up the SUMMIT 

Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform, and how radiology data flows and is 

captured through the various elements of the platform.  

 

 

Grey boxes indicate study specific software, hardware, or protocols. White boxes indicate existing software or hardware. 

Figure 7: SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform 
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2.2.1 LDCT Scanning Protocol 

Low-dose CT images for SUMMIT are captured using new GE Revolution scanners purchased 

for the study. Scanning protocols are weight-based: mAs and kVp are varied to maintain 

radiation doses less than 2mSv per scan. Scans are performed at maximal inspiration, in one 

continuous craniocaudal acquisition, without intravenous contrast. Further information of 

the radiographic details of the image acquisition can be found in appendix 4 of the SUMMIT 

Study protocol (appendix 1).  

2.2.2 SUMMIT IT Infrastructure 

2.2.2.1 Existing Elements 

The SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform is supported by existing 

information and imaging technology. This infrastructure includes: CT scanners (GE Revolution, 

GE Healthcare, USA) and reconstruction algorithms, which enable capture and enhancement 

of the CT images; Picture Archiving and Communication Services (PACS) from Carestream Vue 

PACS, Carestream Health, USA, the software that allows images to be stored and reported by 

radiologists; and Veolity from MeVis Medical Solutions, Germany, an off-the-shelf lung nodule 

computer aided detection (CADe) and volumetry software, to identify and assess lung 

nodules. These existing technologies enable images to be taken, sent to PACS for archiving, 

automatically forwarded to Veolity for reading and lung nodule assessment, and export of 

this nodule data back to PACS via an Extended Markup Language (XML) data capture file. 

Docmail, a bulk mailing service based in the UK, was used to fulfil clinical results letter orders, 

generated as a result of SUMMIT LDCT reports. 

2.2.2.2 Bespoke Radiology IT Elements 

It was identified early on that, in order to support SUMMIT’s aim of delivering streamlined 

and systematised scan reporting and onward management of findings, new software would 

be required. This software would need to facilitate and implement three main evidence-based 

protocols developed specifically for SUMMIT. These are: i) the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule 

Management Protocol, ii) the SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Protocol, and iii) an 

automated results letter generation tool. The evidence base, development, testing and 

implementation of each of these elements are discussed in more detail in chapters 3-5, below.  
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2.2.3 Radiologist Training 

Radiologists recruited to report scans for SUMMIT were trained on the existing and bespoke 

radiology platform elements in dedicated training days. All reporting radiologists were 

supervised during training and completed an ‘induction period’ of reporting using test scans 

and supervised live reporting. Further information on their training, initial quality assurance 

(QA) requirements and ongoing quality control (QC) of reports can be found below (chapter 

5). This training was to ensure, as much as possible, the uniformity and utility of data collected 

for the study through the radiology reporting platform. 

 

Data collected through the pre-existing and bespoke elements of the SUMMIT platform are 

saved in the SUMMIT Client Relationship Management System (SCRMS) and the GRAIL 

Electronic Data Capture (EDC) databases via eCRFs. These data form the basis of the SUMMIT 

radiology dataset. Ultimately, the LDCT scans and reports will be matched with the person-

specific clinical and outcome data, as well as genomic and other health record data, to form 

the SUMMIT bioresource dataset. Though outside the scope of this thesis, this composite 

dataset will provide an important resource for those interested in investigating age- and 

smoking-related conditions in a high-risk cohort. 
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3 The SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol 

The development and implementation of the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management 
Protocol was led by me, in conjunction with the core SUMMIT clinical team including Dr 
Jennifer Dickson, Professor Anand Devaraj, Dr Arjun Nair, Dr Sophie Tisi and Professor Sam 
Janes. 

 

The SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol is a foundational piece of work for the 

SUMMIT Study, in its aim to streamline LDCT LCS provision. This chapter explains the 

antecedents to the protocol, and how the nodule protocol was developed, built and 

implemented. Further analyses using data from the study will enable the protocol to be 

refined and reworked, if necessary, and may point the way to the best practice for pulmonary 

nodule management in the future. Early data on pulmonary nodules identified and managed 

using this protocol are presented in chapter 6 of this thesis. 

3.1 Pulmonary Nodule Management—Precursors and Contemporaries to SUMMIT 

Pulmonary nodules are the intended target of LCS; improvements in lung cancer detection 

and outcomes are possible through finding early stage cancers that manifest as pulmonary 

nodules on CT. The challenge to pulmonary nodule management, however, is that not all 

nodules are cancer (false positives), and not all cancers cause harm (overdiagnosis). As many 

LCS advocates have pointed out, managing pulmonary nodules appropriately—balancing 

intervention with surveillance—tips the balance for or against screening(73–75). 

Considerable work has been done by many groups to try to understand the best way of 

managing pulmonary nodules in order to meet this important balance between benefits and 

harms. The British Thoracic Society (BTS) completed a comprehensive review of the existing 

evidence in 2014 and formulated the BTS guidelines for management of pulmonary nodules 

based on this review. These guidelines are widely used in the UK for management of nodules 

detected incidentally but are also fit for purpose in a screening context especially because 

they are largely informed by the evidence base from LCS itself. The Fleischner Society, in the 

US, has also developed its own guidelines for incidentally detected nodules, and the American 

College of Radiology (ACR) developed Lung-RADS, for use in screening. Therefore, there is a 

proliferation of valid approaches to managing nodules, all of which differ slightly. This section 
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will outline the varying approaches of these three groups and guidelines, in order to give 

sufficient background to the development of the SUMMIT guidelines. 

3.1.1 Fleischner Society Guidelines 

The Fleischner Society produced the first set of internationally-recognised pulmonary nodule 

guidelines in 2005(76), for use in nodules detected at CT. As is noted in the introduction to 

these guidelines, improvement in CT technology meant that the incidental detection of 

pulmonary nodules had increased. The American College of Chest Physicians’ (ACCP) nodule 

policy, which predated Fleischner and included nodules detected at CXR, indicated that every 

one of these incidentally detected nodules required follow-up(77), conferring an increased 

radiation burden to patients, without a clear benefit. The 2005 Fleischner guidelines provided 

the first set of frameworks for protocolising follow-up for incidentally-detected lung nodules, 

using the evidence base available. The main criteria used in these guidelines to assess 

malignancy risk in nodules were: (i) size (diameter), and (ii) the perceived risk status of the 

patient (high- or low-risk for malignancy, depending on smoking history). Based on these 

criteria, the guidelines then suggested follow-up type and duration. It also set out nodule 

characteristics that indicated a high likelihood of benignity, and therefore did not require 

follow-up (specifically certain patterns of calcification). This initial effort at pulmonary nodule 

management guidelines established the importance of an evidence base for making 

management decisions, and the concept that certain nodule characteristics—most 

importantly size and growth rates—would most reliably indicate malignancy, and therefore 

should dictate follow-up.  

The Fleischner Society issued a further statement specifically for subsolid nodules in 2013, to 

recognise the different aetiology and natural history of these lesions, which was not initially 

addressed in the 2005 guidelines(78). The 2005 guideline and 2013 statement allowed for a 

range of follow-up intervals, from urgent investigation, to three, six- or 12-month follow-up 

CT, depending on the perceived risk of the nodule and patient.  

The Fleischner Society issued new guidance in 2017 that replaced the 2005 and 2013 

literature, consolidating the solid and non-solid lesions into one table, but also relaxing 

timeframes for follow-up intervals to allow for ‘greater discretion to accommodate individual 

risk factors and preferences’(79) (see figure 8 for further information). The net result of the 

Fleischner Society’s application of data to pulmonary nodules was the push to standardise an 
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approach to nodule management, and then to adapt and refine their approach when new 

data was available. Despite using data gathered from LCS studies to inform these guidelines, 

the intended use of the Fleischner guidelines is in incidentally-detected nodules found in 

clinical practice. 

 

Figure 8: Fleischner Society Guidelines, 2017 
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3.1.2 Lung-RADS 

Meanwhile, the ACR was formulating its own guidelines, specifically for the application to LCS 

services, which had recently been endorsed in the US by the USPSTF(80,81). Using data from 

both screening studies and clinical practice, Lung-RADS1.0 was published in 2014 and provided 

guidance for nodules detected at interval rounds of LDCT screening as well as at baseline 

assessment. Similarly to the Fleischner guidelines, Lung-RADS uses diameter as the primary 

size criterion, but created the concept of ‘categories’ (0-4) as a way of grouping different types 

of nodules (e.g. solid, subsolid) that were deemed to have the same level of risk and required 

the same follow-up duration and type. Each of these categories can be modified (for example 

with ‘c’ or ‘s’ to indicate previous malignancy or another clinically significant finding, 

respectively). Nodules in the same category should be followed up in the same way—with 

three or six month LDCT, or 12 month LDCT as part of the annual screening programme. For 

those nodules deemed at highest risk, further investigation with Positron Emission 

Tomography (PET) or biopsy is suggested (figure 9). In contrast to the Fleischner 2017 

guidelines, the Lung-RADS approach encourages standardised intervals for follow-up, likely in 

an effort to streamline LCS services, and provide for less variation due to ‘preference’. 

Lung-RADS version 1.1 was published in 2019, and was not available at the time of the 

SUMMIT nodule protocol’s development, however, it has not changed the fundamental 

principle of nodule categorisation and assessment through diameter and nodule 

characteristics(82). 
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Figure 9: Lung-RADS1.0 Assessment Criteria 

3.1.3 BTS Guidelines 

In the UK, the BTS published the BTS Guidelines for the Investigation and Management of 

Pulmonary Nodules in 2015(83). The committee members of BTS, like those of Lung-RADS and 

the Fleischner guidelines, scoured the data on lung nodules and produced their own 

recommendations for categorisation and follow-up based on the best evidence. The BTS 

guidelines differ from Lung-RADS and Fleischner in several key areas: firstly, the BTS 

guidelines are applicable to nodules detected incidentally or through screening, as the 

authors felt there was not sufficient evidence to make recommendations specific to the 

method of discovery or route of referral. Secondly, it specifies separate follow-up regimes for 

solid and subsolid nodules, to enable more nuance around how these nodules are managed. 
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In particular, solid nodules’ size and growth are measured via volumetry and volume doubling 

time (VDT), as opposed to diameter for subsolid nodules. The BTS guidelines also make use of 

specific nodule malignancy-risk calculators, namely the Brock and Herder scores. These 

calculators allow for the integration of greater detail in assessing the likelihood of cancer in a 

given nodule, either at detection (Brock) or after PET investigation (Herder). The result of the 

BTS assessment of evidence for pulmonary nodule management is a multifaceted algorithm, 

which considers different characteristics and metrics to make evidence-based suggestions for 

nodule surveillance and management. As of its publication in 2015, UK-based chest physicians 

and radiologists have been encouraged to follow its guidelines (see figures 10 and 11 for 

further detail). 

 

Figure 10 BTS Algorithm for the Management of Solid Nodules 
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Figure 11 BTS Algorithm for the Management of Subsolid Nodules 

 

It has been argued that the proliferation of nodule management recommendations (from the 

Fleischner Society, ACR and BTS), has made everyday clinical management of nodules 

potentially confusing and complex. Adherence to pulmonary nodule guidelines by chest 

physicians and radiologists is often poor(84–88). This poor adherence may indicate the need 

for further automation and protocolisation of nodule management; BTS and Cancer Research 

UK (CRUK) produced an application for smartphones to enable easier risk stratification of 

nodules using the BTS guidelines(89). It is likely that further integration of nodule 

management protocols within PACS systems will enable greater adherence. 

3.1.4 NELSON 

While not a guideline or policy statement, the NELSON study’s approach to nodule 

management is particularly applicable to SUMMIT: it was the first European and large-scale 

screening study to use semi-automated volumetry and VDT measurements as markers of size 

and growth(45,90), and recruited over 7,000 participants into its intervention arm. Please see 
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figures 12 and 13 for further detail on the baseline nodule categories and follow-up 

recommendations. Though the results from the study are still being published, incremental 

data on the outcomes and management of pulmonary nodules identified in NELSON have 

been published starting in the early 2010s(38,47,67). Furthermore, the different screening 

intervals have produced invaluable data on the natural history of nodules detected in 

screening(38,91–93), the relevant data of which will be commented on below in the literature 

review. 

 

 

Figure 12: NELSON Baseline NODCAT Categories 

 

 

Figure 13: NELSON Nodule Management Recommendations 
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3.2 SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol 

The SUMMIT pulmonary nodule management protocol was developed starting in 2016 and 

completed by early 2018, in time for implementation into SUMMIT systems. The SUMMIT 

clinical team recognised early on that there were three important factors to consider during 

protocol development: the first is that nodule management would have to be based largely 

on the BTS guidelines. This is because the BTS guidelines were, at the time of SUMMIT 

protocol development, up to date, having only been written the previous year, and also 

applicable to the SUMMIT patient group, as they are what UK clinicians are meant to be 

following in everyday practice. The second factor was that new data on the behaviour and 

management of pulmonary nodules are being released consistently, and that SUMMIT would 

benefit from a review of the new evidence to make sure its approach did not exclude any 

particularly relevant information. The third factor was that while the BTS guidelines are 

comprehensive for nodules detected through one-off screening or incidentally, they do not 

specifically delineate situations where people are being screened annually or biennially. I 

present below the best evidence on the management of pulmonary nodules in LCS, gathered 

through a literature review, in order to demonstrate how the SUMMIT protocol adheres to, 

or deviates from, this evidence and the guidelines created by the BTS. 

3.2.1 Pulmonary Nodule Management Literature Review 

As mentioned above, the SUMMIT protocol is based largely on the BTS guidelines for 

consistency and because they are clinically applicable to the SUMMIT participant group. 

Interestingly, a review of the evidence cited in the BTS guidelines, particularly around the 

detection and onward management of nodules, shows that all the recommendations are 

based on evidence graded as C or D or as requiring further research. In essence, this highlights 

the lack of robust evidence and consensus around how best to manage pulmonary nodules 

and how many of the recommendations that are made require further validation (something 

SUMMIT may be able to provide in the future). In order to synthesise the evidence that was 

published after the BTS guidelines (2015) and before implementation of the SUMMIT protocol 

(2018), I performed a focussed, narrative literature review. After dedicated systematic review 

training and discussion with library professionals about the best methods to use, the review 

took the form of a hybrid of systematic and narrative review methods, searching Embase and 

Medline for articles presenting evidence on screen-detected nodules and their management. 
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Figure 14 lists the search strategies I used to identify articles in the two databases, and figure 

15 demonstrates the inclusion and exclusion criteria I applied when I reviewed the articles 

generated by the search. Figure 16 shows the flow of articles through the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. As this was a narrative review, no formal quality framework was applied, in 

accordance with narrative reviewing methods. 

Embase Search Strategy Ovid MEDLINE Search Strategy 
1     lung cancer/  
2     screening/  
3     nodule*.mp. 
4     1 and 2  
5     3 and 4  
6     5 and 2014:2018.(sa_year).  

1     Lung Neoplasms/  
2     Mass Screening/ 
3     nodule.mp.  
4     nodule*.mp.  
5     1 and 2 
6     4 and 5 
7     6 and 2014:2018.(sa_year). 

 

Figure 14 Embase and Medline Search Strategies for Pulmonary Nodule Literature Review 

 

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

Observational or interventional studies 

- Studies of interest include those where 
provision of Lung Cancer Screening (LCS) 
has taken place 
 

Review articles amalgamating pre-existing data to 

demonstrate a new conclusion 

Patient group  

- Lung Cancer Screening patients 
- Diagnosed with pulmonary nodules at a 

screening study 

Inclusion of one or more outcome measures 

relating to: 

- Per-nodule outcome data regarding 
method of nodule assessment, growth 
and malignancy rates 

Papers not available in the English language 

Papers available in abstract form only 

Studies focusing on patients diagnosed with 

pulmonary nodules incidentally 

Studies not reporting original human data 

Studies using radiomics or other software or 

infrastructure not widely available for use at the 

time of study delivery 

Publication prior to January 2014 and after 

December 2018 

Figure 15 Pulmonary Nodule Literature Search Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria 
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Figure 16 Pulmonary Nodule Literature Search Outcomes 

Six articles were excluded at the full review stage, either because they present data on 

radiomics-based nodule assessment, have very small sample sizes or are addressing 

incidentally detected nodules instead of screening data. The 24 articles that fit the inclusion 

criteria examine evidence and analyse data from three different LCS datasets; the I-ELCAP, 

NELSON and the NLST datasets, all of which are described further below. As these are the 

largest screening datasets, the data in these studies are large enough to demonstrate 

significant rates of nodules, malignancies and screening rounds. Other single-centre case 

reports were not included, as sample sizes were not large enough to inform practice. The 24 

articles all addressed the challenge of implementing LCS in the most optimal way, and 

provided evidence from these datasets on how to manage different nodule types, where to 

set size cut-offs for follow-up, and how to balance screening intervals against unnecessary 

intervention, amongst other things. In order to discuss these articles comprehensively, I have 

divided them into the broad areas they address: (i) nodule type and follow-up analyses; (ii) 

size cut-offs and malignancy modelling; (iii) volumetry versus diameter measurements; and 

(iv) other. 

3.2.1.1 Nodule Type Analyses 

The BTS guidelines, and the Fleischner guidelines before them, identified the importance of 

differentiating solid nodules from subsolid nodules. The analyses identified by this literature 
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search delve deeper into the evidence for treating these nodules differently when it comes 

to follow-up and intervention. Studies based on data from I-ELCAP, NELSON and NLST all 

confirmed the efficacy and utility of monitoring non-solid lesions by annual LDCT, reinforcing 

the message that most non-solid lesions are indolent in nature and unlikely to develop into 

invasive lesions without developing a solid component first. Moreover, these lesions, if 

resected, are likely to represent overdiagnosed disease and therefore warrant a greater 

degree of caution before intervention(94–98). 

Similarly, papers by Henschke, Yip, Walter and Scholten address the optimal way to manage 

part-solid nodules; Henschke et al use I-ELCAP data to illustrate the high cure rates and utility 

of annual CT to monitor part-solid nodules(99); analyses by Scholten and Yip demonstrate 

that annual surveillance would be a safe approach to managing subsolid nodules identified in 

the NELSON and NLST datasets, too(96,100). Walter et al also use NELSON data to illustrate 

that new part-solid nodules identified at incidence rounds in the NELSON trial do not require 

different size or follow-up regimens from those identified at baseline(97), an approach 

advocated by Henschke(99).  

The consensus, therefore, for managing part-solid and non-solid nodules from each of the 

three big LCS datasets seems to be that it is safe and effective to monitor these types of 

nodules, regardless of when the lesions are detected within a screening programme. These 

important conclusions were considered when developing the SUMMIT protocol. 

3.2.1.2 Size Cut-Off Analyses and Modelling 

The big three LCS datasets were also used to examine and re-examine the size cut-offs for 

different nodule types, in order to find the optimal levels at which to recommend either 

further intervention or surveillance. There was particular interest in understanding if nodule 

size cut-offs should be different based on whether or not the nodule was seen on a prevalence 

scan. Data from NELSON support a reduced volume cut-off of 30mm3 for new solid nodules 

that present after a baseline scan, as they demonstrated these nodules are more likely to be 

fast-growing malignancies(48). The NELSON trial was using nodule volume, whereas the NLST 

and I-ELCAP datasets contained diameter measurements. Despite this difference in approach 

to the measurement of size, analyses by Pinksy et al, Schabath et al, and Henschke et al 

showed that nodules identified at incidence rounds of the NLST and I-ELCAP datasets had a 

higher lung cancer risk profile, compared to those identified at baseline(101–103).  
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Furthermore, re-analysis of these two diameter-based datasets by Yip et al demonstrated that 

in both, increased size thresholds of a positive scan at baseline would have enabled a 

considerable and statistically significant reduction in additional CT scans, without delaying 

lung cancer diagnoses by more than nine months(104). This finding was reinforced with 

regards to the NLST dataset by Gierada et al, who demonstrated that raising the baseline 

nodule size definition of a positive screen would reduce false-positive test rates and have a 

positive impact on screening outcomes(105). 

In summary, analyses of data from I-ELCAP and NLST demonstrate that baseline false positive 

rates can be reduced by increasing indeterminate nodule size cut-offs while minimising 

harms, and decreasing nodule size thresholds for new nodules found at incidence rounds 

would enable detection and follow-up of nodules with a higher risk profile.  

3.2.1.3 Volume versus Diameter 

There has been a long-running debate within LCS circles about the use of volume or diameter 

to measure nodules. Several of the articles identified by the literature review highlight the 

trend toward using volume, where possible, as it represents a more accurate, and less 

variable, method to assess size, and volume doubling time (VDT) to assess growth(106–108). 

Hassannezhad et al created a model using NLST data in order to identify patient- and nodule-

specific characteristics that could improve the positive predictive value (PPV) of LDCT 

screening tests(109). Interestingly, their model showed that on a per-nodule basis the PPV 

can be improved by the inclusion of longest nodule diameter (longest axial diameter is already 

included). As the authors acknowledge, including two diameter measurements creates a 

proxy for volume. The BTS guidelines advocate using volume wherever possible, and this 

approach was replicated in the SUMMIT protocol. 

3.2.1.4 Other Articles 

The literature search also identified articles on more varied topics regarding pulmonary 

nodule management. As mentioned above, there is a need to define an ‘optimal’ screening 

process, particularly how to manage pulmonary nodules such that false positive results are 

decreased and invasive cancers are not missed. For these reasons, authors used different 

datasets and methods to examine whether data points like nodule count, nodule morphology, 

and nodule risk-prediction scores can improve malignancy prediction(46,110–112). Unlike the 
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analyses around size and nodule type, these articles presented a mixed picture: NELSON data 

did not demonstrate a benefit to including nodule count in malignancy risk prediction, and 

including additional nodule morphology characteristics were similarly unhelpful (46,110,111). 

In contrast, White et al used the NLST dataset to show that the Vancouver Lung Cancer Risk 

Prediction Model (aka the Brock Score) provided added discriminatory value in determining 

malignant nodules, one of the criteria of which is nodule count(112). The BTS guidelines 

already advocate the use of the Brock Score based on previously published evidence, and 

therefore incorporate nodule count in that specific context, but not as a separate measure. 

 

In summary, considerable column inches have been dedicated to understanding the optimal 

way of managing pulmonary nodules in an LCS context. A review of the literature after the 

publication of the BTS guidelines and before implementation of the SUMMIT guidelines 

(2014-2018) demonstrates evidence in three distinct areas: firstly, a reassertion that different 

nodule types require different follow-up due to different natural histories; secondly, solid 

nodules identified on incidence scans require a lower threshold as they are more likely to be 

malignant; and lastly, volume is a better measure of size and a better predictor of malignancy 

than diameter.  

  

3.2.2 The SUMMIT Protocol 

The result of the review of the above guidelines (BTS, Fleischner), protocol (NELSON) and 

more recent articles is the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol. Figures 17 and 

18 illustrate the baseline solid and subsolid algorithms, and figure 19 the Y1 solid nodule 

algorithm. Deviations from BTS guidance are highlighted in bold boxes. For the full algorithm, 

please see appendix 2. The protocol establishes the approach to managing pulmonary 

nodules detected at baseline and interval screening rounds of the SUMMIT Study, using the 

best and most applicable evidence gathered from these sources. As mentioned above, the 

SUMMIT protocol adheres most closely to the BTS guidelines but significant changes have 

been made to accommodate an annual screening programme, and to assimilate emerging 

evidence. The below sections describe these changes and updates, and provides the 

evidence-base for these decisions. 
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Bolded boxes denote deviation(s) from BTS Guidelines. 

Figure 17 SUMMIT Baseline Solid Nodule Algorithm 
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Bolded boxes denote deviation(s) from BTS Guidelines. 

Figure 18 SUMMIT Baseline Subsolid Nodule Algorithm 
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Bolded boxes denote deviation(s) from BTS Guidelines. 

Figure 19 SUMMIT Y1 Solid Nodule Algorithm
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3.2.2.1 Size & Growth Assessments of Solid Nodules 

All solid nodules in SUMMIT are assessed using semi-automated volumetry software. Except 

when the segmentation is deemed visually unreliable by the radiologist, volume is used as the 

primary size metric. This is consistent with the BTS approach to solid nodules and the SUMMIT 

volume criteria for nodules identified on baseline scans are essentially the same as BTS: 

nodules ≥80mm3 but <300mm3 require follow-up with a scan in three months. As in the BTS 

guidelines, the Brock score is not applied to nodules of this ‘indeterminate’ size, as it is likely 

it will be <10%, since size is the greatest influence on malignancy score. If a nodule is 

≥300mm3, the Brock score is calculated; if it is ≥10%, immediate referral to a multidisciplinary 

team (MDT) is recommended, if the Brock score <10% the nodule will undergo LDCT 

surveillance after three months. Because volumetry is the primary measurement of size at 

baseline, there is no category in the SUMMIT algorithm for solid nodules 5-6mm in diameter, 

which according to BTS require 12 month follow-up. As discussed in the literature review, Yip 

et al demonstrate that increasing the indeterminate nodule lower size threshold from 5mm 

to 6mm reduces the frequency of positive tests to 10.5% (from 15.8%) and delays cancer 

diagnosis in only two cases (104). Where segmentation of a solid nodule is unreliable, long 

axis diameter measurements are used instead, in accordance with the NELSON study’s 

methods(38). Only those ≥6mm in diameter will be followed up at three months.  

The SUMMIT protocol’s growth assessment at three months post-baseline for solid nodules 

does not employ VDT, but instead uses a threshold of ≥25% increase in volume, i.e. 

‘unequivocal growth’. This is to minimise MDT referrals for small but expected variations in 

size and segmentation measurements, and because VDT for nodules that have grown by 25% 

or more in three months will inevitably be <400 days, the threshold for follow-up in the BTS 

guidelines. Growing nodules at three month follow-up and subsequent Y1 and Y2 growth 

assessments must also have a volume of at least 200mm3 before referral to MDT, regardless 

of their rate of growth, as nodules less than this size are unlikely to have any further 

investigation than another follow-up scan in three months’ time. This follow-up will be 

performed in the study to decrease referrals to MDT. 

VDT calculations are used for nodule growth assessments 12 months after baseline and at any 

point thereafter, as in BTS, but have been consolidated into two outcome categories (less 

than or greater than 600 days), instead of three in BTS (<400, 400-600, or >600 days). In order 
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to be sent to the MDT, however, a nodule will have to demonstrate a ≥25% increase in volume 

as well as a VDT<600 days. This approach enables streamlining of the VDT assessment at Y1 

and thereafter, by lowering the VDT threshold for MDT follow-up, while maintaining the 

requirement for unequivocal growth and the minimum volume of 200mm3. 

3.2.2.2 Subsolid Nodule Algorithm Changes 

Subsolid nodules are categorised as part-solid (PSN), where a nodule contains both solid (soft 

tissue density obscuring underlying parenchyma and bronchovascular structures) and ground 

glass (increased density through which bronchovascular structures are still visible) 

components, or pure ground glass (GGN), where there is no solid component to the lesion, in 

accordance with BTS guidelines. PSNs of any size are re-scanned within the study at three 

months; no lower size limit is applied to PSNs (unlike in BTS, where a diameter of <5mm would 

not be followed up at all). PSNs will then be managed according to unequivocal growth at the 

three month follow-up scan; those with solid components ≥8mm that persist or grow will be 

referred to MDT; those with a solid component <8mm will only be referred to the MDT for 

further assessment if the solid component is growing. All other PSNs will be followed up with 

a further scan at 12 months (even if the nodule has resolved).  

GGNs, unlike PSNs, will not be followed up with a three month scan; the SUMMIT guidelines 

have moved the initial follow-up for GGNs ≥5mm to 12 months after the baseline scan. This 

decision was taken because GGNs are often inflammatory and transient in nature(23,113), 

and, as the literature review has showed, do not require more aggressive intervention or 

surveillance (94–97). A three month follow-up scan in clinical practice makes sense, in order 

to look for resolution of the GGN, so that no further follow-up is required and the patient is 

provided reassurance at the earliest reliable opportunity. In the context of a screening study, 

where all participants will attend for a follow-up visit in 12 months, it was felt that repeat 

scanning for GGNs could take place at this visit, in order to lessen their follow-up burden by 

one visit. This was felt to be a safe approach, as those GGNs that do persist are likely to follow 

an indolent course and are highly likely to represent overdiagnosed cancers such as 

AIS(28,100). Ground glass nodules <5mm in diameter will not be imaged again, as per BTS 

guidelines, except incidentally as part of annual or biennial scans in SUMMIT. 
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The Brock score will not be applied to PSNs or GGNs in SUMMIT, because, as is noted by the 

BTS guidelines, the Brock score may underestimate malignancy probability in subsolid 

nodules that persist at three months and unequivocal growth may be a better marker(83). 

3.2.2.3 Consolidation & Endobronchial Lesions 

Though not strictly nodules, other findings which may indicate underlying lung cancer are 

consolidation and endobronchial lesions. Both of these radiological features are common in 

LDCT studies but they are also open to interpretation, requiring radiologists to use clinical 

discretion in their assessment and recommendations for further management. Our advice in 

the SUMMIT protocol is to identify consolidation that is not straightforwardly inflammatory 

in origin by marking it and bringing it back in three months to look for resolution. Similarly, 

endobronchial lesions that are not clearly mucus should be flagged and brought back for 

repeat LDCT. Efforts have been made to minimise scanning participants with active infection 

by deferring those with symptoms of a lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI) by six weeks in 

order that the symptoms resolve before they are scanned, and informing the participant 

during their LHC that they may want to seek treatment from the GP for their symptoms. This 

approach is a departure from BTS guidelines, which do not explicitly reference consolidation 

or endobronchial lesions. Because SUMMIT is attempting to streamline LDCT findings’ 

classification and management, we will not be recommending antibiotic treatment to 

individuals whose scans demonstrate consolidation, as it is anticipated that those requiring 

antibiotics for infective symptoms would seek medical care and be deferred by six weeks, as 

described above. Only in rare instances where atypical or truly widespread infection is 

detected (and radiologists categorise the finding as an emergency non-malignant finding) will 

coordination between the study team and the GP or respiratory MDT take place. Data 

collected as part of SUMMIT will help to determine the legitimacy of this approach to 

consolidation where malignancy is a consideration, and endobronchial lesions that are not 

straightforward. Though no other guidelines mention these findings, the SUMMIT clinical 

team felt it was important to acknowledge that these are common findings and attempt to 

outline a strategy for their management which is both safe and pragmatic. 

3.2.2.4 New Solid Nodules After Baseline 

As mentioned above, the NELSON, NLST and I-ELCAP data all demonstrate the importance of 

a lower threshold for new solid nodules identified on incidence rounds of 
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screening(48,101,102), and this has been incorporated into the SUMMIT protocol for nodules 

detected at Y1 or Y2. New solid nodules detected in these rounds will be followed up if they 

are ≥30mm3, as opposed to 80mm3 as indicated for baseline nodules. These new nodules are 

distinct from nodules missed on baseline scanning, or those nodules identified at baseline but 

below the original baseline threshold for follow-up, which should be treated according to 

baseline size and growth criteria at any subsequent follow-up. This approach is a departure 

from the BTS guidelines, as BTS is not primarily intended for use in a screening programme 

and would therefore not algorithmically distinguish a ‘new’ nodule with recent previous 

imaging demonstrating rapid appearance and growth, from a ‘baseline’ nodule detected 

incidentally or at baseline screening. 

 

3.3 The SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol—Summary 

One of the main aims of the SUMMIT Study is to investigate ways to implement LDCT 

screening efficiently and effectively. As many recent articles about LCS show, much of the 

debate around how to provide LCS centres on reducing harms and enhancing benefit to 

participants, not least in the way that pulmonary nodules are identified, risk-stratified and 

subsequently managed. The SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol was 

developed with a pragmatic and safe approach in mind; based largely on the clinically-

applicable BTS guidelines which had recently been published, we wrote our protocol to 

adhere, as much as possible, to these guidelines, but to accommodate new, robust data 

where it was applicable and to adapt the BTS guidelines for a three year screening study. The 

result is a protocol that we believe to be safe and up to date with the best evidence available. 

Chapter 6 of this thesis outlines the outcomes of the nodule management protocol so far, and 

how the changes and adaptations we made may influence the way pulmonary nodule 

management is conducted in the future. 
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4 The SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Protocol 

The development and implementation of the SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management 
Protocol was led by me, in conjunction with the core SUMMIT clinical team including Dr 
Jennifer Dickson, Professor Anand Devaraj, Dr Arjun Nair, Dr Sophie Tisi and Professor Sam 
Janes. 

 

Low-dose CT lung cancer screening will inevitably pick up radiological findings other than 

pulmonary nodules. The evidence base for how these findings should be managed is sparse, 

and has been used selectively by various proponents and detractors of LCS to both support 

the case for LDCT screening and to undermine it. Because there is no incontrovertible 

evidence around the harms and benefits of identifying and actioning IFs at LCS, the SUMMIT 

approach was necessarily ad-hoc in its development and implementation. That said, in the 

chapter below, I outline the evidence for the treatment of IFs, and then go on to describe the 

SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Protocol, its development and implementation.  

4.1 Incidental Findings in LCS—Literature Review 

Unlike for pulmonary nodules in LCS, IFs are not consistently planned for in study protocols, 

or managed in the same way. This diversity of approach is highlighted in the literature 

available. In order to get a more complete picture of the existing evidence, and to position 

the SUMMIT approach to these findings within the context of other LCS studies and services, 

I completed a narrative literature review, summarised below. After dedicated systematic 

review training and discussion with library professionals about the best methods to use, the 

review took the form of a hybrid of systematic and narrative review methods, searching 

Embase and Medline for articles presenting evidence on screen-detected IFs and their 

management. Figure 20 lists the search strategies I used to identify articles in the two 

databases, and figure 21 demonstrates the inclusion and exclusion criteria I applied when I 

reviewed the articles generated by the search. Figure 22 shows the flow of articles through 

the inclusion and exclusion criteria. As this was a narrative review, no formal quality 

framework was applied, in accordance with narrative reviewing methods. 

Embase Search Strategy Ovid MEDLINE Search Strategy 
1     Mass Screening 
2     lung neoplasms/ or "adenocarcinoma of lung"/ 
or multiple pulmonary nodules/ 
3     screening.mp. 

1     Mass Screening/ 
2     lung neoplasms/ or "adenocarcinoma of lung"/ 
or multiple pulmonary nodules/ 
3     screening.mp.  
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4     1 or 3 
5     2 and 4  
6     low dose CT.mp.  
7     incidental finding*.mp.  
8     5 and 7  
9     4 and 6 and 7  
10     limit 9 to (english language and humans and 
yr="2000 - 2018") 

4     1 or 3  
5     2 and 4 
6     low dose CT.mp 
7     incidental finding*.mp. 
8     5 and 7  
9     4 and 6 and 7  
10     limit 9 to (english language and humans and 
yr="2000 - 2018") 
 

 

Figure 20 Embase and Medline Search Strategies for IF Literature Review 

 

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

Observational or interventional studies 
- Studies of interest include those where 

provision of Lung Cancer Screening (LCS) 
has taken place 
 

Review articles amalgamating pre-existing data to 
demonstrate a new conclusion 

 

Patient group  
- Lung Cancer Screening patients 
- Diagnosed with incidental findings through 

screening 

 

Inclusion of one or more outcome measures relating 
to: 

- Incidental findings 

Papers not available in the English language 

 

Papers available in abstract form only 

 

Studies not reporting original human data 

 

Studies using radiomics or other software or 
infrastructure not widely available for use at the 
time of study delivery 

 

Publication prior to December 2017 to allow 
finalisation of the algorithm and incorporation into 
the SUMMIT platform 

 

 

 
 

Figure 21 IF Literature Search Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria 
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Figure 22 IF Literature Search Outcomes 

 

101 articles were identified through searching online medical databases and through hand 

searching of references. Of those articles, only 18 were suitable for full review, and 14 

reported unique and potentially relevant data for the SUMMIT protocol (developed between 

2014 and 2017). Those articles excluded at the full review stage were either review articles 

that did not present new metanalyses or were not presenting data from general LCS studies. 

On review of the 14 articles, four were analyses or re-analyses of LCS data examining single 

IFs (thyroid nodules, adrenal lesions, renal lesions and hepatic steatosis) in a specific cohort. 

The other 10 articles summarised the approaches to managing IFs, and the rates of IFs, in 

different LCS studies and services. These articles highlight several challenges to finding a firm 

evidence base for how to manage IFs in LCS. 

4.1.1 Challenges to Finding an Evidence Base for IFs and LCS 

4.1.1.1 What is an Incidental Finding? 

The first challenge to finding a consensus for managing IFs in LCS is one of definition. Top-line 

figures of rates of IFs can sound troublingly high: one study reported 79% of participants 

having IFs, and another 61.5%(21,22). But these numbers are slightly misleading, given that 

the numbers of findings these studies considered ‘clinically significant’ are 14% and 27%, 
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respectively. The confusion deepens when it becomes clear that a ‘clinically significant’ 

incidental finding is interpreted differently by different researchers: in three of the studies 

reporting data on IFs, ‘clinically significant’ findings include those that require further imaging 

for characterisation (e.g. renal or liver masses) but not those that do not (e.g. emphysema or 

coronary artery calcification)(49,68,114). In these studies, clinically significant IFs are found 

in 9%, 12% and 7% of participants. Several studies included emphysema, coronary artery 

calcification, and other non-specific radiological appearances in their list of ‘clinically relevant’ 

incidental findings, inevitably leading to higher rates of IFs in these cohorts (14%, 27%, 19% 

and 15% of participants having IFs)(21,22,69,115).  

4.1.1.2 Who Says? 

There was also variation within these 10 articles around who defines what is considered 

‘clinically significant.’ For some studies, this decision was left up to individual 

radiologists(68,116), a practice that is likely to foster considerable individual variation, but for 

others, data was either retrospectively gathered from discursive radiology reports by a 

dedicated research team, or prospectively categorised via flow chart(69,117). As Jacobs et al 

point out in their review article, studies ‘show a great variation in the type and number of 

findings that the authors deemed clinically significant…in the event of an incidental finding 

detected in CT screening, there is a lack of uniformity in recommendations regarding the 

follow-up strategy of that finding’(118). The fact that this review was written in 2008 

notwithstanding, this variation in approach to defining and managing IFs continues. The 

concept of context is important here, too: a finding that may be significant in a hospitalised 

or outpatient population, who are presumably symptomatic or unwell in some way, may not 

be relevant in an asymptomatic, screening population. Furthermore, radiologists who report 

scans largely in the clinical, non-screening context, may be more likely to categorise findings 

as clinically significant, even in a lower-risk screening population.  

4.1.1.3 How Much? 

Some of the variation in rates of IFs at LCS are inevitably due to the variation in scanning 

protocols: two of the 10 studies employed CT fields of view (FOV) to cover either to the level 

of the kidneys or to the iliac crests, thereby capturing far more of the abdominal contents 

than other studies (21,68). The rest of the studies aimed to cover only from the lung apices 

to the bases.  
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4.1.1.4 And Why? 

Many of the studies point out that it is unknown if reporting back to participants findings such 

as coronary artery calcification or emphysema actually leads to a change in clinical outcomes; 

similarly, it is unclear whether finding previously undiagnosed extrapulmonary malignancies 

actually leads to a mortality benefit, or is simply overdiagnosing cancers that would have 

remained harmless. These questions, while vital for actually assessing the clinical benefit of 

detecting IFs in LCS, go unanswered in the literature search.  

4.1.1.5 Limitations of the IF Literature Review 

There are some further sources of information on IFs in CT screening programmes that should 

be mentioned here, which were not identified through the literature search outlined above, 

either due to the fact that the articles did not pertain to a LCS cohort, or they were missed for 

other reasons. One is CT colonography (CTC): this screening programme has implemented a 

standardised approach to incidental findings, similar to those advocated for LCS. CTC 

incidental findings—or Extra-Colonographic Findings (ECFs)—are graded by type and likely 

clinical severity. E0-E2 indicate no further investigation or management is required. E3 

indicates that a finding is likely clinically insignificant but leaves further investigation up to the 

centre. E4 indicates a potentially important finding, and requests onward referral and 

communication with the referring physician(119). A recent study assessing CTC demonstrated 

that E4 findings were rare, at 1.2%, and for 1% this was a new diagnosis and required further 

investigation(120). Clearly, there are commonalities here between CT screening programmes 

and the likelihood of extra-thoracic malignancies in the LCS population may be informed by 

what is identified through CTC. 

Another source of information on IFs at chest CT comes from the COPDGene team, a study 

looking at COPD from an epidemiologic and genetic perspective. Papers from the team 

indicate rates of interstitial lung abnormalities (ILAs), an appearance which may denote the 

presence of ILD, in a group at risk for COPD and, by extension, lung cancer. They report a rate 

of 8% of those in the COPDGene cohort having ILAs, a helpful metric for understanding 

possible rates in the LCS population(121,122). Though not strictly from a LCS study, these data 

can inform LCS services regarding what rates of ILA/D to expect in the LCS cohort. 
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Two final articles should be mentioned here that were not identified by the literature search, 

but are important for understanding ILD in an LCS cohort: the first is an assessment by Jin et 

al of the NLST data on the presence of ILD. Their analysis demonstrated a similar rate of ILD 

in the NLST cohort as that in COPDGene (9%), but also demonstrated that non-fibrotic ILD 

features often improved (50%) whereas 37% those with fibrotic features may progress on 

follow-up imaging(123). Similarly, the team from MILD showed that the prevalence of fibrotic 

ILD appearances were not rare (4% overall prevalence, or 9.3% when adjusted for age and 

other factors)(124). These articles together demonstrate the importance of identifying 

fibrotic ILD in the LCS cohort, but also the prevalence of non-fibrotic ILD appearances and the 

possibility that this type of appearance may improve. 

4.1.2 The Evidence—In Summary 

It seems, from the literature, studies do not have enough evidence to agree on what is a 

clinically-relevant IF, who defines whether or not a finding is clinically relevant, and whether 

or not there is benefit in reporting these findings to screenees. This lack of consensus is largely 

driven by a lack of data around incidental findings more generally—as Adriano Priola and his 

colleagues point out, large LCS studies have collected different types of data, and have not 

always collected the outcomes of the onward investigations that these findings instigated, 

making it difficult to understand the benefit to harm ratio(68). Despite the variability in 

approach to imaging range, clinically significant findings, and reporting and data collection, 

there is one area of consensus in the literature: a standardised, agreed approach to reporting 

and managing IFs is required in order to support LCS and make it viable, both economically 

and practically(52,70). Any standardised reporting and management framework will need to 

be validated, but unfortunately, due to the heterogeneity of the data on IFs in LCS, little of 

this ideal framework can be interpolated so far. Instead, many of the authors point out the 

importance of calling on non-LCS data and relying on white papers from organisations like the 

ACR in order to practice safely, without overzealous intervention, or causing harm through 

anxiety and iatrogenic pathology (71,115). It is with this pragmatic approach in mind, and with 

a general awareness of the importance of balancing positive intervention and harm, that the 

SUMMIT Incidental Finding Management Protocol was developed. 
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4.2 SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Protocol 

Given the relative lack of cohesive IF management protocols or policies in LCS services and 

studies, the SUMMIT protocol was developed in order to strike a balance between providing 

an entire, discursive radiological report to GPs, and not actioning or reporting back any IFs. 

These differing approaches to investigation and management are exemplified on the one 

hand by the NLST approach, where approximately 20% of participants had a potentially 

clinically significant extrapulmonary findings(71), and on the other hand by the NELSON 

study’s recommendation that no extrapulmonary findings should be followed up due to the 

high probability that these findings are non-significant(49). In an effort to standardise data 

collection and management, anticipated IFs in SUMMIT were divided into three subsections: 

pulmonary, mediastinal and neck, and subdiaphragmatic incidental findings. These specific 

findings were further characterised by morphology, size or degree, where appropriate, and 

then specific management recommendations made based on these characterisations (see 

appendix 3). 

4.2.1.1 Pulmonary Incidental Findings 

Non-malignant pulmonary IFs commonly found at LDCT are emphysema, bronchiectasis, 

interstitial lung disease (ILD), pleural disease (plaques and diffuse pleural thickening) and 

pleural effusions. Each of these IFs has been specifically addressed in the SUMMIT protocol. 

Some of these findings are being collected for research purposes only, including pleural 

plaques, and mild bronchiectasis and ILD, as there was no positive consensus around the 

benefit of investigating or managing these findings. The presence of emphysema on LDCT 

scans in LCS population is expected and also informs the malignancy likelihood of a pulmonary 

nodule(22,66,125), but engenders considerable debate as to how it should be managed. 

Currently in the UK, COPD is diagnosed according to GOLD guidelines based on evidence of 

airflow obstruction and symptoms, not on the presence of emphysema on imaging(126). 

Spirometry is being performed and a history of symptoms taken during the LHC, so the 

decision was made not to report back the presence of emphysema on scans in addition to 

symptomatology and spirometry, as emphysema alone does not dictate diagnosis or 

treatment for COPD. The degree of emphysema on scans is being assessed visually and 

recorded by radiologists and will inform future analyses around the utility of this information. 

Though not available at the time the SUMMIT review was completed, the ACR has 
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subsequently published guidelines that do not recommend the further follow-up of 

emphysema found on LDCT scans in the US LCS service(72). 

Where bronchiectasis and ILD are identified, further characterisation by the reporting 

radiologist is required. If the appearances are considered severe, and in the case of ILD 

fibrotic, these findings are relayed to the GP with the recommendation that they undertake 

a comprehensive review and, if they deem it appropriate, refer the participant non-urgently 

to a respiratory team for further investigation. This position was taken in order to reduce 

unnecessary referrals for those with mild and potentially reversible appearances, and to 

ensure that only those who are symptomatic for ILD and bronchiectasis—i.e. those most likely 

to benefit from treatment—are being referred to respiratory teams for further workup. The 

ILD recommendations in particular are based on the previously cited data from MILD and 

NLST(123,124). 

Pleural effusions are managed by referral to the thoracic MDT if unilateral, and therefore 

likely to indicate an underlying malignancy. If bilateral, recommendations are made to the GP 

to investigate transudative causes, in line with the best evidence available(127). Participants 

with diffuse pleural thickening without malignant features will not be randomised at Y1, but 

instead undergo annual scanning at Y1 and Y2 to monitor for progress or malignant 

transformation. Very little evidence was available for this approach, but consensus was 

reached by the respiratory and thoracic radiology experts on the SUMMIT team. 

4.2.1.2 Mediastinal & Neck Incidental Findings 

Coronary artery calcification (CAC), like emphysema, is a commonly detected IF at LCS(22), 

but the utility of reporting back this finding to participants and GPs is uncertain(128). It has 

been demonstrated that visual quantification of CAC as absent, mild, moderate and severe 

on LDCT correlates closely to the more precise Agatston scoring (which requires dedicated 

software)(129). CAC itself is not treated, but does indicate the presence of atherosclerotic 

disease, and therefore increased risk of ischaemic cardiac events(128). A joint statement by 

the Society of Cardiovascular Computed Tomography (SCCT) and the Society of Thoracic 

Radiology (STR) in the US recommended that CAC found on any chest scan be reported back 

to the participant and referring physician for further investigation(130), a sentiment echoed 

by Munden et al in the ACR white paper on incidental findings at chest CT(131). According to 

Munden, reporting back CAC enables reassurance, if CAC is not present, or stimulates 
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conversation around coronary heart disease (CHD) risk if it is. But based on data from 

LSUT(132), the vast majority of the SUMMIT screening population (current and heavy ex-

smokers over 55) will have a QRISK2 score of >10%, which is the threshold at which NICE 

recommend a full assessment and, where appropriate, risk modification including statin 

prescription(133). Given that the vast majority of those being scanned in SUMMIT will meet 

this threshold, the utility of reporting back the presence of CAC is debatable; instead, all 

results letters to GPs emphasise the high-risk nature of this group of people and that they are 

likely to meet the criteria for CHD risk modification measures. Visual analysis of CAC is being 

collected in SUMMIT to inform future programmes and guidelines about the outcomes of 

those with different levels of CAC. The approach outlined by Mazzone and colleagues, though 

not available at the time of the formulation of the SUMMIT protocol, are also equivocal about 

reporting back CAC, due to a lack of evidence around its utility(72). 

Anterior mediastinal masses are an expected incidental finding at LDCT(131). If a lesion is a 

likely thymoma and is small (<3cm) with no concerning features, it will be followed up with 

annual CT within the study, but will not require further follow-up after that; evidence is 

inconclusive as to how these lesions behave but further onward management is not 

definitively indicated(134,135). If the anterior mediastinal mass is larger than 3cm, or has 

concerning morphology or demonstrates growth at any time during the study, a referral to 

the thoracic MDT will be made by the study team for further investigation, in accordance with 

the ACR white paper on mediastinal incidental findings(131). 

Thyroid nodules are often incidentally detected on CT scans of the chest, both through 

screening and in clinical practice(68,71,136). Thyroid cancer, however, is a considerably 

overdiagnosed condition(137). Given this, the ACR published a white paper that addressed 

the need to minimise unnecessary investigation of potential asymptomatic thyroid 

malignancy(137). This can be done by reducing as much as possible imaging of the neck 

structures where this is not the intended area of investigation (as in lung cancer screening). 

Though the ACR white paper guidelines are helpful at outlining the problem of overdiagnosis 

of thyroid malignancy, it does not point to exact criteria to risk assess thyroid nodules found 

incidentally at CT. Expert opinion from head and neck specialists was sought, and it was 

decided to only follow-up thyroid nodules where there was local lymphadenopathy or 

punctate calcification. 
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Thoracic aortic dilatation will be managed according to ACR guidelines for size thresholds for 

follow-up(131). Dilatation larger than 5.5cm will be referred by the study team directly to the 

cardiothoracic team due to the risk of rupture. For dilatation between 4.5cm to 5.5cm, the 

GP will be asked to refer to the cardiology team for further investigation if the appearance 

was not previously known about. 

4.2.1.3 Subdiaphragmatic & Other Incidental Findings 

In a similar vein, abdominal aortic dilatation will be managed according to NICE 

guidelines(138). Those with small to medium dilatation (3-5cm) will be referred to their GP, 

who will be asked to refer non-urgently to the vascular surgery team; for those with larger 

dilatation, immediate referrals to the vascular team will be made by the study team. 

Adrenal lesions are identified on clinical and screening scans(71,139). The SUMMIT protocol 

has simplified the management of incidentally detected lesions outlined in the ACR white 

paper in order to aid practicability, but has maintained the concept of a threshold for 

Houndsfield units (HU) and size: for adrenal lesions >4cm, immediate referral to the endocrine 

team is indicated. For nodules between 1cm and 4cm, or smaller lesions with HU>10, 

surveillance within the study with annual CT to look for growth will be carried out. 

Osteoporotic vertebral wedge fractures with a loss of height ≥50% will be noted to GPs, with 

the recommendation that further assessment be carried out, and a bone density scan 

performed at their discretion. 

No specific recommendations for other abdominal solid organs have been made; renal, 

splenic and hepatic lesions are intentionally not defined more narrowly in the SUMMIT 

protocol. Radiologists do have the ability to record non-pulmonary suspicious findings that 

are highly likely to be cancer in a free text field. Lesions identified this way will be investigated 

by the study team, and referral to the appropriate secondary care team will be made where 

necessary. Similarly, there is a non-malignant emergency finding free text option, which, like 

the suspicious non-pulmonary finding question, allows for free text entry of findings, and 

automatically triggers engagement and investigation by the SUMMIT clinical team, with 

onward referral where appropriate. We appreciate that not all findings detectable in the chest 

are covered by the prespecified options, so these two fields allow for active feedback of any 

concerning features that are outside the individual findings described above. The clinical team 
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was also aware whilst developing the protocol that other findings, such as mediastinal lymph 

nodes, are not captured in the protocol, however, a pragmatic approach that balanced 

radiologists’ reporting time against relevant positive and negative findings was taken. 

4.3 Further Guidelines Since 2017 

After the SUMMIT IF guidelines were developed, Mazzone et al published a comprehensive 

review of LDCT LCS studies and their outcomes, to understand the utility of LDCT screening. 

This analysis reinforces the ability of LCS to find early cancers, but it also highlights the 

important balance LCS must achieve between finding true lung cancers, and investigating a 

multitude of IFs or cancers that will be overdiagnosed. One of the expert panel’s findings, 

similar to the European Position Statement, highlights the need for LDCT screening 

programmes to ‘develop a strategy for managing non-nodule findings’ (70), in order to 

maintain the positive ratio between benefits and harms. In the supplementary materials to 

this review, they outline their recommended approach to the management of certain 

common IFs in LCS in 2018, to act as a resource to for US screening providers(72). 

Interestingly, a review of this document demonstrates that despite making concrete 

recommendations on how to manage certain IFs, much of the actual evidence for these 

recommendations are ‘Ungraded Consensus-Based Statements’ or are based on the American 

College of Radiology (ACR) white papers. The lack of evidence uncovered by Mazzone et al 

chimes with the limited evidence found in the above literature review. The SUMMIT 

approach, though developed before, is very similar to Mazzone’s recommendations, in their 

use of the ACR white papers and expert consensus opinion.  

4.4 The SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Protocol—Summary 

Given the current paucity of evidence and the general consensus that more evidence is 

needed to develop robust guidelines, the SUMMIT Study has an important opportunity to 

approach IFs in a standardised and proformatised way, and to collect data on its utility and 

validity. Analyses of these data and health outcomes of participants, including rates of further 

investigations, morbidity and mortality from conditions identified at screening, and rates of 

clinical intervention, will enable the assessment of our approach to managing IFs and may 

inform future services and studies. Initial rates of IFs identified in the first 10,000 participants 
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enrolled in SUMMIT are contained in chapter 6, in order to give an idea of how this system is 

performing and what has been identified and actioned thus far. 
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5 Building the SUMMIT Radiology & Clinical Results Management 

Platform 

The SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform was developed with the 
help of many software engineers and programmers. The work of Thomas Rooney, Johanna 
Kollmann and Philip Meier was especially integral to its development and success. 

 

The SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management and Incidental Findings Management 

Protocols, outlined in the preceding chapters, provide the framework for which data will be 

collected from radiology reports, and how this data will be used for clinical management 

purposes. It has been shown that in order to enable accurate and protocol-driven radiology 

reporting in LCS, highly structured radiology data should be collected(140). There is consensus 

from both European and US LCS experts that facilitating streamlined reporting, and a cohesive 

plan for managing both nodules and incidental findings, is important in order to balance the 

risks and benefits of LCS(52,70). A further challenge to LDCT LCS services is how to 

communicate the results of LDCT scans to participants, when most of them will not require 

any intervention or further follow-up. This is particularly true given that at the moment, in 

studies and services in the UK, the ingestion of scan data and formulation of results letters to 

participants requires clinicians or other highly-trained healthcare professionals to 

amalgamate data, compose and send letters. In order to facilitate streamlined data collection 

and clinical management, the SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform 

was built, using bespoke and off-the-shelf software and services. This chapter describes how 

the platform was built for baseline and early follow-up scans and how it was tested before its 

implementation.  

5.1 Key Elements 

As mentioned in the methodology section of this thesis, certain elements of the SUMMIT 

Radiology Platform already existed at the time of SUMMIT’s inception. Other elements, 

specifically the database for capturing study data, did not exist and had to be built. 

Descriptions of these elements, how they were built and/or how they are used are contained 

here. A schema representing the ideal radiology workflow can be found in figure 7. 
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5.1.1 Structured Reporting Proforma 

The SUMMIT Client Relationship Management System (SCRMS) has been developed by a 

group of engineers to support the SUMMIT Study in its daily operations. This includes the 

facilitation of radiology data collection, clinical management plan generation and results 

letters for participants and their GPs. SCRMS is a browser-based application accessed through 

Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox browsers, and hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS) in 

the UK. Radiologists log in to the application using study-specific credentials via their UCLH-

issued laptop. Once they have opened a scan to report in Veolity (a further description of 

Veolity is below), they search for the participant’s record in SCRMS using the UCLH hospital 

ID number, which is visible in the Veolity software. Once found, they select that participant’s 

record in SCRMS and they are presented with a reporting proforma composed of the 

dropdown and free text fields which are defined by the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule 

Management and Incidental Findings Protocols. Users are prompted to select whether there 

are any incidental findings to report that are not captured in the Veolity platform. At this 

point, radiologists return to the Veolity platform to record further data directly into Veolity 

itself. 

5.1.2 Veolity 

Veolity is a pulmonary nodule computer-aided detection (CADe) and semi-automated 

volumetry software package manufactured by MeVis Medical Solutions AG. The software 

provides a server that pulls (or can accept pushed) scans from PACS systems. Once images are 

on the server, it runs its CADe programme and automatically calculates various size metrics 

(volume, diameter) on any nodules it identifies. When SUMMIT radiologists open a scan (via 

a client server installed on a UCLH-issued laptop with a Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

connection to UCLH systems), images are downloaded and viewed in a dedicated viewing 

window. In this window, users can assess the CADe nodules, accept or reject them, and do 

their own independent reading for nodules, which Veolity will then delineate or ‘segment’. 

Nodules can be further described through selection of nodule type tags (e.g. ‘solid’, ‘part-

solid’, ‘ground glass’) and lobe location, and characteristics such as spiculation can be 

recorded. Users can also indicate the presence of a family history of lung cancer. These data 

points, along with gender and age, enable the programme to calculate a Brock score on a per-
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nodule basis (see figure 23 or the Brock score website for further details: 

https://brocku.ca/lung-cancer-screening-and-risk-prediction/risk-calculators/). 

Brock Score Criteria for Pulmonary Nodules 

Age Gender Family history of lung cancer 

Emphysema Nodule size Nodule count 

Nodule type Nodule in upper lobe Spiculation 

 

 Figure 23: Brock Score Criteria 

Users can also collect further data via the software, including degree and type of emphysema 

and CAC. Once all relevant data is collected in the available fields in Veolity, and radiologists 

have completed their ‘read’ of incidental findings and inputted this data into SCRMS, they 

sign off the report in Veolity, and an XML file containing the nodule-specific and other scan 

data is sent back to PACS along with a secondary capture report showing the location and 

data of each nodule identified. The XML file sent to PACS is also sent to SCRMS, for ingestion.  

5.1.3 SUMMIT Clinical Management Generation 

Once the Veolity XML information is ‘imported’ for a scan, radiologists are presented with an 

updated radiology proforma in SCRMS, which shows the incidental findings data they entered 

directly into SCRMS, and the relevant data from Veolity that was imported via the XML file. 

Radiologists then review the composite data to ensure that it is correct. At the bottom of this 

page, they click ‘Generate’, which triggers SCRMS to feed the relevant data points through 

the SUMMIT protocols, and generate an overall management plan for each participant. Based 

on the data collected through Veolity and the proforma, radiologists are presented with the 

suggested management plan, and the data points that have triggered that management plan. 

Potential baseline scan outcomes on a per-participant basis are: Randomise at Year 1 (for 

those with no findings requiring follow-up within the study), Always Scan at Year 1 (for those 

with findings requiring yearly surveillance within the study), 3 Month Follow-up (for those 

with findings requiring early surveillance and further assessment) and Urgent Referral (for 

those with urgent cancer or non-cancerous findings). Radiologists can then upgrade or 

downgrade management to one of the other follow-up categories, if they feel that the 

management suggested is not appropriate. Once they have either agreed or edited the 

management plan, they ‘Approve’ the report and move on to the next case. 
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5.1.4 Automated Clinical Letter Generation 

Once radiologists have finished reporting each scan and approved the management plan, the 

anonymised data is saved as an electronic Case Report Form (eCRF) in the GRAIL database 

called the EDC. Meanwhile, SCRMS generates two clinical letters based on this data: one for 

the participant, in order to convey whether or not he/she needs to be seen again sooner than 

at a regular annual study visit, and one to his/her GP, conveying all clinically significant and/or 

actionable findings in greater detail, and making any further recommendations for follow-up, 

where appropriate. These letters are rendered by SCRMS using SUMMIT Study letter 

templates and pre-specified wording, and transmitted to Docmail, a bulk mail order fulfilment 

platform, to be printed and sent on behalf of the study. GP letters are generated and sent two 

days before participant letters, to enable GPs to receive letters first and contact participants, 

if appropriate. Letters are only automatically generated for those who require an urgent 

referral once the SUMMIT clinical fellows (who action urgent referrals) have recorded that 

the referral has been made and the participant contacted by the study team to explain what 

finding was identified. 

5.1.5 Demonstration of the SUMMIT Radiology & Clinical Results Platform 

I have created a demonstrational video of a radiologist using the staging system to report test 

scans with test (fake) participant data. This can be accessed at 

https://youtu.be/pgwLYHkSnMw, and may help to illustrate how the system is used, and how 

data can be reviewed, pre-submission, by the reporting radiologist, as well as after sign-off 

within the existing EDC database. It also demonstrates the automatic generation of GP and 

participant letters based on the radiological findings. 

5.2 Building & Testing of the SUMMIT Radiology & Clinical Results Management 

Platform 

The SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform required bespoke software 

elements (SCRMS) and integration between those new elements and existing elements (PACS, 

Veolity, Docmail). Considerable engineering effort went into this; the following section 

explains how the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management and Incidental Findings 

Management Protocols were reformatted and rephrased for building and testing the 

platform. 
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5.2.1 Building the eCRFs and User Interface for the SCRMS Platform 

Once the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management and Incidental Findings Management 

Protocols were written, as described in chapters 3 and 4, they needed to be translated into 

eCRFs (e.g. baseline, three month follow-up) that could be presented on the SCRMS UI for 

data collection. This meant taking a PowerPoint flow chart (for the nodule management 

protocol, figures 17-19, and appendix 2) and a Word document (for the incidental findings, 

appendix 3), and creating eCRFs with relevant data points clearly defined and mapped. This 

process involved close coordination between the SUMMIT clinical team and the engineering 

team developing the User Interface (UI) in order to be sure that all research data was collected 

correctly, and that downstream clinical management outcomes could be calculated from the 

collected data. The results of this endeavour are the Baseline Radiology eCRF and the 3 Month 

Follow-up Radiology eCRF (see figure 24, which shows a representative page of mapped 

variables in the baseline radiology eCRF, and appendices 4 and 5 for the complete eCRFs). 

These eCRFs capture the nodule data coming from the XML report from Veolity, as well as the 

directly-entered IF data. These eCRFs were rendered in the SCRMS radiology UI as a series of 

web pages that radiologists navigate, as described above, with appropriate tick boxes and 

drop-down options in order to capture the data. The first page allows the radiologist to enter 

incidental findings data, where appropriate. The second page prompts them to save the 

report in Veolity, which imports the Veolity data, rendering the full dataset on the third page. 

They can then review the data, generate a management plan and save it. The UI was created 

in this way to facilitate the data entry of incidental findings while the scan is being read in 

Veolity, followed by the ‘signing off’ of the report in Veolity, and the subsequent ingestion of 

nodule data. In this way, a discursive report, which is both time-consuming to produce and to 

utilise, and replicates data that is already available in the reporting software (such as nodule 

data), was totally avoided. Instead, the workflow augmented the automated nodule data 

elements already captured in Veolity with elements specific to the SUMMIT Pulmonary 

Nodule and Incidental Findings Management Protocols, while being simple for the radiologist 

to complete in a consistent way. 
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Figure 24 Representative Page of Baseline Radiology eCRF 

 

5.2.2 Building the SUMMIT Clinical Management Generation Tool 

Based on the data collected in the relevant radiology eCRFs, SCRMS calculates the appropriate 

management outcome. To do this, each relevant data point collected in the eCRFs described 

above had to be associated with the appropriate management outcome. This meant creating 

a set of rules, or algorithms, that are applied to the submitted data points in the eCRF, on a 

per-nodule or per-incidental finding basis. The Y0 & 3Mo Nodule Management Algorithm 

(figures 25 and 26 show representative pages, the full algorithm is contained in appendix 6) 

is the result of translating the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol into these 

rules, which were then programmed by software engineers. Similarly, the SUMMIT Incidental 

Findings Protocol was translated into the Incidental Findings Management Algorithm 

(appendix 7). By way of illustration, I present the transformation of the baseline assessment 

of a solid nodule and an anterior mediastinal mass from the data points generated in Veolity 

and SCRMS into the appropriate final per-person outcome (figure 27). 
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Figure 25 Y0 Solid Nodule Algorithm Logic 

 

 

Figure 26 Y0 Part-Solid Nodule Algorithm Logic 
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Figure 27: Clinical Management Outcome Generation Schematic 

 

5.2.3 Building the SUMMIT Clinical Letter Generation Tool 

Once the management plan is approved by the radiologist, the clinical letters are generated 

automatically, provided the management outcome is not an urgent referral. The GP letter is 

a highly structured letter containing various headings (figure 28, appendix 8) under which 

appropriate wording describing each finding is inserted. The wording for each finding was 

agreed by consensus between the SUMMIT clinical team and a clinical psychologist working 

on the study. For example, if a nodule of size-significance is identified and requires follow-up 

with a three month follow-up scan (as in the example above), the following wording is 

inserted under the GP letter heading ‘Lung Cancer or Indeterminate Pulmonary Nodules—

Actioned by SUMMIT Team’:  

The scan has identified an indeterminate pulmonary nodule. Whilst overall it is 
unlikely that this is malignant, we will arrange a repeat low-dose CT scan in 3 
months' time to follow this up. The patient has been informed of this result and 
will be sent an appointment for their follow-up scan. At this stage, you do not need 
to do anything, and we will write again with the results of the repeat scan in due 
course. The participant has contact details for the research team should they wish 
to discuss the results further. 

In order to facilitate these automatic GP letters, appropriate wording for each anticipated 

incidental and nodule/cancerous finding was put into a spreadsheet, along with the radiology 
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eCRF variable names for that finding, and the appropriate GP letter heading. This work is 

captured in the GP Results Letter Generation Algorithm (see figure 29 for a representative 

page of the algorithm, and appendix 9 for the complete algorithm). If there are multiple 

findings, the appropriate wording for each condition is inserted under each heading, as 

indicated. If there are multiple of the same finding (e.g. multiple nodules requiring three 

month follow-up), the appropriate wording is only inserted once.  

 

Figure 28 GP Results Letter Template 
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A similar process is followed for generating participant letters, as summarised in the 

Participant Results Letter Generation Algorithm (see figure 30 for a representative page of the 

algorithm, and appendix 10 for the complete algorithm). This document captures the same 

data points and variables as the GP document, with the appropriate wording for insertion into 

the Participant Results Letter Template (appendix 11). The wording inserted into a participant 

letter if a size-significant nodule is identified is: 

The scan has shown a small area of abnormality, which is one of the common 
findings we see on scans. In most cases this is an area of scarring or inflammation 
on the lungs, and is nothing to worry about. Because of this, it does not require 
immediate follow-up or further investigation, however, we would like to repeat a 
CT scan of your lungs in 3 months' time to see if there are any changes. An 
appointment will be made for you to see one of the study team and then have a 
scan. This will be at the same location where you had your lung health check. An 
appointment date and time will be sent to you by letter. 

 

Once the appropriate wording insertions are identified in SCRMS, the data is transferred to 

Docmail via a secure API data transfer, along with demographic details of the participant and 

his/her GP. Docmail creates proofs of the letters using the approved letter templates uploaded 

to its library. Proofs can then be reviewed by study team members for quality control 

purposes, by logging into to the Docmail platform and manually triggering the letter to be 

sent, or can be posted automatically via Docmail, if this request is included in the API 

information sent via SCRMS. 
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Figure 29 GP Results Letter Generation Algorithm 
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Figure 30 Participant Results Letter Algorithm  
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5.2.4 Testing the SUMMIT Radiology & Clinical Results Platform 

Robust testing of the integrated system was required. Each element was subjected to User 

Acceptance Testing (UAT), both at a software engineering (programming) level, and at the 

level of the end user. The programmers themselves completed testing of the engineering 

elements. The radiology and clinical fellow teams completed UAT and QA/QC testing by 

subjecting the platform (rendered in the staging environment) to test cases. 

5.2.4.1 UI Testing & Management Plan Testing 

The SCRMS radiology UI was tested for usability of the reporting flow, and the correct 

rendering of the radiology data points to be captured, through both user acceptance testing 

(UAT) and integration testing. UAT involved the end-users, mostly clinical fellows and trials 

coordinators, using the system to look for inconsistencies or areas in which usability could be 

improved. Integration testing took this process one step further and involved the creation of 

test cases in the testing environment of SCRMS, which went through the booking, LHC and 

consent processes before test scan data was mocked up and sent to SCRMS to test the 

management plan generation. All possible nodule types and sizes—i.e. every branch of the 

baseline nodule logic—was tested at least once in this way (see figure 31 for a representative 

screenshot of the testing outcomes, and appendix 12 for the full testing data). These 

processes enabled assurance around the robustness and accuracy of the management plan 

generation features, and feedback to the SCRMS software engineers to clean up irregularities. 

As Veolity is an off-the-shelf software package, no major alterations could be made to its UI 

as this would have required regulatory approval. 
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Figure 31 UAT and Integration Testing Results 
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5.2.4.2 Letter Generation QA 

Within the test environment, letters were generated based on the test data entered into the 

test radiology UI and management generation steps. These letters were checked against the 

findings and management decisions captured in the EDC, to ensure appropriate wording 

insertions were included. Further QA was performed on all baseline clinical (GP and 

participant) letters sent for the first 200 participants, as per the SUMMIT protocol. Further 

corrections identified at the test and QA/QC stage were implemented where appropriate. 

5.3 Implementation of the SUMMIT Radiology & Clinical Results Platform 

The above platform is currently being used by more than a dozen thoracic radiologists and 

five clinical fellows, to collect and report back clinical findings found at LDCT in the SUMMIT 

Study. This section describes the way that radiologists were recruited and trained on the 

systems that make up the platform. 

5.3.1 Recruitment of Radiology Cohort 

Thoracic radiologists were approached at hospitals located inside the geography of the 

SUMMIT Study to report scans for the study. The net was subsequently widened to include 

thoracic radiologists outside the study area, as it was decided that a cohort of 30+ may be 

required to report the estimated number of scans to be performed for SUMMIT (in excess of 

70,000 over three years). Interested radiologists were required to fulfil specific criteria (see 

figure 32) to be eligible to report. This included willingness to attend SUMMIT training days, 

to undergo quality assurance monitoring and regular audit, and to commit to reporting more 

than 300 scans per year. Training included in-person tutorials on Veolity and the SUMMIT 

radiology UI. 

Criteria Required to Report for the SUMMIT Study 

1) A consultant radiologist in the UK who is either: 
A thoracic radiologist regularly attending their local institution’s lung cancer and/or lung nodule MDT 
OR  
Has previous experience of reading >200 lung cancer screening CT studies. 

2) Familiar with and be applying the BTS nodule guidelines in clinical practice. 
3) Willing to attend training sessions on lung cancer screening CT reading and undergo regular QA and audit. 

4) Willing to devote a proportion of time to read CT screening studies (at least 300 per year). 
5) Have access to high-speed internet access. 

Figure 32 SUMMIT Radiologist Criteria 
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5.3.2 Quality Assurance of the Radiology Cohort 

5.3.2.1 Induction QA 

Supervised QA of the radiologists reporting for SUMMIT was undertaken before radiologists 

were ‘signed off’ to complete unsupervised reporting. This induction period consisted of 

radiologists reporting 20 LDCT scans, split between test and production reading 

environments, with individualised feedback. A successful induction period was defined as 

achieving an 80% detection rate for actionable nodules <300mm3, 100% detection rate for 

actionable nodules >300mm3, and an average false positive rate of not more than 1 per scan 

(see appendix 5 of the SUMMIT protocol for more information). If these criteria were not 

achieved, radiologists underwent further training and supervision until the radiology 

supervisory group were satisfied that they were adequately trained. 

5.3.2.2 Ongoing Radiology QA 

Approximately 5% of scans and reports from the study will be reviewed by a member of the 

SUMMIT radiology supervisory team in order to provide ongoing quality assurance. Data will 

be collected via an eCRF to document agreement between the supervisor and the original 

management plan and findings, and if there is a discrepancy, how the supervisor’s findings 

and/or management plan differed. This will include nodule-specific data on false positive 

rates and missed actionable nodules, as well as missed lung cancers, missed significant 

incidental findings and data on whether these missed findings would have affected the overall 

management of the participant.  

Data at a per-radiologist level is also amalgamated from report outcomes and data, which are 

available to the supervisory team via a ‘live’ dashboard (see figures 33 and 34). This dashboard 

includes numbers and rates of nodule detection, number and rates of urgent referrals, and 

rates of other actionable incidental findings. This data will enable further feedback to 

radiologists, where appropriate, about their performance compared to the rest of the 

radiology pool. 
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Figure 33 Radiology QA Dashboard General Overview Metrics 
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Figure 34 Radiology QA Dashboard Specific Metrics
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5.3.3 Radiology Training Manual 

At the SUMMIT radiology training days, radiologists were given the SUMMIT Radiology 

Training Manual (appendix 13) in order to aid reporting on the platform. The manual contains 

a step-by-step guide to the systems, and the ideal reporting flow, as well as the SUMMIT 

Pulmonary Nodule and Incidental Findings Management Protocols, and help with 

troubleshooting.  

5.4 Impact of the SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform 

This approach to proformatised data collection, pre-defined clinical management plans and 

automatic letter generation for both participants and GPs is designed to significantly reduce 

the administrative burden on clinicians and other healthcare professionals to produce these 

letters. It also streamlines radiology reporting and data collection, which will benefit both 

clinicians, in time spent reporting, and academics, in mining data for future use. Early data, 

presented below, demonstrates the positive impact that is already being delivered by this 

proformatised approach. 

5.4.1 Radiology Reporting Times 

Reporting LDCT scans for LCS needs to be an efficient process and should be supported by 

appropriate imaging infrastructure. One way of making LCS deliverable is by optimising 

radiologist reporting time. By combining bespoke and off-the-shelf software, the SUMMIT 

Radiology Platform integrates volumetry software with a proformatised reporting 

application. Based on very preliminary data, radiologists are reading baseline scans in as little 

as 2-3 minutes, and those reading three month follow-up scans, which are often more 

complicated, are taking on average about 13 minutes, which includes the latency time to 

download each individual scan via VPN. Our approach has the potential to achieve time-

savings for overstretched thoracic radiology services. Further and in-depth reading time 

analyses are required to bolster this argument and validate our approach, but early data is 

promising. 
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5.4.2 Clinical Letter Generation 

Various approaches to results letter generation are currently used in UK LCS studies, and there 

is no uniform method. Other studies currently running in the UK are reliant on pre-existing 

Electronic Patient Records (EPR) systems collecting LHC and scan data. For one study, the EPR 

generates lists of values in a spreadsheet (spirometry values, BMI) which a clinician, whilst 

reviewing the scan, must assess in order to manually select the appropriate letter templates 

and ensure the correct letter wording is included for each person’s individual findings. These 

templates are then either sent directly to a mail fulfilment service (for participants) or must 

undergo a mail merge (for GP letters), which are then sent on for printing and postage. In 

another study, LHC and scan data are entered into EPR and Infoflex systems, from which the 

relevant data must be amalgamated by a clinician or a healthcare professional into letters 

containing the correct information, and then posted using the usual hospital postal systems. 

Both of these processes require considerable time and effort from clinicians or healthcare 

professionals.  

The SUMMIT approach to letter generation has avoided this administrative burden by 

automating this process for most participants, through evidence- and consensus-based 

guidelines, proformatised data collection, and considered per-finding wording insertions. 

Only those with an urgent finding, approximately 5.7% in the SUMMIT cohort of the first 

10,000 participants outlined in chapter 6, have required direct clinician input. For these 

participants, a letter alone is not appropriate, so all those with urgent findings are called by a 

study doctor, so that the finding(s) can be explained and the next steps outlined. It is difficult 

to estimate the exact amount of time this has saved, but this approach demonstrates that 

over 90% of letters can be automatically and efficiently generated by dedicated IT 

infrastructure. At the end of the SUMMIT Study, we hope to provide information on the 

acceptability of delivering LDCT screening results in this way, and to understand how this 

system does (or does not) allow for accurate results reporting. 

5.5 Summary 

The SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical Results Management Platform is the final product of the 

SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management and Incidental Findings Management Protocols. 

The platform enables standardised data collection through eCRFs rendered on a web browser, 
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and the generation and dissemination of management decisions based on that data. It 

addresses the oft-cited need for improved, streamlined and defined management of findings 

at LDCT in order to make LCS practicable, and goes one step further in the automatic 

generation of results letters to the majority of participants and their GPs. The creation of this 

platform means that considerably less work is performed by radiologists and other clinical 

staff to run the administrative elements of an LCS service. Chapter 6 contains more 

information on the rates of incidental and pulmonary nodule findings documented through 

this system for the first 10,000 participants. 
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6 The SUMMIT Study: The First 10,000 

6.1 Introduction to the First 10,000 Cohort 

The SUMMIT Study’s main aim is not to prove that low-dose CT lung cancer screening saves 

lives, it is to explore how the provision of screening can be improved to benefit both 

participants and providers. This thesis discusses the evidence base for the decisions we have 

made to support the SUMMIT Study in this aim, particularly how to balance the harms and 

benefits of managing pulmonary nodules and incidental findings. In this final chapter, I will 

examine data from the first 10,000 participants with baseline low-dose CT results to 

investigate how the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule and Incidental Findings Protocols have 

potentially streamlined the delivery of LDCT screening, and outline where the data from 

SUMMIT may lead LDCT screening in the future. 

6.2 Methodology for Analysis of Pulmonary Nodule and Incidental Findings Results 

The first 10,000 completed baseline radiology eCRFs were extracted from the SUMMIT EDC 

database on a per-participant basis. Per-nodule data was also extracted for the 10,000 

participants, not all of whom had nodules, for a more detailed view of the nodule-specific 

findings. Data points included in these eCRFs are: number of nodules, type and size (volume 

or diameter where appropriate) of nodule, Veolity-calculated Lung-RADS and Brock scores, 

and all incidental findings data as outlined in the IF Management Protocol. Nodule data was 

first analysed for frequencies of findings on per-nodule and per-person bases, contained in 

figures 35 and 36 below. Further analyses were also completed in order to understand how 

changes incorporated in the SUMMIT pulmonary nodule management protocol differ from 

BTS-recommended management, and how these changes may affect the delivery and burden 

of LDCT LCS, if implemented. SUMMIT’s protocol for following up nodule findings is also 

compared to that of the US LCS service, Lung-RADS, to understand where the protocols 

diverge and point the way to understanding how we can improve in the future. Lastly, 

frequencies of IFs are presented and discussed, in order to highlight the burden of follow-up 

SUMMIT is creating for participants and other healthcare professionals. 
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6.3 Pulmonary Nodule Findings Results & Discussion 

The first analyses concern the detection and management of pulmonary nodules in the first 

10,000 participants, firstly in terms of frequencies of findings, and then in terms of 

comparisons to other LCS studies and services. 

6.3.1 Frequencies of Pulmonary Nodule Findings—Results 

As can be seen in figure 35, pulmonary nodules are common in the SUMMIT cohort, with a 

total of 14,184 nodules of some description being identified in the majority of the 10,000 

participants (58%). Leaving consolidation and endobronchial lesions to one side, as they are 

not strictly nodule findings, there were 3110 actionable nodules, or 23% of all nodules, that 

were actionable according to the SUMMIT protocol. Of these, 1479 (48%) were indeterminate 

solid nodules and 433 (14%) were part-solid nodules, both requiring three month follow-up 

for further monitoring, 388 (12%) required urgent referral, and 810 (26%) were GGNs 

necessitating follow-up at 1 year. When clinically-significant consolidative and endobronchial 

lesions are included, the actionable finding rate increases to 27% (3896) of all findings.  

Nodule Findings in First 10,000 Baseline Reports 

Finding Count SUMMIT Protocol Indicated 
Follow-Up 

Solid Nodules 

Non-significant Solid Nodule 

Perifissural (or intrapulmonary lymph node) 

Volume <80mm3, or unreliably segmented 
and diameter <6mm 

10,234 

6403 

3831 

No Follow-Up 

Indeterminate Solid Nodule 

Reliably segmented, volume ≥80, <300mm3 

Reliably segmented, volume ≥300mm3, Brock 
Score <10% 

Unreliably segmented, diameter ≥6mm, 
<8mm 

Unreliably segmented, diameter ≥8mm, 
Brock Score <10% 

1479 

1110 

110 

 
143 

 

116 

3 Month Follow-Up Scan 

Positive Solid Nodule  

Reliably segmented, volume ≥300mm3, Brock 
Score ≥10% 

388 

322 
 
 

66 

Urgent Referral to Lung Cancer 
MDT 
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Unreliably segmented, diameter ≥8mm, 
Brock Score ≥10% 

Part-Solid Nodules 

Any size 433 3 Month Follow-Up Scan 

Ground Glass Nodules   

Diameter <5mm 

Diameter ≥5mm 

54 

810 

No Follow-Up 

Scan at Year 1  

Consolidation & Endobronchial Lesions 

Any size 786 3 Month Follow-Up Scan 

TOTALS  

Scan at Year 1 

3 Month Follow-Up Scan 

Urgent Referral 

Actionable Nodule and Consolidation Findings 

Actionable Nodule Only Findings 

Non-Actionable Nodule Findings 

TOTAL 

 

810 

2698 

388 

3896 

3110  

10,288 

14,184 

Figure 35 Nodule Findings in First 10,000 Baseline Scans 

 

It is worth stressing again that the numbers presented above are on a per-finding basis. This 

is because many people have more than one nodule finding. When analysed on a per-person 

basis, 23% of the total cohort had nodule and/or consolidative findings requiring follow-up, 

of which 323 (3% of the total cohort) required urgent referral (see figure 36). Again, there are 

participants who had multiple different nodule types and whose management will have 

‘defaulted’ to the most urgent, or ‘dominant’, follow-up type. The last column of figure 36 

demonstrates how many people will have each kind of follow-up, as driven by the ‘dominant 

finding’.  
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Per-Participant Nodule Findings 

Nodule Type and Follow-Up Total number 

of nodules of 

this type 

Number of 

participants 

with this type of 

nodule (% 

cohort) 

Participants 

with this as 

dominant 

finding (% 

cohort) 

All Actionable Nodule and 

Consolidation/Endobronchial Findings 

3896 N/A 2333 (23%) 

Urgent Referrals for Nodules 388 323 (3%) 323 (3%) 

3 Month Follow-Up for Nodule Only Findings 1912 1369 (14%) 1143 (11%) 

3 Month Follow-Up for Nodules and/or Consolidation 

or Endobronchial Lesions 

2698 1758 (18%) 1631 (16%) 

Scan at Year 1 810 558 (6%) 379 (4%) 

No Actionable Nodule Findings N/A N/A 7667 (77%) 

 

Figure 36 Per-Participant Nodule Findings 

 

6.3.2 Frequencies of Pulmonary Nodule Findings—Discussion 

While the data indicates what sounds like a very high rate of nodule detection (58% of 

participants), we know from the background research and the literature search done to 

develop the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol that when all nodules are 

considered actionable, rates are often very high (some centres in the US report rates as high 

as 60%(66), the NELSON trial reported 51%(141)). This highlights the importance of applying 

evidence-based filters to nodule data, for example excluding intrapulmonary lymph nodes 

from nodule data analyses, and the fine balance of where the lower and upper size limits are 

set for what is considered ‘actionable’. Because of different services’ and studies’ variation 

around the definition of an actionable nodule, as well as the different risk criteria and 
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thresholds used for recruitment, it can be difficult to make direct comparisons. With those 

(large) caveats in mind, this early frequency data from SUMMIT seems to indicate that our 

rates of indeterminate and urgent actionable nodules are not disproportionate. For example, 

UKLS, which had different age and risk-score criteria than SUMMIT, had a re-imaging (or three 

month follow-up) rate of 23.7%, compared to our 11% (not including consolidative findings 

requiring follow-up); our rate of urgent referrals for nodule findings of 3% is also lower than 

UKLS, at 9%(20). The NELSON trial reported a baseline indeterminate nodule rate of 19.2% 

and an positive test result in 1.6%(141). Again, NELSON had different criteria for positive scans 

(nodules over 500mm3 versus our 300mm3) and nodules requiring three month follow-up (50-

500mm3 versus 80-300mm3 and all part-solid nodules), so it is unsurprising that our positive 

test rate is higher and our indeterminate nodule rate is lower. Only in the fullness of time, 

and with the outcome data from those who had a positive test at baseline and those who 

were reimaged at three months, will we know how many of the nodules we did—or did not—

follow-up were actually cancer. That said, I believe these numbers provide a good baseline 

snapshot of the prevalence of nodules in the screened population in SUMMIT and indicate 

the ways in which future analyses will enable us to validate or modify SUMMIT’s approach to 

nodule management. 

A secondary benefit of the SUMMIT approach to radiological data collection is highlighted 

here, which is by capturing the majority of radiology data in pre-specified (non-free text) 

fields, pulling and analysing data has been simplified as it does not require complex natural 

language processing or painstaking, bespoke data collection to glean the data from discursive 

radiology reports. 

6.3.3 SUMMIT Alterations to BTS Guidelines—Results & Discussion 

As highlighted in chapter 3, the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol altered 

the British Thoracic Society’s guidelines in several key ways. Many of these alterations—for 

example, lowering the threshold for new nodules detected after a ‘normal’ baseline scan—

cannot yet be examined for sensitivity or specificity, as outcome data is not available and Y1 

scanning has yet to begin. That said, several of the changes can be analysed from baseline 

scan data, and conjectures about the impact of these changes can be made. 
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6.3.3.1 Solid 5-6mm Nodules 

The BTS guidelines provide the option to monitor solid nodules with unreliable or unavailable 

volume measurements and a diameter of 5-6mm, by rescanning the person in 12 months’ 

time. As Yip et al pointed out, raising the threshold for nodule follow-up from 5mm to 6mm 

in NLST and I-ELCAP datasets would have reduced the rate of positive tests from 15.8% to 

10.5%, but delayed two lung cancer diagnoses (out of 232) by at most nine months(104). 

Given this evidence, and the SUMMIT Study’s ability to use volumetry for all solid nodules 

unless the radiologist determines the segmentation to be unreliable, we were comfortable 

prospectively raising the threshold for a significant nodule to 6mm. Moreover, as all 

participants who have not been referred out of the study for an urgent finding will be 

returning to be randomised at Y1 to either have a scan for two further years (annual 

screening), or only at Y2 (biennial screening), we have the opportunity to keep an eye on 

these small, unreliably segmented nodules and see if they grow in the future. 

For now, what is possible from the first 10,000 baseline scans is to understand how common 

these nodules are and to determine whether this might prove to be a significant change to 

BTS guidelines in the future. According to this initial dataset, there were 861 solid nodules 

with diameter of 5-6mm. Of these, 30 (3.5%) had reliable volumes larger than 80mm3, so were 

followed up at three months, as a reliable volume measurement is the primary criterion for 

follow-up. 49 (5.7%) were marked as having unreliable segmentation, and would therefore 

fall under the BTS guidelines for another scan in 12 months’ time, and 782 (90.8%) were 

deemed to reliably have volumes less than 80mm3 at this diameter. If we apply the metric 

outlined by Yip and her colleagues, in a cohort of this size, less than one (0.4) of these 49 

nodules is likely to develop into a cancer. There is probably variation around the number of 

delayed cancer diagnoses in this cohort, as diameter and volume are often poorly correlated 

and in non-spherical nodules the diameter may underestimate or overestimate volume(142). 

Considered another way, by using volumetry as the primary criterion unless the radiologist 

feels strongly that the segmentation is unreliable, nearly 91% of nodules of this diameter can 

be considered negative, as opposed to having further 12 month follow up, as may occur under 

BTS. Until we have long-term outcome data for participants with nodules 5-6mm, we are 

unlikely to be certain about the safety of disregarding nodules of this size, but so far the data 

from SUMMIT do not point to this being a large cohort. 
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6.3.3.2 Ground Glass Nodules 

Another departure that the SUMMIT guidelines made from the BTS guidelines is to scan 

ground glass lesions (GGNs) greater than or equal to 5mm in diameter in one year’s time 

instead of three months’ time. This decision was made for two reasons: the first was that from 

a clinical point of view, scanning a GGN after three months is done to look for resolution and 

to see if the GGN was transient. The second reason is because while persistent GGNs do have 

a high likelihood of being AIS, these lesions tend to be indolent and therefore surveilled but 

not resected. Because all SUMMIT participants are going to be seen again at Y1 and Y2, it 

made sense not to mandate an ‘extra’ scan at three months, but instead to undergo annual 

scanning at Y1 and Y2 if they had a GGN meeting the size criteria. 

Based on the data from the first 10,000 scans, there were 810 GGNs ≥5mm in 558 participants. 

Of these participants, 179 had nodules requiring more urgent follow-up, so were to be re-

scanned again sooner than 12 months. Therefore, 379 participants will be invited to return 

for a scan at Y1 and again at Y2 to monitor GGNs identified at baseline. Or, to put it another 

way, 379 participants did not have unnecessary three month scans, and will instead skip the 

randomisation step at Y1 and have clinically-indicated scans for GGNs for at least two further 

years (at least 4 years’ follow-up for stable GGNs is indicated). The implication of this is that 

we will have 379 fewer people to randomise at Y1 to annual versus biennial screening, but 

from a resource point of view, we are doing 379 fewer three month follow-up scans. While it 

is beyond the scope of this thesis to perform a formal health economic assessment, in the 

fullness of time these types of alterations will be analysed for their cost-saving implications, 

and weighed against the potential to delay a cancer diagnosis by deferring a repeat scan. 

6.3.3.3 Consolidation 

The last area of the baseline SUMMIT nodule protocol where we deviated from the BTS 

pulmonary nodule guidelines is in the categorisation and follow-up of consolidation and 

endobronchial lesions. These types of lesions are common findings on LDCT and may indicate 

underlying cancers, but may also be due to active infection or mucus plugging. In order to 

reduce the number of active chest infections identified, we ask all participants about acute 

infective symptoms at the baseline LHC. For those with acute chest infection symptoms, 

advice is given to attend their GPs for assessment and treatment of their symptoms and to 

return to the study in 6 weeks’ time to be reassessed and formally recruited. This approach 
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was implemented to avoid routinely identifying purely infective consolidation. With that in 

mind, when consolidation is seen in the baseline population, it will be in an asymptomatic 

group, increasing the likelihood of the consolidation being due to or potentially masking 

underlying nodules or masses. For this reason, we have asked that SUMMIT radiologists flag 

areas of consolidation that do not look purely inflammatory by designating them as ‘Calcified’ 

nodules (an unsatisfying but necessary proxy for ‘Consolidation’ due to inflexibility of the 

Veolity system). These participants, like those found to have indeterminate nodules, are 

invited back for a follow-up scan at three months, in order to look for resolution of the 

consolidation. Similarly, if a radiologist identifies an endobronchial lesion that they cannot 

categorically dismiss as mucus in the airway, they can categorise the lesion as ‘Endobronchial’ 

in Veolity, and these lesions will also attend a three month follow-up scan to look for 

resolution. By treating these common findings in this way, we are hoping to be able to a) 

reduce the amount of purely infective consolidation seen on baseline scans, and b) treat 

consolidation and endobronchial lesions that may be underlying cancers with suitable follow-

up. 

From the first 10,000 baseline scans, 786 consolidative and endobronchial lesions were 

identified that were not easily dismissed as inflammatory. Of the 523 participants (5.2% of 

the cohort) in which these lesions were found, 153 also had either indeterminate nodules 

already requiring three month follow-up, or positive tests requiring MDT referral; 370 (3.7%) 

of the 10,000 participants were followed up with a three month scan where they otherwise 

may not have been. As with the other deviations from the BTS guidelines outlined above, 

outcome data for these participants will inform whether this is a worthy variation which 

warrants consideration in future LCS protocols. 

 

Though SUMMIT has deviated from the BTS guidelines in its implementation of follow-up for 

certain types and sizes of pulmonary nodules, the data presented above demonstrate that 

most of these alterations have led to low numbers of nodules being affected by these 

changes. Future outcome data will enable further analyses about the validity of these changes 

and the potential impact if these changes were rolled out at a national level. 
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6.3.4 SUMMIT Protocol versus Lung-RADS1.0—Results & Discussion 

6.3.4.1 Lung-RADS versus SUMMIT: Overview 

As part of SUMMIT’s goal to inform how a future screening programme could be implemented 

in the UK, it is worth comparing our approach to nodules to the way in which nodules are 

currently being managed by the LCS programme in the US. As discussed in chapter 3, the ACR 

developed Lung-RADS1.0 in 2014 in order to standardise nodule findings and management in 

LCS. Their approach uses different nodule categories as a way of informing the appropriate 

follow-up for those types and size of nodules. In summary, category 1 nodules are those with 

benign appearances and can be ignored, category 2 nodules are those that do not need 

additional follow-up but can be surveilled as part of a yearly screening regimen, category 3 

nodules require six month repeat LDCT scans, and category 4 nodules are split into two groups 

depending on size and other criteria, and indicate at least a further three month follow-up 

scan, or PET/CT depending on radiologist discretion and other factors. SUMMIT, by 

comparison, has four possible follow-up outcomes: no follow-up, follow-up at 12 months, 

follow-up at three months, or urgent referral. In order to make comparison easier, below is a 

side-by-side table of Lung-RADS and SUMMIT follow-up regimens and criteria (figure 37). 

 Lung-RADS1.0 SUMMIT 

No Follow-Up, Lung-RADS 1 Perifissural Nodules SN <80mm3 or <6mm if unreliable 
segmentation 

Calcified Nodules GGN <5mm 

Scan at 12 Months, Lung-RADS 2 
(actively or by default as part of 
annual LCS programme) 

SN <6mm diameter GGN ≥5mm 

PSN < 6mm diameter 

GGN <20mm diameter 

Scan at 6 Months, Lung-RADS 3 SN ≥6mm, <8mm N/A 

PSN ≥6mm, solid component <6mm 

GGN ≥ 20mm 

Scan at 3 Months, Lung-RADS 4A SN ≥8, <15mm SN ≥80mm3, <300mm3 OR diameter 
≥6 but <8mm, if unreliable 
segmentation 

PSN ≥6mm, solid component ≥6mm 
but <8mm 

SN ≥300mm3 OR diameter ≥8mm 
and Brock Score <10% 

Endobronchial Lesion Endobronchial Lesion 
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Urgent Referral, Lung-RADS 4B (to 
consider PET and further 
intervention) 

SN ≥15mm SN ≥300mm3 or diameter ≥8mm 
AND Brock Score ≥10% 

PSN with solid component ≥8mm 

Figure 37 Lung-RADS versus SUMMIT Follow-Up 

As can be seen from the table, Lung-RADS has the concept of a six month follow-up scan, 

whereas SUMMIT does not. Lung-RADS also categorises PSNs based on the size of the solid 

component at baseline, where SUMMIT recalls all PSNs at three months, regardless of overall 

size or that of the solid component. By comparing our per-nodule outcomes with Lung-RADS 

assessments, we can form an idea of how the SUMMIT protocol might be over- or under-

managing nodules by comparison, and, with future outcome data, we will be able to make an 

informed decision about which approach offers an acceptable balance between safety and 

efficacy.  

6.3.4.2 Results & Discussion of Lung-RADS versus SUMMIT 

Lung-RADS breaks down each category into further categorisations depending on nodule type 

(solid, part-solid and ground glass). Lung-RADS does not have a concept of recalling 

consolidation for imaging follow-up within the screening service, so these lesions were 

excluded from this analysis. Furthermore, for several nodules (two GGNs, 32 PSN) Veolity did 

not send a Lung-RADS value, so these nodules were excluded. Three comparisons are made 

between the two protocols, below, in order to look at the way in which the management of 

solid, part-solid and ground glass nodules differ in greater detail. 

6.3.4.2.1 Solid Nodules in SUMMIT versus Lung-RADS1.0 

The management of solid nodules under Lung-RADS is markedly different from the SUMMIT 

approach not only because it utilises diameter instead of volumetry, but also because Lung-

RADS provides options of either a three- or six-month follow-up scan, were SUMMIT only 

offers a three month follow-up. 5,660 nodules were included for analysis. Figure 38 below 

outlines how nodules were followed up in SUMMIT (rows) and how they would have been 

managed if the Lung-RADS score generated by Veolity had been followed (columns). 
 

Lung-RADS 2 
(%) 

Lung-RADS 3 
(%) 

Lung-RADS 4A 
(%) 

Lung-RADS 
4B (%) 

Total 

SUMMIT Negative 3402 (60%) 381 (7%) 10 (<1%) 0 (0%) 3793 (67%) 

SUMMIT 
Indeterminate 

139 (2%) 812 (14%) 522 (9%) 6 (<1%) 1479 (26%) 
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SUMMIT Positive 0 (0%) 5 (<1%) 204 (4%) 179 (3%) 388 (7%) 

Total 3541 (63%) 1198 (21%) 736 (13%) 185 (3%) 5660 

Figure 38 Solid Nodules According to Lung-RADS and SUMMIT 

From the table, it is clear that at the extreme ends of nodule malignancy risk assessments, 

there is no conflict between Lung-RADS and SUMMIT; where SUMMIT assesses a nodule to 

be at the highest risk of malignancy, Lung-RADS does not assess it as lowest risk, and vice-

versa. There is also broad consensus on low-risk nodules; Lung-RADS and SUMMIT agreed 

87% of the time on nodules either protocol deemed low risk (3402/3932). In the middle, 

however, there is a degree of variability. The majority (68%) of nodules requiring a six month 

follow-up scan, according to Lung-RADS, will have a three month follow-up under SUMMIT 

(812/1198). If these nodules were followed up under Lung-RADS, they would have a longer 

delay before their follow-up scan, but would not have a different overall scan burden, as in 

both protocols if there is no growth at the follow-up scan, a second scan at a year after 

baseline is indicated. For those nodules scoring as a 4A under lung-RADS, 71% will be 

followed-up with a three month scan under SUMMIT (522/736), which is directly comparable. 

The biggest discrepancy is for nodules in the highest risk category; for SUMMIT nodules 

assessed as positive, Lung-RADS only agrees 46% of the time (179/388). 

These numbers indicate that the SUMMIT protocol may be more cautious when it comes to 

managing larger nodules and recommends MDT assessment earlier than Lung-RADS. SUMMIT 

has taken a pro-active approach to medium (indeterminate) nodules by managing all via three 

month follow-up imaging, instead of six months. For most nodules of this size, this does not 

incur a greater scan burden, as in both protocols a 12 month scan is still indicated after either 

three or six month follow-up, but may streamline the process of nodule follow-up by having 

fewer time intervals. Ultimately, outcome data from SUMMIT will be required to investigate 

whether the high-risk nodules which Lung-RADS assessed as lower risk (category 4A or 3, 

n=209) were in fact less likely to be cancers than those which both protocols determined to 

be at highest risk (n=179). 

6.3.4.2.2 Part-Solid Nodules in SUMMIT versus Lung-RADS1.0 

All part-solid nodules detected through SUMMIT are scanned again at three months. In 

contrast, Lung-RADS divides PSNs into different categories depending on overall size and the 

size of the solid component. A total of 401 PSNs were detected and could be included in this 
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analysis from the first 10,000 participants; figure 39 presents the data for those individual 

nodules. 
 

Lung-RADS 2 Lung-RADS 3 Lung-RADS 4A Lung-RADS 4B Total 

SUMMIT PSN 23 244 63 71 401 

Figure 39 Part-Solid Nodules According to Lung-RADS and SUMMIT 

 

There is considerable variability in approach to the management of PSNs; SUMMIT will rescan 

23 nodules that Lung-RADS would consider only scanning at a year as part of an annual 

screening programme; meanwhile, Lung-RADS would send 71 PSNs to an MDT for further—

possibly invasive—investigation where SUMMIT will complete a three month follow-up scan 

first. Unlike in the solid nodule data comparison, the Lung-RADS approach is more aggressive 

in its management of PSNs, requiring immediate follow-up for a significant minority (71/401 

or 18%) of these types of nodules. That said, for 307/401 or 77% of PSNs, there is agreement 

that some further imaging-only follow-up is required, be it at three or six months. 

6.3.4.2.3 Ground Glass Nodules in SUMMIT versus Lung-RADS1.0 

The SUMMIT nodule protocol does not provide for different intervals of follow-up for GGNs; 

all those GGNs deemed positive (i.e. those greater than or equal to 5mm in diameter) will 

have follow-up at a year. As explained in the section above, rescanning GGNs earlier than this 

is usually done to look for resolution of the nodule. Those that persist are likely to be slow-

growing AIS, but rarely require intervention if they have not developed a solid component. 

Lung-RADS, on the other hand, advocate for six month follow-up of large GGNs (over 20mm 

in diameter), effectively increasing the scan burden for the participant by one scan, as they 

will then be scanned again at 12 months, if the GGN has not grown. Figure 40 presents the 

data on the GGNs detected in the first 10,000 participants in SUMMIT. 

  Lung-RADS 2 Lung-RADS 3 Total 

SUMMIT Negative 52 0 52 

SUMMIT Positive 774 36 810 

Total 826 36 862 

Figure 40 Ground Glass Nodules According to Lung-RADS and SUMMIT 

Lung-RADS category 2 and SUMMIT ‘positive’ indicate the same follow-up regimen: both 

require 12 month follow-up, actively in the case of SUMMIT where the person might 
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otherwise be randomised to biennial follow-up, and passively as part of an annual screening 

programme for Lung-RADS. Lung-RADS and SUMMIT agree 90% of the time on nodules 

requiring this type of follow-up (774/862); Lung-RADS would have followed up 36 nodules 

more aggressively, and SUMMIT would not have followed up 52 of the GGNs at all. In time, 

we will be better placed to understand if the Lung-RADS category 3 GGNs identified here 

would have benefitted from an extra scan, or if this was unnecessary. 

6.3.4.3 Summary of Lung-RADS versus SUMMIT 

Given the inherent differences in the two nodule protocols, particularly the use of volumetry 

versus diameter for nodule size assessments, it is no surprise that the protocols manage some 

nodules differently. In addition, for each of the three nodule types (SN, PSN, GGN), SUMMIT 

and Lung-RADS have taken different approaches to follow-up and management; in general, 

where Lung-RADS has proposed multiple different follow-up intervals, SUMMIT has pared this 

down to fewer (for example, three versus two for SNs, two versus one for both PSN and 

GGNs). There is good concordance between most nodule categories and follow-up, with the 

exception of solid nodules at highest risk of malignancy. Time will tell if SUMMIT or Lung-

RADS is more effective and/or efficient at identifying true malignancies. 

6.3.5 Conclusion: Pulmonary Nodule Findings in the first 10,000 

Overall, pulmonary nodule findings in the first 10,000 baseline reports from SUMMIT indicate 

that our frequencies of findings are within expected limits, based on other studies and 

programmes, and that the deviations we have made from the BTS guidelines are creating 

small, but potentially interesting, disparities in follow up between the two guidelines. 

Furthermore, on comparison to Lung-RADS, the SUMMIT guidelines are more aggressive in 

following up larger nodules with MDT referral, but generally less aggressive in PSNs and GGNs. 

For the last two points, further outcome data for those we have managed differently from 

BTS and Lung-RADS will enable us to make extrapolations and conclusions about the validity 

and safety of the SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol. 

6.4 Incidental Findings in the First 10,000—Results & Discussion 

A focus of SUMMIT is the optimisation of recording and actioning of radiological incidental 

findings. As outlined in chapter 4, incidental findings in LCS programmes and studies have 

been variably recorded and managed, making comparisons (and therefore improvement and 
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demonstration of benefit) difficult. Figure 41 enumerates the IFs detected in SUMMIT, and 

their indicated further management (where appropriate). Excluded from this table are those 

whose spirometry indicated a possible diagnosis of COPD, as this assessment and the 

suggestion for further investigation was based on LHC data, not radiological findings. As in the 

nodule data table above, this table presents numbers of findings on a per-finding basis; again, 

many people had multiple IFs, some of which were actionable and some of which were not. 

Incidental Findings in First 10,000 Baseline Reports 

Finding Count (% 
cohort with 
finding) 

SUMMIT Protocol 
Indicated Follow-Up 

Pulmonary Incidental Findings 

Emphysema 3344 (33%) Research Purposes Only* 

Bronchiectasis 

Mild 

Moderate 

Severe 

755 (8%) 

659 

83 

13 

 

Research Purposes Only 

Research Purposes Only 

GP Follow-Up and Possible 
Referral 

Interstitial Lung Disease 

< 10% 

>10% without fibrotic features 

>10% with fibrotic features 

481 (5%) 

323 

52 

106 

 

Research Purposes Only 

Research Purposes Only 

GP Follow-Up and Possible 
Referral 

Pleural Plaques 525 (5%) Research Purposes Only 

Diffuse Pleural Thickening 86 (<1%) Scan at Year 1  

Pulmonary Effusion 

Bilateral 

Unilateral 

24 (<1%) 

6 

18 

 

GP Follow-Up 

Urgent Referral 

Mediastinal & Neck Incidental Findings 

Coronary Artery Calcification 6442 (64%) Research Purposes Only 

Anterior Mediastinal Mass 

<3cm in diameter 

≥3cm or with Suspicious Features 

57 (<1%) 

46 

11 

 

Scan at Year 1 

Urgent Referral 
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Aortic Valve Calcification 

Central 

Peripheral 

Both 

1614 (16%) 

390 

844 

380 

Research Purposes Only 

Thyroid Nodule 

With local lymphadenopathy 

With fine calcification 

Both 

6 (<1%) 

0 

6 

0 

GP Follow-Up 

Thoracic Aortic Dilatation 

4.5-5.5cm 

≥5.5cm 

268 (3%) 

263 

5 

 

GP Follow-Up and Refer 

Urgent Referral 

Subdiaphragmatic and Neck Incidental Findings 

Adrenal Lesion 

1-4cm or HU>10 

≥4cm 

286 (3%) 

277 

9 

 

Scan at Year 1 

Urgent Referral 

Abdominal Aortic Dilatation 

3-5cm 

≥5cm 

3 (<1%) 

1 

2 

 

GP Follow-Up and Refer 

Urgent Referral 

Hiatus Hernia 978 (10%) Research Purposes Only 

Osteoporotic Wedge Fracture 

<50% loss in height 

≥50% loss in height 

698 (7%) 

588 

110 

 

Research Purposes Only 

GP Follow-Up 

Non-Lung Likely Malignancy 159 (2%) Urgent Referral 

Emergency Non-Cancerous Finding 69 (<1%) Urgent Referral 

TOTALS (% of cohort with indicated follow up) 

Research Purposes Only 

GP Follow-Up and Possible Onward Referral 

Scan at Year 1 

Urgent Referral 

TOTAL FINDINGS 

ALL ACTIONABLE FINDINGS 

ALL ACTIONABLE PARTICIPANTS 

 

14608 

505 (5%) 

409 (4%) 

273 (3%) 

15795 

1187 

1116 (11%) 

*Please see chapter 4 for the explanation of how the SUMMIT Study is communicating with participants and GPs about 
possible COPD and emphysema. 

Figure 41 Incidental Findings in First 10,000 Baseline Reports 
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The total number of findings, much like the total number of nodules, at first glance appears 

prohibitively large—almost 16,000 findings in 10,000 participants. But when non-actionable 

findings are removed from the equation, the burden of follow-up is more manageable, with 

only 1187 (8%) findings requiring follow-up of any kind. As delineated in the table, this follow-

up may take several forms, and may be multiple for the same person, for example where one 

finding requires GP follow-up but another merely requires a repeat scan within the study in a 

year’s time. Because of this, it is easier to think of actionable IFs in absolute numbers, to give 

an idea of the downstream follow-up work required for each type, instead of as the ‘highest’ 

or most aggressive follow-up required for an individual person. For example, there were 273 

urgent IFs in 265 people, and 505 findings requiring GP follow-up in 496 individuals; all 

findings are likely to require their own specific investigation, even if they occur in the same 

person. Or to look at the data another way, 1187 actionable findings were identified in 1116 

people (11% of the cohort), but each of these findings will require its own approach to 

investigation and management. This is in contrast to nodule findings, where if an urgent 

nodule is detected, and a person also has a nodule that would require three month follow-

up, the participant is managed according to the urgent nodule, and the indeterminate one 

will not require separate management. This distinction may seem minor, but it highlights how 

IF detection and management can have considerable resource implications, as discussed in 

chapter 4, and needs to be evidence-based and proportionate. Unfortunately, based on the 

literature review done as part of the SUMMIT IF protocol implementation, evidence for how 

to manage IFs is very variable, making comparison of our numbers to others challenging. 

Studies whose approaches to IFs are closest to SUMMIT report rates of 7-12%, indicating 

similar rates to ours(49,68,114). One of SUMMIT’s aims is to examine whether a clinically-

based approach to IF management is practicable and safe. The data collected for research 

purposes, for example pleural plaques or aortic valve calcification, will allow future analyses 

to be done about IFs in LCS and the possibility that certain findings or constellations of 

findings—currently unknown—would be predictive of certain outcomes, either for lung 

cancer or other morbidity and mortality. But, much as with the nodule data above, further 

outcome information from those screened in SUMMIT is required and anticipated in order to 

begin to answer these important questions. 
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6.5 The First 10,000 Cohort: Conclusion 

Early data from the first year of SUMMIT allows us to understand rates of nodules and 

incidental findings detected through our LCS study, and to compare these results, as much as 

possible, to other services and studies. Our interval imaging rate, for example, is 

approximately 18%, including consolidation, which is comparable to UK- and European LCS 

studies. In the future, the proformatised and streamlined SUMMIT Radiology and Clinical 

Results Management System, will also enable us to understand and refine the way that 

nodules are managed, through comparisons to systems like Lung-RADS. While much of this 

work will only be possible in time, early indications show that SUMMIT is not an outlier in the 

way it manages nodules or incidental findings and has delivered a streamlined process for 

doing so. 
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7 Discussion 

The SUMMIT Study was designed to mimic the delivery of an LCS service. In order to make 

SUMMIT’s mission to reach 25,000 high-risk people viable, and in order to investigate our 

main aim around LCS implementation and delivery, we had to answer the call to systematise 

the screening process; experts point out repeatedly the need for a unified approach to 

screening, with dedicated systems for delivery of screening and proformatised data collection 

and clinical management(52,70,143). The work that has gone into this thesis demonstrates 

the evidence base we have used to develop our nodule and incidental findings management 

protocols, how these protocols were converted into data collection tools, and how those tools 

have enabled the development of an automated and bespoke system for data collection and 

clinical management.  

The SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Protocol was developed based on the BTS 

guidelines for the management of pulmonary nodules. By incorporating emerging evidence 

on nodule behaviour and management in the SUMMIT guidelines, we have created an 

approach to nodules that can be compared to other services and studies, and, in the fullness 

of time, will be validated using outcome data. SUMMIT will add grist to the LCS data mill to 

enable a more complete understanding of the natural history of pulmonary nodules, and will 

likely contribute to the way in which they should be managed, with the aim to improve risk 

stratification of nodules and their management. 

Similarly, IFs are common but contentious in LCS, particularly what ‘counts’ as a clinically 

significant finding, and how it should be actioned. How they are managed, and the harms 

incurred, may sway the cost to benefit ratio for screening in its favour, or away. 

Unfortunately, as outlined in chapter 4, there is limited evidence for how best to manage 

these findings, and considerably less for demonstrating a direct benefit to the screenee. Given 

the paucity of evidence, the SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Protocol took a 

pragmatic approach to managing these findings. Outcome data will help us to understand if 

this pragmatism is valid. 

Both the nodule management and incidental findings policies were implemented in the 

radiology eCRFs outlined in chapter 5. Further implementation of these protocols required 

the writing of branching logic, appropriate clinical outcomes, and letter insertion logic in order 
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to support a largely automated radiology data collection system and downstream clinical 

management platform. The system developed for SUMMIT requires far less clinician input 

than other LDCT screening studies currently running in the UK, by reducing the time taken to 

write ‘normal’ or ‘indeterminate’ results letters, and by streamlining the radiology reporting 

process. On the data side, the way in which data is being collected, particularly radiological 

data, means that it is relatively straightforward to pull operational statistics and understand, 

for example, our rates of nodule follow-up, our detection of incidental findings, and compare 

this to other studies and systems. Further data will be required to validate the overall SUMMIT 

approach to radiological data collection, clinical results management, and results 

communication, but the hope is that it presents a viable model on which to base future 

systems.  

Initial analyses of the first year’s data from SUMMIT show that we are currently delivering 

SUMMIT in a streamlined way, without compromising on the detection and follow-up of 

appropriate findings. Our three month follow-up rate of 16%, including consolidation, is 

comparable, if slightly low, when viewed in the light of other UK and European LCS studies. 

When compared to the US Lung-RADS system, our nodule management is generally 

concordant on a per-nodule basis. These results demonstrate that SUMMIT is not an outlier 

and its approach to nodule management is operationally viable. Only future outcome data 

will be able to indicate if our approach, or that of other studies and services, identify those 

nodules at least or most risk, and manage them accordingly. 

The longer-term future of LCS will likely focus on optimising the paradigm of screening 

through improving risk prediction models and personalised screening intervals, as well as 

streamlined and evidence-based nodule and IF management. But to do this well, I believe LCS 

in the UK will first have to wrestle with an uncertain medium-term future: while screening 

continues to be delivered in a piecemeal fashion either through studies or pilot services, many 

of those at high risk will miss out. LCS will also face large implementational challenges if it 

continues to be delivered differently by disparate research groups and service providers, 

unless lessons and data are proactively shared between proponents. And if the NHS England 

pilots do not produce real, measurable differences, screening in the UK may fail to gain 

adequate traction. I am not advocating that current studies and services should be stopped—

quite the opposite—I think it is important that these programmes continue to provide 
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screening as they do, utilising the best evidence, and asking new research questions of the 

data. But a concerted effort to combine resources and results will be needed into order to 

utilise these programmes for the future of LCS, in order to glean useful, applicable outcomes 

for use in refining the paradigm. 

The European Position Statement and other proponents of LCS set an ambitious challenge 

when they call for unified, protocolised and quality assured LCS programmes. As this thesis 

has demonstrated, we do not yet have adequate data to know what this ‘final’ LCS model 

looks like, nor do we have the infrastructure to provide it. I believe we do have enough 

information to make a start, however: we know that LCS saves lives when applied to the right 

participant group (55 to ~75 year olds, smokers and ex-smokers meeting certain risk criteria). 

We also know that screening is probably best done annually, but this may be revised if future 

data indicate biennial screening is safe. Bringing scanners and services to populations is 

feasible and effective though not an absolute requirement, and tailored invitational materials 

can and do reach those at high risk. An approach to nodule management is slowly coalescing 

around certain important tenets (use volumetry, do not intervene too quickly in non-solid 

nodules).  But in order to meet the challenge set by the position statement, UK providers will 

have to think carefully about how to best deliver screening that is both efficient and practical, 

in order to graduate from an atomised approach to LCS, to a unified one. From my perspective 

working on the SUMMIT Study, I have come to appreciate the importance of a centralised 

method to screening, through codified workflows, pre-defined data capture and protocols, 

and I see these elements as integral to a wider roll-out of screening. It is my belief that only 

by delivering screening in a consistent way, and by collecting data in large enough quantities 

to be significant, will we be able to monitor the true benefits, and costs, of LCS. If we want to 

be treated as a real screening programme on par with other services, we need to subject 

ourselves to the rigours of standardisation, audit and quality assurance, which can really only 

be done through a centralised system.  

This consolidated approach will not be easy to develop or implement, requiring as it does 

resource, time and planning, and an uncomfortable gestation is probably inevitable. But the 

data and implementational lessons learnt through a centralised system will benefit the 

longer-term evolution of screening, so that only those people most at risk are screened in the 

first place, only those nodules and incidental findings most likely to be clinically relevant are 
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followed up, and the least amount of harm, for both participants and healthcare services, is 

incurred. These are aspirations worth having, striving and planning for. Once a centralised 

approach is implemented, the benefits of such a system will enable the development of 

complex analyses utilising artificial intelligence, personalised and/or nodule-specific risk 

scoring utilising genomic and health record data, and tailored follow-up intervals. Only with 

the large amounts of data collected through a centralised system will this further refinement 

of screening be possible and deliverable. 

The SUMMIT Study dataset may be the first step on the road to demonstrating what a 

centralised system in the UK could look like. Combining as it does proformatised radiology 

report data, electronic health record data, and genomic data, it will provide an invaluable 

resource for the enhancement and evolution of LCS. I believe the work done as part of this 

thesis represents significant steps towards some of these future goals: by reducing the burden 

of screening to participants and clinicians, through the use of available evidence, and the 

implementation of a highly systematised approach, we will make screening on a large scale 

possible. Only in time will we understand the outcomes of those undergoing LCS and the 

systems that provide it, and those outcomes will enable us to refine LCS delivery. The SUMMIT 

Study will contribute fully to this ongoing and exciting challenge, of which this thesis is a small 

but important part.  
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Appendix 2—SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Protocol 

  



 

Baseline (Y0) Scan 

No nodule or nodule 
with clear benign 
features or IPLNs 

Nodule 
<80mm3/6mm* 

Nodule ≥ 80mm3, 
<300mm3/ ≥6mm, 

<8mm 

Nodule 
≥300mm3/8mm 
Brock < 10% 

Nodule 
≥300mm3/8mm 
Brock ≥ 10% 

3 month follow up 
scan 

MDT referral 
Randomisation at Y1 

Y0 

Y1 

Y2 
LDCT 

Volume growth 
<25% or 
resolved§ 

Volume growth 
≥25% or 

unequivocal 
growth§ 

Study Visit Only LDCT 

SUMMIT Baseline solid nodule 
algorithm 

LDCT 



 

Baseline (Y0) Scan 

Pure ground glass 
(pGGN) < 5mm pGGN ≥5mm^ Part solid nodule, solid 

component <8mm~ 
Part solid nodule, solid 
component ≥ 8mm~ 

Nodular consolidation 
>8mm or suspicious 
endobronchial lesion# 

3 month 
follow up scan 

MDT referral 

Randomisation at Y1 

Y0 

Y1 

Y2 LDCT 

Unchanged 
or resolved 

Growing/
altered 

morphology$ 

Study Visit Only LDCT 

SUMMIT Baseline subsolid nodule 
algorithm 

3 month 
follow up scan 

Unchanged 

Likely to be 
inflammatory 

but 
malignancy a 
consideration 

Worrying 
features 

Resolved 
or 

shrinking 

LDCT 



 

Year 1 (Y1) LDCT 

No nodule or new 
solid nodule <30 

mm3/4mm 

Old solid nodule (from 
Y0 scan) including 

missed or unmarked 
nodules 

New solid nodule 
≥30mm3, <300mm3/

≥4mm, <8mm£ 

New solid nodule 
≥300mm3/8mm 

MDT referral 

Y1 

Y2 LDCT 

SUMMIT Y1 solid nodule follow up 
algorithm 

All those clinically indicated to have Y1 LDCT 
and those randomised to Y1 LDCT arm 

Volume growth 
<25% or VDT > 

600 days, 
regressed or 
resolved 

Volume growth 
≥25% and VDT ≤ 

600 days¶ 

3 month 
follow up scan 

Volume growth 
<25%§ 

Volume growth 
≥25%§ 

New nodular consolidation, 
endobronchial lesion, part-
solid or pGGN to follow Y0 

algorithm 



 

Year 1 (Y1) LDCT 

Old pGGN 
≥5mm  

Old part-solid nodule 
(from Y0 scan) 

MDT referral 

Y1 

Y2 LDCT 

SUMMIT Y1 subsolid nodule follow up 
algorithm 

All those indicated to have Y1 LDCT and 
those randomised to Y1 LDCT arm 

Resolved 

New nodular consolidation, 
endobronchial lesions, part-
solid or pGGN to follow Y0 

algorithm 

Resolved Stable or 
regressing 

Growing or 
altered 

morphology$ 

Stable or 
regressing 



 

Year 2 (Y2) LDCT 

No nodule or new 
solid nodule <30 
mm3/4mm£ 

Old solid nodule (from 
Y0 or Y1  scan) 

New solid nodule 
≥30mm3/≥4mm£  

MDT referral 

Y2 

No further follow up 

SUMMIT Y2 solid nodule follow up 
algorithm 

All Participants 

Volume 
growth 
<25% or 
VDT > 600 
days or 
resolved 

Volume 
growth 

≥25% and 
VDT ≤600 
days¶ 

3 month 
follow up scan 

New nodular consolidation, 
endobronchial lesions, or 

subsolid nodules to follow Y0 
algorithm with 3 month follow 

up scans done on site as 
available 

New solid nodule 
≥300mm3/8mm 



 

Year 2 (Y2) LDCT 

Old pGGN 
≥5mm  

Old part-solid nodule 
(from Y0 scan) 

MDT referral 

Y2 

No further follow up 

SUMMIT Y2 subsolid nodule follow up 
algorithm 

All Participants 

Stable or 
regressing: 

scan 
surveillance 
for up to 
four years 

New nodular consolidation, 
endobronchial lesions, or 

subsolid nodules to follow Y0 
algorithm with 3 month follow 

up scans done on site as 
available 

Resolved 

Stable or 
regressing: 

scan 
surveillance 
for up to 
four years 

Growing or 
altered 

morphology$ 
Resolved 



KEY 
 
* Deviation from BTS: no provision for nodules 5-6mm in diameter (where volume not measured) to have 12 month follow up. These will 
be randomised at Y1 to annual or biennial scans. 
 
§ Simplification of BTS: Volume doubling time (VDT) is not used for growth assessments at 3 month follow up for new or baseline 
nodules, as ≥25% growth at 3 months implies a VDT of less than 400 days. If volume growth is ≥25% but the nodule still has a volume 
≤200mm3, a repeat scan within the study is indicated, as an MDT referral for a nodule of that size is likely only to instigate further 
surveillance, which can take place within the study. 
 
^Deviation from BTS: GGNs ≥5mm in diameter will be scanned at Y1 and Y2 for monitoring, but not before. Data has shown that GGNs, if 
persistent, are likely to represent adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS) are are therefore unlikely to require immediate intervention (1,2). 
 
~Deviation from BTS: The Brock Score is not used for assessing PSNs, due to its likelihood of underestimating malignancy in this nodule 
type. Instead, a distinction has been made regarding the solid component diameter (<8mm≥) to try to minimise unnecessary referrals to 
MDTs, for nodules with small solid components that are stable, and may represent indolent or overdiagnosed cancers. For PSNs with 
larger solid components that persist, referral to MDT is indicated.  
 
# Addition to BTS: Opacities that are clearly inflammatory (eg tree-in-bud or endobronchial mucous) and where malignancy is not a 
consideration do not require follow up. Nodular consolidation >8mm or endobronchial lesions or other nodules >8mm that appear more 
likely to be inflammatory, but where malignancy is a consideration, may be scanned again at three months. If these nodules remain 
unchanged or are growing at the follow-up scan, they should be referred to MDT. Such opacities if <8mm should follow the normal 
nodule algorithm. 
 
$ Addition to BTS: ‘Growing morphology’ refers to a new or increasing solid component. SSNs with ‘altered morphology’ refers to 
bubble-like lucencies or pleural retraction. If the solid component grows but is still <8mm, then the increase should be at least 2mm 
since the previous LDCT or observed on two CTs before MDT referral, as a repeat surveillance scan is the most likely outcome from from 
MDT for a nodule of this size, and this can be performed within the study. 
 



£ Addition to BTS for a screening programme: new nodules which have developed since the previous annual scan should have a lower 
threshold (≥30mm3 or 4mm diameter) for follow up, due to increased likelihood of malignancy (3). 
 
¶ Deviation from BTS: VDT is applied at annual follow up scans and compared to baseline (or Y1) scans, as per BTS. VDT ≤ 600 days and 
volume growth of ≥25% is required for MDT referral to be made.; BTS has two VDT cut-offs (400 days and 600 days), which we have 
amalgamated into one cutoff for simplicity. 
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SUMMIT	incidental	findings	management	plan	

	
PULMONARY	INCIDENTAL	FINDINGS	

	

Emphysema	&	COPD	

Emphysema	will	be	categorised	 into	none,	unclear,	 trivial	 (<5%),	mild	 (5%	 -25%),	moderate	 (25%	 -	
50%),	 severe	 (50%	 -	75%)	and	very	 severe	 (>75%)	by	 ticking	 the	appropriate	box	 in	Veolity.	 These	
percentages	 will	 be	 based	 on	 a	 visual	 assessment	 by	 the	 radiologist	 of	 the	 percentage	 of	 lung	
affected	 by	 emphysema.	 A	 CT	 finding	 of	 emphysema	 is	 not	 currently	 included	 in	 the	 diagnostic	
criteria	 based	 on	 NICE	 guidelines(1)	 so	 no	 clinical	 advice	 will	 be	 given	 based	 on	 the	 presence	 of	
emphysematous	 change.	 	 All	 spirometry	 results	 will	 be	 communicated	 to	 GPs,	 which	 will	 enable	
them	to	further	investigate	those	with	abnormal	results.	Participants	with	certain	spirometry	results	
(below)	will	require	follow	up	and	management	by	their	GP:	
-symptomatic	participants	with	spirometry	consistent	with	an	obstructive	picture	(FEV1:FVC	<70%)	
	
Bronchial	Wall	thickening	

Bronchial	wall	thickening	is	not	to	be	flagged.			
	

Bronchiectasis	

Reported	bronchiectasis	will	be	classified	as	mild,	moderate	or	severe	 for	 research	purposes.	 	This	
will	 be	defined	based	on	 the	 luminal	 diameter	 relative	 to	 the	 accompanying	 artery	diameter	with	
mild	being	1.5-	2	 times	 the	size,	moderate	being	2-3	 times	 the	size	and	severe	greater	 than	 three	
times	the	size.		For	bronchiectasis	to	be	categorised	as	severe,	it	must	also	be	present	in	more	than	
one	segment	of	 the	 lung.	 	A	 finding	of	 severe	bronchiectasis	will	be	 reported	back	 to	 the	GP	with	
advice	 that	 if	 this	 is	 a	 new	 finding	 they	 should	 arrange	 clinical	 review	 and,	 if	 the	 participant	 is	
symptomatic,	 they	 should	 make	 a	 non-urgent	 referral	 to	 the	 local	 respiratory	 team,	 and	 give	
standard	bronchiectasis	advice,	which	the	study	team	will	provide(2).	
	
Interstitial	lung	disease	

Mild	 limited	 extent	 interstitial	 opacities	 (e.g.	 <10%	 or	 without	 clear	 evidence	 of	 traction	
bronchiectasis)	 will	 be	 recorded	 for	 research	 purposes	 only.	 	 If	 there	 is	 >10%	 reticulation	 with	
fibrotic	features	(ie	traction	bronchiectasis)	the	GP	should	be	advised	of	these	appearances,	assess	
the	participant	 for	 symptoms,	and	 to	make	a	non-urgent	 referral	 to	 the	 local	 respiratory	 team	 for	
review	if	appropriate.		
	
Consolidation	

Symptoms	of	pneumonia	at	the	LHC	will	result	in	a	delay	of	the	LDCT	by	6	weeks	to	avoid	picking	up	
consolidation.	Asymptomatic	consolidation	found	on	LDCT	will	be	managed	with	either	repeat	3/12	
LDCT	 (if	 the	 radiologists	 indicates	 it	 is	 likely	 inflammatory	by	 ticking	 the	 ‘Calcified’	nodule	 type)	or	
with	urgent	referral	to	MDT	(if	the	consolidation	has	concerning	features).	
	
Pleural	disease	

Benign	 pleural	 plaque	 disease	 will	 be	 collected	 as	 present	 or	 absent	 for	 research	 purposes	 only.	
Diffuse	 pleural	 thickening	 (without	 worrying	 features)	 will	 be	 collected	 as	 present	 or	 absent.	 If	
present,	the	participant	cannot	be	randomised	at	Y1	and	will	require	repeat	scans	at	Y1	and	Y2.	This	
finding	will	be	communicated	to	the	GP	and	to	participant.	
	
Pleural	effusion(s)	
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Pleural	 effusions	 will	 be	 categorised	 as	 unilateral	 (Right	 or	 Left)	 or	 bilateral.	 A	 unilateral	 pleural	
effusion	will	trigger	an	urgent	referral	to	the	respiratory	MDT	by	the	study	team.	For	bilateral	pleural	
effusions,	we	will	recommend	to	the	GP	that	the	participant	be	investigated	for	transudative	causes	
as	described	by	the	BMJ(3),	with	a	clinical	assessment,	urine	dip,	renal	 function,	 liver	 function	and	
ECHO,	and	refer	as	appropriate.	The	participant	will	be	asked	to	request	an	appointment	with	their	
GP.	
	
Intrapulmonary	lymph	nodes	(IPLN)	
To	be	recorded	as	present	or	absent	for	research	purposes	only,	based	on	the	appropriate	box	being	
ticked	in	Veolity.	No	total	number	of	IPLNs	will	be	tabulated	or	collected.	These	do	not	count	toward	
total	nodule	counts.	
	
	
MEDIASTINAL	AND	NECK	INCIDENTAL	FINDINGS	

	
Anterior	mediastinal	masses	

For	a	suspected	thymoma	<3cm	maximum	diameter	that	stays	stable	over	successive	scans	during	
the	study,	there	 is	no	recommended	follow	up	after	the	study.	They	will	not	be	randomised	at	Y1.	
Wording	will	be	included	in	both	the	GP	and	participant	letters	making	clear	that	they	will	need	to	
return	at	subsequent	annual	appointments	for	repeat	scans.	
	
For	 a	 suspected	 thymoma	 ≥3cm	 at	 baseline,	 OR	 <3cm	 but	 growing	 on	 successive	 scans	 or	 with	
suspicious	features	(invasion,	irregularity)	OR	changing	morphology,	the	participant	will	be	referred	
urgently	by	the	study	team	to	the	local	respiratory	MDT.	
	
Coronary	Artery	Calcification	

Coronary	artery	calcification	to	be	recorded	visually	as	mild,	moderate	and	severe	within	Veolity(4).		
There	 is	 currently	 no	 evidence-based	 guideline	 on	 how	 to	manage	 CAC.	 The	 vast	majority	 of	 our	
participants	will	 have	a	Q-risk	 score	of	>10%,	 so	 they	 should	have	 their	 cardiovascular	 risk	 factors	
assessed	 by	 their	 GP	 and	 the	 additional	 information	 of	 CAC	will	 not	 affect	 their	 Q-risk	 cutoff	 for	
primary	prevention.	We	will	not	report	back	any	degree	of	CAC	to	GP	or	participant,	but	a	standard	
line	in	all	letters	to	GPs	will	be	added	advising	that	the	‘majority	of	our	study	participants	will	have	a	
Q-risk	score	of	>10%	and	may	benefit	from	primary	prevention	and	statin	therapy’.	
	

Aortic	valve	calcification	

Aortic	valve	calcification	to	be	classified	as	central,	peripheral	or	both	for	research	purposes	only(5).		
	
Thoracic	aortic	dilatation	

Ascending	thoracic	aorta	to	be	assessed	only.	
If	<4cm	no	further	action	required	and	does	not	need	to	be	recorded.	
GP	to	make	a	non-urgent	referral	to	the	cardiology	team	if	≥	4cm	<5.5cm		
If	≥5.5cm	study	team	to	refer	urgently	to	cardiothoracic	team.	
	

Thyroid	nodules	

We	 will	 endeavour	 to	 scan	 as	 little	 of	 the	 thyroid	 as	 possible,	 through	 radiographer	 training,	
participant	positioning	and	scan	area	limitation.	However,	it	is	still	possible	that	thyroid	tissue	will	be	
captured	on	LDCT.	Thyroid	abnormalities	that	will	require	reporting	to	the	GP	for	follow	up	with	USS	
are:	 a)	 punctate	 calcification	 or	 b)	 nodule(s)	 associated	 with	 local	 lymphadenopathy.	 Gross	
calcification	 and	 cystic	 nodules	 are	 not	 indicators	 for	 further	 investigation.	 Size	 is	 not	 a	 good	
predictor	for	morbidity/mortality	from	thyroid	cancer(6,7).		
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SUBDIAPHRAGMATIC	&	OTHER	INCIDENTAL	FINDINGS	

	
Adrenal	opacities	

We	will	 aim	 for	 adrenal	 glands	 not	 to	 be	 included	 in	 LDCT	 but	 in	 some	 instances	 this	 will	 occur.	
Management	of	any	abnormal	findings	will	be	based	on	recommendations	from	NLST(8):	
<1cm,	no	action	required,	does	not	need	to	be	recorded.			
1-4cm	or	HU	>10,	no	immediate	action	required,	but	cannot	be	randomised.	 	Requires	a	12	month	
interval	 scan	 which	 will	 be	 the	 Y1	 scan.	 	 Participant	 flagged	 on	 system	 that	 if	 fails	 to	 attend	 for	
planned	follow	up	will	need	to	arrange	 local	clinical	 follow	up.	There	will	be	a	 line	 in	 their	GP	and	
participant	 letters	 explaining	 the	 finding	 and	 that	 they	 will	 be	 rescanned	 at	 the	 next	 annual	
appointment.	
>4cm	 study	 team	 to	 refer	 to	 endocrine	 team	 at	 local	 hospital.	 Result	 communicated	 to	 GP	 and	
participant.	
	
Abdominal	aortic	dilatation	

Recommendations	based	on	current	NICE	guidelines(9)a:	
<	3cm,	not	to	be	flagged.		No	further	action	required.	
≥	 3cm	 and	 <	 5cm,	 reported	 to	 participant	 and	 GP.	 	 GP	 to	 refer	 to	 local	 vascular	 service	 for	
surveillance	
≥	5cm	requires	urgent	referral	to	vascular	team	if	new	finding,	this	will	be	done	by	the	study	clinical	
team.	
	
Abdominal	Solid	Organs	(Kidneys,	Liver,	Spleen)	
Every	effort	will	be	taken	to	minimise	capture	of	the	abdominal	contents	on	LDCT.	We	do	not	have	
specific	management	plans	for	incidental	findings	in	these	organs,	as	this	is	not	a	screening	study	for	
solid	 abdominal	 organ	 cancers.	 This	 approach	 is	 in	 line	 with	 the	 NELSON	 team’s	 assessment	 of	
clinically	significant	incidental	findings(10).	
	
Breast	Lumps	

Any	 breast	 lumps	 will	 be	 documented	 in	 the	 ‘suspicious	 findings’	 section	 of	 the	 radiology	 CRF,	
delineating	location	and	size	and	recommendation	of	triple	assessment	MDT	referral.	

	
Hiatus	hernia	

This	should	be	recorded	for	research	purposes	only	as	absent	or	present.		
	
Osteoporotic	(wedge)	vertebral	fracture(s)	

If	 reduction	 in	 height	 is	 >50%	 normal,	 the	 participant	 should	 be	 referred	 for	 bone	 density	
assessment	by	the	GP.	
	
Urgent/emergency	findings	

	
For	 any	 abnormal	 finding	 that	 needs	 urgent	 or	 emergency	 clinical	 intervention	 (examples	 would	
include	 a	 finding	 of	 airway	 compromise,	 an	 acute	 thrombus	 which	 could	 potentially	 cause	
haemodynamic	compromise,	and	pneumothorax),	there	will	be	a	pathway	in	place	for	the	radiologist	
to	 contact	 a	 member	 of	 the	 study	 clinical	 team	 for	 urgent	 (same	 day)	 instigation	 of	 appropriate	
medical	care.	 	 If	a	CT	scan	is	highly	suggestive	of	pulmonary	TB	the	study	clinical	team	will	arrange	
urgent	referral	to	their	local	service	for	investigation.		
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MANAGEMENT,	AND	PREVENTION.	A	Guide	for	Health	Professionals.	[Internet].	2017.	
Available	from:	https://goldcopd.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/wms-GOLD-2017-Pocket-
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Radiology Report eCRF  
V1.2 27MAR2019 

Participant event type:  
Description:  

 

Q no.  Question Answer  Help Text/Comments 

1 Reader Name  
source: veolity path: 
/PatientData/Read/Reader 

2 Reader User Name  
source: veolity path: 
/PatientData/Read/ReaderUserName 

3 Report ID  
source: veolity 
unique identifier for each report/scan. 

4 Scan ID  Source: veolity 

4 Date of scan  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Image/StudyDate 
/PatientData/Image/StudyTime 

5 Scan timepoint 

Y0 
3 Month follow up 

 

Set by SCRMS. Multiple 3 month follow ups 
possible. Specific requirements on how 3 
month follow ups will be tagged need to be 
defined. all baseline scans tagged as Y0. 

6 Date scan read  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/DateTime 

7 
Is a repeat scan required as images 
are non-diagnostic? 

Yes 
No 

radiologist entered (if yes, fields beyond 6a 
should not be possible to be filled out) 
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8 
Reason repeat scan required 
 

Breathing artefact 
Inadequate coverage 

Other radiologist entered 

8a Other reason  radiologist entered 
 
 

9 Emphysema extent 

None 
Unclear 

Trivial (<5%) 
Mild (5-25%) 

Moderate (25-50%) 
Severe (50-75%) 

Very severe (>75%) 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
Emphysema/Extent 

10 Coronary calcium: LMLAD 

None 
Minimum 

Mild 
Moderate 

Severe 
Not Reported 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
CoronaryArteryCalcification/LMLAD 

11 Coronary calcium: CIR 

None 
Minimum 

Mild 
Moderate 

Severe 
Not Reported 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
CoronaryArteryCalcification/CIR 
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12 Coronary calcium: RCA 

None 
Minimum 

Mild 
Moderate 

Severe 
Not Reported 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
CoronaryArteryCalcification/RCA 
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13 LungRADS 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

4A 
4B 
4X 
0S 
0C 

0SC 
1S 
1C 

1SC 
2S 
2C 

2SC 
3S 
3C 

3SC 
4S 
4C 

4SC 
4AS 
4AC 

4ASC 
4BS 
4BC 

4BCS 
4XS 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/LungRADS/Category 
 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 
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4XC 
4XCS 
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14 Family history of lung cancer 
Yes 
No 

source: veolity path: 
/PatientData/Read/FamilyHistoryOfLungCan
cer 

15 

Please select the applicable 
pulmonary incidental findings for 
this patient 

None [EXCL] 
Bronchiectasis 

Interstitial lung disease 
Pleural plaques 

Diffuse pleural thickening 
Pleural effusion radiologist entered 

15a Bronchiectasis 

 
Mild (1.5-2x artery) 

Moderate (2-3x artery) 
Severe- (>3x artery AND >1 

segment) radiologist entered 

15b Interstitial lung disease 

 
< 10% reticulation 

>= 10 % reticulation without fibrotic 
features 

>=10% reticulation with fibrotic 
features radiologist entered 

15c Pleural plaques 
Yes 
No radiologist entered 

15d Diffuse pleural thickening 
Yes 
No radiologist entered 
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15e Pleural effusion 

 
Unilateral - Right 

Unilateral - Left 
Bilateral radiologist entered 

16 

Please select the applicable 
mediastinial and neck incidental 
findings. 

None [EXCL] 
Thoracic aortic dilatation 

Anterior mediastinal mass 
Aortic valve calcification 

Thyroid nodule radiologist entered 

16a Thoracic aortic dilatation 

 
 

>= 4 cm and <5.5 cm 
>= 5.5 cm radiologist entered 

16b Anterior mediastinal mass 

< 3 cm, no suspicious features at 
baseline/no growth on serial imaging 

< 3 cm, suspicious features or 
growing on serial imaging 

>= 3 cm radiologist entered 

16c Aortic valve calcification 

 
Central 

Peripheral 
Both radiologist entered 
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16d Thyroid nodule 

 
Nodule with fine calcification 
Nodule associated with local 

lymphadenopathy 
Both radiologist entered 

17 

Please select the applicable 
subdiaphragmatic incidental 
findings. 

None [EXCL] 
Adrenal opacity 

Significant abdominal aortic dilatation 
Hiatus hernia 

Osteoporotic wedge fracture radiologist entered 

17a Adrenal opacity 

 
1-4 cm or HU > 10 

>4 cm radiologist entered 

17b 
Significant abdominal aortic 
dilatation 

 
>=3 cm and <5 cm 

>=5 cm radiologist entered 

17c Hiatus hernia 
Absent 

Present radiologist entered 
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17d Osteoporotic wedge fracture 
< 50% 

>= 50% radiologist entered 

18 
Are there any other emergency 
non-cancerous findings? 

Yes 
No radiologist entered 

18a 
Describe the other emergency non-
cancerous findings  radiologist entered 

 
 

19 

Is there a likely non-pulmonary 
malignancy (not already captured in 
the structured report)? 

Yes 
No radiologist entered 

20 

Enter information for suspicious non-
pulmonary lesion(s) 
 
Site  radiologist entered 

20a Size (in mm)  radiologist entered 

20b 
MDT recommendation and other 
comments  radiologist entered 
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21 Nodule(s) present? 
Yes 
No 

SCRMS to set to Y if if veolity XML contains 
>=1 nodule 

22 Lesion ID  
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/LesionID 

22a Nodule status 

Baseline 
New 

Stable 
Shrinking 
Growing 

Absent 
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Status 

22b Nodule type 

Solid 
Part Solid 

Non-solid 
Perifissural 

Calcified 
Endobronchial 

source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/NoduleType 

22c Site 

Right Upper Lobe 
Right Middle Lobe 
Right Lower Lobe 

Left Upper Lobe 
Left Lower Lobe 

source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Segment With 
Configuration “lobeLocationCategory”=Lobe 

22d Slice number (head-to-foot)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/SliceNumberHTF 
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22e X coordinate  
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/CoordX 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 

22f Y coordinate  
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/CoordY 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 

22g Z coordinate  
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/CoordZ 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 

22h Diameter in mm  
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/MajorAxis_mm 

22i Volume in mm^3  
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Volume_mm3 
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22j LungRADS (nodule level) 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

4A 
4B 
4X 
0S 
0C 

0SC 
1S 
1C 

1SC 
2S 
2C 

2SC 
3S 
3C 

3SC 
4S 
4C 

4SC 
4AS 
4AC 

4ASC 
4BS 
4BC 

4BCS 
4XS 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/LungRADS/category 
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4XC 
4XCS 
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22k Nodule comment  

source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Description 
 
Segmentation is going be determined by 
parsing the string in this field. This will be used 
in the algorithm for recommending management 
plans. 

22l Mass in milligrams  

source: veolity path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/Mass_mg 
 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC 

22m Percentage volume change (%)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeChange_perc
ent| 

22n Volume doubling time (VDT)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeDoubleTime_
days 

22o Mass doubling time  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MassDoubleTime_d
ays 
 
Not in SCMRS UI, but send to EDC 

22p Volume double time core  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeDoubleTime
Core_days 
Not in SCMRS UI, but send to EDC 
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22q Mass double time core  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MassDoubleTimeCor
e_days 
Not in SCMRS UI, but send to EDC 

22r Spiculation 
True 

False 
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Spiculated 

22s Major axis core diameter (Sub Solid)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MajorAxisCore_mm 

22t Volume core  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeCore_mm3 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 

22u Mass core  

source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/MassCore_mg 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 

22v Brock score  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MalignancyProbabilit
y 
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23 Management plan 

Urgent Referral 
3 Month Follow Up Scan 
Randomisation At Year 1 

Always Scan At Year 1 
This is the final management plan approved by 
radiologist 

24 
Algorithmically generated 
management recommendation 

Urgent Referral 
3 Month Follow Up Scan 
Randomisation At Year 1 

Always Scan At Year 1 

This is the SCRMS generated management 
plan. In cases where the approved 
management plan is the same as 
recommended, this field and the previous field 
will have identical values 

25 
Additional comments on the 
recommendation  radiologist entered 

 



Appendix 5—SUMMIT 3 Month Follow-up Radiology eCRF 
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SUMMIT STUDY 
3 month Radiology 
Report eCRF  
V2 05JUL2019 

Participant event type:  
Description:  
Note: A large majority of fields on this form will be hidden by skip patterns when a scan is non-
diagnostic per Q7 

 

Q no.  Question Answer  Help Text/Comments 

1 Reader Name  source: veolity path: /PatientData/Read/Reader 

2 Reader User Name  
source: veolity path: 
/PatientData/Read/ReaderUserName 

3 Report ID  

source: veolity 
unique identifier for each report/scan. This value 
is a hash of the Veolity XML post object.  

4 Scan ID  

source: hashed version of the value obtained from 
the veolity object through: 
/PatientData/Study/StudyInstanceUID 

5 Date of scan  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Image/StudyDate 
/PatientData/Image/StudyTime 

6 Date scan read  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/DateTime 

7 
Is a repeat scan required as images are 
non-diagnostic? 

Yes 
No 

radiologist entered (if yes, fields beyond  should 
not be possible to be filled out) 
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7a 
Reason repeat scan required 
 

Breathing artefact 
Inadequate coverage 

Other radiologist entered 

7b Other reason  radiologist entered 

8 

[hide all further questions if Is a repeat 
scan required as images are non-
diagnostic? is "Yes.*"] 
Are there any new or changing 
incidental findings since last scan that 
require action? 

Yes 
No Radiologist entered 

9 

[show if response to ‘Are there any 
new or changing incidental findings 
since the last scan that require action’ 
is ‘Yes’] 
Are there any new or changing 
incidental findings that will require 
review at 12 months? E.g. Small 
anterior mediastinal mass, diffuse 
pleural thickening, small adrenal 
nodule <4cm  

Yes 
No Radiologist entered 

9a 

[Show if response to ‘Are there any 
new or changing incidental findings 
that will require review at 12 months?’ 
is ‘Yes’] Please enter details regarding 
the findings that require a 12 month 
scan Free text Radiologist entered 
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10 

[show if response to ‘Are there any 
new or changing incidental findings 
since the last scan that require action’ 
is ‘Yes’] 
Are there any new or changing 
incidental findings that will require GP 
notification? E.g. Bilateral pulmonary 
effusions, mild thoracic or abdominal 
aortic dilatation, thyroid nodule 
requiring referral, vertebral wedge 
fracture >50% 

Yes 
No Radiologist entered 

10a 

[Show if response to ‘Are there any 
new or changing incidental findings 
that will require GP notification?’ is 
‘Yes’] Please enter details  regarding 
the findings that require GP 
notification Free text Radiologist entered 

11 

[show if response to ‘Are there any  
new or changing incidental findings 
since the last scan that require action’ 
is ‘Yes’] 
Are there any new or changing 
incidental findings that require urgent 
MDT referral? E.g. unilateral pleural 
effusion, large or suspicious 
mediastinal mass, large/suspicious 
adrenal nodule, large thoracic or 
abdominal aortic dilatation 

Yes 
No Radiologist entered 

11a 

[Show if response to ‘Are there any 
new or changing incidental 
findings that require urgent MDT 
referral?’  is ‘Yes’] Please enter details 
regarding the findings that require Free text Radiologist 
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urgent MDT referral 

 
 

12 Emphysema extent 

None 
Unclear 

Trivial (<5%) 
Mild (5-25%) 

Moderate (25-50%) 
Severe (50-75%) 

Very severe (>75%) 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
Emphysema/Extent 

13 Coronary calcium: LMLAD 

None 
Minimum 

Mild 
Moderate 

Severe 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
CoronaryArteryCalcification/LMLAD 

14 Coronary calcium: CIR 

None 
Minimum 

Mild 
Moderate 

Severe 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
CoronaryArteryCalcification/CIR 

15 Coronary calcium: RCA 

None 
Minimum 

Mild 
Moderate 

Severe 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/AdditionalCharacteristics/
CoronaryArteryCalcification/RCA 
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16 LungRADS 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

4A 
4B 
4X 
0S 
0C 

0SC 
1S 
1C 

1SC 
2S 
2C 

2SC 
3S 
3C 

3SC 
4S 
4C 

4SC 
4AS 
4AC 

4ASC 
4BS 
4BC 

4BCS 
4XS 
4XC 

4XCS 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/LungRADS/Category 
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17 Family history of lung cancer 
Yes 
No 

source: veolity path: 
/PatientData/Read/FamilyHistoryOfLungCan
cer 

18 
Are there any other emergency 
non-cancerous findings? 

Yes 
No radiologist entered 

18a 

[show question if response “Yes” to 
Are there any other non-cancerous 
findings?] 
Describe the other emergency non-
cancerous findings Free text radiologist entered 

 
 

19 

Is there a likely non-pulmonary 
malignancy (not already captured in 
the structured report)? 

Yes 
No radiologist entered 

20 

Enter information for suspicious non-
pulmonary lesion(s) 
 
Site Free text radiologist entered 

20a Size (in mm) Free text radiologist entered 

20b 
MDT recommendation and other 
comments Free text radiologist entered 
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21 Nodule(s) present? 
Yes 
No 

SCRMS to set to Y if veolity XML contains >=1 
nodule 

22 Lesion ID  
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/LesionID 

22a Nodule status (volume) 

Baseline 
New 

Stable 
Shrinking 
Growing 

Absent 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/StatusBasedOnVolu
me 

22b Nodule status (diameter) 

Baseline 
New 

Stable 
Shrinking 
Growing 

Absent 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/StatusBasedOnAve
rageDiameter 

22c Nodule type 

Solid 
Part-solid 
Non-solid 

Perifissural 
Calcified 

Endobronchial 
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/NoduleType 
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22d Site 

Right Upper Lobe 
Right Middle Lobe 
Right Lower Lobe 

Left Upper Lobe 
Left Lower Lobe 

source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Segment With 
Configuration “lobeLocationCategory”=Lobe 

22e Slice number (head-to-foot)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/SliceNumberHTF 

22f X coordinate  
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/CoordX 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 

22g Y coordinate  
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/CoordY 
Not required in SCRMS UI, but send to EDC. 

22h Z coordinate  /PatientData/Read/Nodule/CoordZ 

22i Diameter in mm  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MajorAxis_mm 

22j Volume in mm^3  
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Volume_mm3 
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22k LungRADS (nodule level) 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

4A 
4B 
4X 
0S 
0C 

0SC 
1S 
1C 

1SC 
2S 
2C 

2SC 
3S 
3C 

3SC 
4S 
4C 

4SC 
4AS 
4AC 

4ASC 
4BS 
4BC 

4BCS 
4XS 

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/LungRADS/categor
y 
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4XC 
4XCS 
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22l Nodule comment  
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Description 

22m Mass in milligrams  
source: veolity path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/Mass_mg 

22n Percentage volume change (%)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeChange_per
cent| 

22o Volume doubling time (VDT)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeDoubleTime
_days 

22p Mass doubling time  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MassDoubleTime_d
ays 

22q Volume double time core  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeDoubleTime
Core_days 
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22r Mass double time core  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MassDoubleTimeC
ore_days 

22s Spiculation 
True 

False 
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/Spiculated 

22t Major axis core diameter (Sub Solid)  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MajorAxisCore_mm 

22u Volume core  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/VolumeCore_mm3 

22v Mass core  
source: veolity 
path: /PatientData/Read/Nodule/MassCore_mg 

22w Brock score  

source: veolity 
path: 
/PatientData/Read/Nodule/MalignancyProbabili
ty 
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23 

 
Management plan at nodule follow up 
scan 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Urgent Referral 
3 Month Follow Up Scan 

Always Scan At Year 1  

24 

 
 
Algorithmically generated management 
recommendation at nodule follow up 
scan 

Urgent Referral 
3 Month Follow Up Scan 

Always Scan At Year 1  

25 
Additional comments on the 
recommendation  radiologist entered 

 



Appendix 6—SUMMIT Y0 & 3 Month Follow-up Nodule 

Management Algorithm 

  















Appendix 7—SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management 

Algorithm 

  



Emphysema
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
None No impact on management plan
Unclear No impact on management plan
Trivial (<5%) No impact on management plan
Mild (5-25%) No impact on management plan
Moderate (25-50%) No impact on management plan
Severe (50-75%) No impact on management plan
Very severe (>75%) No impact on management plan

Bronchiectasis
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Mild (1.5-2x artery) No impact on management plan
Moderate (2-3x artery) No impact on management plan
Severe (>3x artery AND >1 segment)GP Follow Up

Consolidation
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan

When nodule type = 'Calcified' 3 month follow up

Interstitial Lung Disease
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
< 10% reticulation No impact on management plan
>= 10 % reticulation without fibrotic featuresNo impact on management plan
>=10% reticulation with fibrotic featuresGP Follow Up

Pleural Disease
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Pleural plaques (Yes/No) No impact on management plan
Diffuse pleural thickening: No No impact on management plan
Diffuse pleural thickening: Yes Always Scan at Year 1

Pleural Effusion
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Unilateral - Right Urgent referral
Unilateral - Left Urgent referral
Bilateral GP Follow Up

Anterior Mediastinal Mass
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
< 3 cm, no suspicious features at baseline/no growth on serial imagingY1 No Randomisation
< 3 cm, suspicious features or growing on serial imagingUrgent referral
>= 3 cm Urgent referral

Coronary Artery Calcification
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Coronary calcium: LMLAD
None No impact on management plan



Minimum No impact on management plan
Mild No impact on management plan
Moderate No impact on management plan
Severe No impact on management plan
Not Reported No impact on management plan

Coronary calcium: CIR
None No impact on management plan
Minimum No impact on management plan
Mild No impact on management plan
Moderate No impact on management plan
Severe No impact on management plan
Not Reported No impact on management plan

Coronary calcium: RCA
None No impact on management plan
Minimum No impact on management plan
Mild No impact on management plan
Moderate No impact on management plan
Severe No impact on management plan
Not Reported No impact on management plan

Aortic Valve Calcification
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Central No impact on management plan
Peripheral No impact on management plan
Both No impact on management plan

Thoracic Aortic Dilatation
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
>= 4 cm and <5.5 cm GP Follow Up
>= 5.5 cm Urgent referral

Thyroid Nodule
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Nodule with fine calcification GP Follow Up
Nodule associated with local lymphadenopathyGP Follow Up
Both GP Follow Up

Adrenal Opacities
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
1-4 cm or HU > 10 No Randomisation at Year 1
>4 cm Urgent referral

Abdominal Aortic Dilatation
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
>=3 cm and <5 cm GP Follow Up
>=5 cm Urgent referral

Hiatus Hernia



Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Absent No impact on management plan
Present No impact on management plan

Osteoporotic Wedge Fracture
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
< 50% No impact on management plan
>= 50% GP Follow Up

Urgent  Emergency
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Yes Urgent referral

Suspicious Non-Pulmonary Lesion
Answers (radiology eCRF) Impact on management plan
Yes Urgent referral



Appendix 8—GP Results Letter Template 

  



 
 
 
NHS no: <<nhs_number>> 
<<date3>> 
 
<<fullname>> 
<<practice_name>> 
<<Address 1>> 
<<Address 2>> 
<<Address 3>>  <<Address 4>> 
 
RE: <<patient_family_name>>, <<patient_given_name>> 
<<patient_address>> 
DOB: <<patient_dob>> 
 
Dear <<fullname>> 
 
You may recall that some of your patients are participating in the SUMMIT Study. The above patient attended a 
study visit on <<date_of_lhc>>. The clinical recordings of this study visit and the results of the LDCT scan are below. 
 
Lung Cancer or Indeterminate Pulmonary Nodules (actioned by SUMMIT Team) 

<<primary_urgent>> 
 
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings (actioned by SUMMIT Team) 

<<secondary_urgent>> 
 
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings—to be followed up by SUMMIT Team 

<<summit_followup>> 
 
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings—to be followed up by Participant’s GP 

<<gp_followup>> 
 
Clinical Recordings 
 <<clinical_recordings>> 
 
FEV1 (l) : <<fev1_l>>  
FEV1 (%): <<fev1_percent>>  
FVC (l): <<fvc_l>>  
FVC (%): <<fvc_percent>>  
FEV1/FVC: <<fev1_fvc>>  
Height (m): <<height_m>>  
Weight (kg): <<weight_kg>>  
BMI (kg/m2): <<bmi_kg_m2>>  
SBP (mmHg): <<systolic_bp>>  
DBP (mmHg): <<diastolic_bp>>  



 
The vast majority of people aged >55 with significant smoking histories will have a QRISK score >10% and may qualify 
for primary prevention treatment of CVD. Therefore, we recommend formal assessment of this patient’s risk, if this 
has not been done recently. 
 
Thank you to you and your practice for your participation in the SUMMIT Study. If you need any further information 
or advice, please contact us on the telephone number or email address above. 
 
Many thanks, 
Yours sincerely, 
 
The SUMMIT Study Team 
 
 

Our ref: <<cohort_id>> 



Appendix 9—GP Results Letter Generation Algorithm 

  



TextID Recipient Variable Origin & Values Letter Heading Wording

Nothing_To_Report GP
If any Letter Heading has no other text to insert 
under it All Nothing to report.

high_bp GP
LHC eCRF: Systolic BP >=160 AND/OR Diastolic BP 
>= 100 Clinical Recordings

The patient's blood pressure recordings could be consistent with a diagnosis of 
hypertension. We have advised the patient to arrange to have this re-checked within two to 
six weeks.

copd_1 GP

LHC eCRF: FEV1:FVC <.7 AND 
COPD/Bronchitis/Emphysema = 'No' AND EITHER 
the answer to 'When did the cough start' is 'Six 
weeks to six months ago' / 'Six months to 12 
months ago' / 'More than 12 months ago' OR the 
answer to 'Which of these best describes your 
breathing' is 'Breathless when hurrying on the flat 
or up a slight hill.' / 'Slower than peers when 
walking. Would need to stop after 15 minutes or 1 
mile at own pace' / 'Would need to stop due to 
breathlessness after 100 yards on the flat' / 'Too 
breathless to leave house or when 
washing/dressing' Clinical Recordings

The patient's spirometry is consistent with an obstructive picture, they report 
ongoing symptoms and they are not aware of a diagnosis of COPD. Because of this, 
we would advise that you assess them formally for COPD. The participant has been 
made aware of this finding.

bronchiectasis GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_bronchiectasis' is Severe- (>3x artery AND >1 segment)
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The scan has identified severe bronchiectasis. If this is not known about, we would advise 
that you review the patient clinically, and if symptomatic refer non-urgently to the local 
respiratory team.

ILD GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_interstitial_lung' is >=10% reticulation with fibrotic features
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The outcome from the scan is that an incidental finding of >10% interstitial reticulation has 
been identified.  This may be consistent with a diagnosis of interstitial lung disease and we 
would therefore advise a non-urgent referral to the local respiratory team for further 
assessment if this is not known about. We would be grateful if you could arrange this 
referral.

Pleural_Effusion_BilateralGP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_effusion' is Bilateral
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The scan has identified bilateral pleural effusions, which require follow-up assessment to 
investigate transudative causes. We would suggest in the first instance that this would 
include clinical assessment for fluid overload, routine blood tests and echocardiogram, if 
appropriate. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the study team.

Thoracic_Dilatation_smallGP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_mediastinial_dilatation' is >= 4 cm and <5.5 cm
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The scan has identified dilatation of the ascending thoracic aorta, measuring between 4-
5.5cm. This will require follow-up assessment with a non-urgent referral to the local 
cardiology team. We would be grateful if you could arrange this referral.

ThyroidNodule GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_mediastinial_malignant_thyroid_nodule' is Nodule with fine calcification OR Nodule associated with local lymphadenopathy OR Both
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The scan has identified a thyroid abnormality that the reporting radiologist feels requires 
follow-up assessment with a non-urgent ultrasound of the neck. We would be grateful if you 
could arrange this.

AAA_small GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_aortic_dilatation' is >=3 cm and <5 cm
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The scan has identified an abdominal aortic dilatation, measuring between 3-5cm which 
requires follow-up assessment with a non-urgent referral to the local vascular team for 
surveillance. We would be grateful if you could arrange this referral.

VertebralWedgeFractureGP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_osteo_wedge_fracture' is >=50
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The scan has identified a vertebral wedge fracture with a reduction in height of more than 
50%. If the patient does not have a pre-existing diagnosis of osteoporosis, we recommend 
that you refer the patient for bone density assessment.



undiagnosed_weightlossGP

LHC eCRF: the answer to 'Has this unintentional 
weight loss been investigated by a doctor' is 'no' 
AND management decision is NOT 'Urgent Referral'

Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by Participant's GP

The patient reports weight loss which has not been investigated. We would be grateful if 
you could investigate this further if you feel this is necessary.

Nodule1yr GP
Management decision is 'Always Scan at Year 1' 
based on 'GroundGlassOpacityNodule'

Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by SUMMIT Team

The scan has identified a ground glass opacity in the lungs. This is unlikely to be malignant, 
but in order to be sure we will follow this up within the study by scanning the participant 
again next year.

Pleural_Thickening GP

Radiology eCRF 
'radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_diffuse_pl
eural_thickening' is Yes

Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by SUMMIT Team

The scan has identified diffuse pleural thickening. This is unlikely to indicate malignancy, but 
in order to be sure we will follow this up within the study by scanning the participant again 
next year.

AMM_Small GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_mediastinial_anterior_mass' is < 3 cm, no suspicious features at baseline/no growth on serial imaging
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by SUMMIT Team

The scan has identified a small mediastinal mass. This is unlikely to be malignant, but in 
order to be sure we will follow this up within the study by scanning the participant again 
next year.

Adrenal_small GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_adrenal_opacity' is 1-4 cm or HU > 10
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by SUMMIT Team

The scan has identified an adrenal opacity measuring <4cm. This is unlikely to be malignant, 
but in order to be sure we will follow this up within the study by scanning the participant 
again next year.

Consolidation GP If 'NoduleType' is 'Calcified' or 'Endobronchial'
Clinically Actionable Incidental Findings--to 
be followed up by SUMMIT Team

The scan has identified consolidation in the lungs which is likely inflammatory in origin. This 
is unlikely to indicate an underlying malignancy, but we will repeat the scan in 3 months’ 
time to be sure. We will arrange this scan and perform it at the study site. There is nothing 
for you to do at this time, and we will write to you with the results of the follow up scan in 
due course.

Nodule3mo GP

Management decision is '3 month follow up scan' 
based on either: 1) manual override or 2) nodule is 
that not 'calcified' OR 'endobronchial'

Lung Cancer or Indeterminate Pulmonary 
Nodules (actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified an indeterminate pulmonary nodule. Whilst overall it is unlikely that 
this is malignant, we will arrange a repeat low-dose CT scan in 3 months' time to follow this 
up. The patient has been informed of this result and will be sent an appointment for their 
follow-up scan. At this stage, you do not need to do anything, and we will write again with 
the results of the repeat scan in due course. The participant has contact details for the 
research team should they wish to discuss the results further.

LungCancer GP Management decision is 'Urgent Referral' based on Nodule
Lung Cancer or Indeterminate Pulmonary 
Nodules (actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified a suspicious thoracic lesion. We have explained that there is an 
abnormal finding to the study participant and have made an urgent referral to their 
preferred local hospital team for MDT discussion and review. We have arranged for the 
images to be transferred to the hospital team, who will communicate any further findings 
with you directly. In order to make sure the patient is followed up appropriately, please 
could you put in your records that this patient has been referred to an MDT. We will copy 
you on this referral for your information.

Manual_Override_UrgentGP Radiologist upgraded plan to Urgent referral
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified a finding which requires follow-up with an urgent assessment by the 
local MDT. We will arrange this appointment on the patient’s behalf and inform them of the 
results of the scan. We will copy you on this referral for your information.

Pleural_Effusion_unilateralGP

Radiology eCRF 
'radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_effusion' 
is Unilateral-Right OR Unilateral-Left

Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified a unilateral pleural effusion which requires follow-up with an urgent 
assessment by the local MDT. We will arrange this appointment on the patient’s behalf and 
inform them of the results of the scan. We will copy you on this referral for your 
information.



AMM_Large GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_mediastinial_anterior_mass
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified a mediastinal mass which requires follow-up with an urgent 
assessment by the local MDT. We will arrange this appointment on the patient’s behalf and 
inform them of the results of the scan. We will copy you on this referral for your 
information.

Thoracic_Dilatation_largeGP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_mediastinial_dilatation' is >= 5.5 cm
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified a dilitation of the ascending thoracic aorta, measuring greater than 
5.5cm which requires follow-up assessment with an urgent referral to the local 
cardiothoracic team. We will arrange this referral on the patient’s behalf and inform them of 
the results of the scan. We will copy you on this referral for your information.

AAA_large GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_aortic_dilatation' is >=5 cm 
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified an abdominal aortic dilatation measuring greater than 5 cm which 
requires follow-up assessment with an urgent referral to the local vascular team. We will 
arrange this referral on the patient’s behalf and inform them of the results of the scan. We 
will copy you on this referral for your information.

Adrenal_large GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_adrenal_opacity' is >4cm
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified an adrenal opacity measuring > 4cm which requires follow-up 
assessment with referral to the local endocrine team. We will arrange this referral on the 
patient’s behalf and inform them of the results of the scan. We will copy you on this referral 
for your information.

Emergency GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_other_suspicious_emergency_findings' is yes
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

An emergency finding has been found, which is detailed in a separate letter from the 
SUMMIT Team.

OtherCancer GP Radiology eCRF 'radiology_report_lesion_non_lung_malignancy' is yes
Other Urgent or Suspicious Findings 
(actioned by SUMMIT Team)

The scan has identified a suspicious non-lung lesion. We have explained that there is an 
abnormal finding to the study participant and have made an urgent referral to their 
preferred local hospital team for MDT discussion and review. We have arranged for the 
images to be transferred to the hospital team, who will communicate any further findings 
with you directly. In order to make sure the patient is followed up appropriately, please 
could you put in your records that this patient has been referred to an MDT. We will copy 
you on this referral for your information.



Appendix 10—Participant Results Letter Generation Algorithm 

  



TextID Recipient Variable Origin & Values Follow-up Type Wording Hierarchy

Manual_Override_UrgentParticipant Radiologist upgraded plan to urgent Urgent follow up

The scan has detected an abnormality that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you to discuss this further with a Specialist doctor at your 
local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and location of this 
appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already received a 
telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your GP has also 
been informed by letter.

Pleural_Effusion_unilateralParticipant
radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_effu
sion is 'Unilateral - Right' or Unilateral - Left' Urgent referral

The scan has detected some abnormalities that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you in the next two weeks to discuss this further with a 
Specialist doctor at your local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and 
location of this appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already 
received a telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your 
GP has also been informed by letter. 1

AMM_Large Participant radiology_report_incidental_mediastinal_anterior_mass is < 3 cm, suspicious features or growing on serial imaging OR >=3cmUrgent referral

The scan has detected some abnormalities that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you in the next two weeks to discuss this further with a 
Specialist doctor at your local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and 
location of this appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already 
received a telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your 
GP has also been informed by letter. 1

Thoracic_Dilatation_largeParticipant radiology_report_incidental_mediastinal_thoracic_aortic_dilatation is >=5.5cmUrgent referral

The scan has detected an abnormality that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you to discuss this further with a Specialist doctor at your 
local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and location of this 
appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already received a 
telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your GP has also 
been informed by letter. 1

AAA_large Participant radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_aortic_dilatation is >=5cmUrgent referral

The scan has detected an abnormality that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you to discuss this further with a Specialist doctor at your 
local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and location of this 
appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already received a 
telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your GP has also 
been informed by letter. 1

Adrenal_large Participant radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_adrenal_opacity > 4cmUrgent referral

The scan has identified an abnormality that may mean you require some further tests. We 
have spoken to a specialist at your local hospital and requested an appointment on your 
behalf. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and location of this appointment if 
you have not heard from them already. You should have already received a telephone call from 
us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your GP has also been informed by 
letter. 1

Emergency Participant radiology_report_incidental_other_suspicious_emergency_findings = YesUrgent referral

The scan has detected an abnormality that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you in the next two weeks to discuss this further with a 
Specialist doctor at your local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and 
location of this appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already 
received a telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your 
GP has also been informed by letter. 1



LungCancer Participant Management decision is 'Urgent Referral' based on NoduleUrgent referral

The scan has detected an abnormality that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you in the next two weeks to discuss this further with a 
Specialist doctor at your local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and 
location of this appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already 
received a telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment.Your 
GP has also been informed by letter. 1

OtherCancer Participant radiology_report_lesion_non_lung_malignancy = YesUrgent referral

The scan has detected an abnormality that may mean you require some further tests. An 
appointment has been made for you in the next two weeks to discuss this further with a 
Specialist doctor at your local hospital. You will shortly be contacted with the date, time and 
location of this appointment if you have not heard from them already. You should have already 
received a telephone call from us to discuss these results and your further appointment. Your 
GP has also been informed by letter. 1

NodulePlusGP Participant

Management decision is '3 month follow up 
scan' based on either: 1) manual override or 
2) nodule is that not 'calcified' OR 
'endobronchial' PLUS any condition with 
Follow-up Type as 'GP Follow up' e.g. 
radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_a
ortic_dilatation is >=3 cm and <5 cm

3 month follow up and 
GP follow up

The scan has shown a small spot or abnormality, called a nodule, which is one of the common 
findings we see on scans. In most cases this is an area of scarring or inflammation on the lungs, 
and is nothing to worry about. Because of this, it does not require immediate follow-up or 
further investigation, however, we would like to repeat a CT scan of your lungs in 3 months' 
time to see if there are any changes. An appointment will be made for you to see one of the 
study team and then have a scan. This will be at the same location where you had your lung 
health check. An appointment date and time will be sent to you by letter.

In addition to the nodule, your scan has shown a different, small abnormality which requires 
non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your GP explaining what the scan 
has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, please contact them directly 
to make an appointment. 2

ConsolidationPlusGP Participant NoduleType = 'Calcified' or 'Endobronchial' plus any condition with Follow-up Type as 'GP Follow up' eg NoduleType='Calcified' AND radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_aortic_dilatation is >=3 cm and <5 cm
3 month follow up scan 
and GP follow up

The scan has shown a small area of abnormality, which is one of the common findings we see 
on scans. In most cases this is an area of scarring or inflammation on the lungs, and is nothing 
to worry about. Because of this, it does not require immediate follow-up or further 
investigation, however, we would like to repeat a CT scan of your lungs in 3 months' time to 
see if there are any changes. An appointment time and date will be sent to you.

In addition, the scan has shown a different, small abnormality which requires non-urgent 
follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your GP explaining what the scan has shown. 
If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks' time, please contact them directly to make an 
appointment. 2

Consolidation Participant radiology_report_nodule_type = Calcified or Endobronchial3 month follow up scan

The scan has shown a small area of abnormality, which is one of the common findings we see 
on scans. In most cases this is an area of scarring or inflammation on the lungs, and is nothing 
to worry about. Because of this, it does not require immediate follow-up or further 
investigation, however, we would like to repeat a CT scan of your lungs in 3 months' time to 
see if there are any changes. An appointment will be made for you to see one of the study 
team and then have a scan. This will be at the same location where you had your lung health 
check. An appointment date and time will be sent to you by letter. 3



Nodule3mo Participant

Management decision is '3 month follow up 
scan' based on either: 1) manual override or 
2) nodule is that not 'calcified' OR 
'endobronchial' 3 month follow up scan

The scan has shown a small area of abnormality, which is one of the common findings we see 
on scans. In most cases this is an area of scarring or inflammation on the lungs, and is nothing 
to worry about. Because of this, it does not require immediate follow-up or further 
investigation, however, we would like to repeat a CT scan of your lungs in 3 months' time to 
see if there are any changes. An appointment will be made for you to see one of the study 
team and then have a scan. This will be at the same location where you had your lung health 
check. An appointment date and time will be sent to you by letter. 3

bronchiectasis Participant radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_bronchiectasis = Severe (>3x artery AND >1 segment)GP Follow up

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It has however shown a small 
abnormality which requires non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your 
GP explaining what the scan has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4

ILD Participant radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_interstitial_lung >=10% reticulation with fibrotic featuresGP Follow up

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It has however shown a small 
abnormality which requires non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your 
GP explaining what the scan has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4

Pleural_Effusion_BilateralParticipant radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_effusion = BilateralGP Follow up

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It has however shown a small 
abnormality which requires non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your 
GP explaining what the scan has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4



Thoracic_Dilatation_smallParticipant radiology_report_incidental_mediastinal_thoracic_aortic_dilatation >= 4 cm and <5.5 cmGP Follow up

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It has however shown a small 
abnormality which requires non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your 
GP explaining what the scan has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4

ThyroidNodule Participant radiology_report_incidental_mediastinal_malignant_thyroid_nodule = Nodule with fine calcification, Nodule associated with local lymphadenopathy, BothGP Follow up

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It has however shown a small 
abnormality which requires non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your 
GP explaining what the scan has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4

AAA_small Participant radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_aortic_dilatation is >=3 cm and <5 cmGP Follow up

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It has however shown a small 
abnormality which requires non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your 
GP explaining what the scan has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4

VertebralWedgeFractureParticipant radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_osteo_wedge_fracture is >= 50%GP Follow up

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It has however shown a small 
abnormality which requires non-urgent follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your 
GP explaining what the scan has shown. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4



GPPlusNoRandomisationParticipant Any Follow-up Type 'GP Follow up' AND Follow-up Type 'Always Scan at Year 1' e.g. radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_aortic_dilatation is >=3 cm and <5 cm AND radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_diffuse_pleural_thickening = Yes
GP follow up and Always 
Scan at Year 1

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. We have found a small area of 
abnormality that shows no concerning features, but we would like to keep an eye on this on 
your follow-up scan in a year to ensure it has not changed. Please be sure to attend your 
regular study appointment in a year's time.

In addition, the scan has shown a different, small abnormality which requires non-urgent 
follow-up with your GP. We have sent a report to your GP explaining what the scan has shown. 
If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks' time, please contact them directly to make an 
appointment.

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 4

Nodule1yr Participant
Management decision is 'Always Scan at Year 
1' based on 'GroundGlassOpacityNodule' Always Scan at Year 1

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. We have found a small area of 
abnormality that shows no concerning features, but we would like to keep an eye on this on 
your follow-up scan in a year to ensure it has not changed. Please be sure to attend your 
regular study appointment in a year's time. Your GP has been sent a copy of the result. 

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss.

5

Pleural_Thickening Participant
radiology_report_incidental_pulmonary_diffu
se_pleural_thickening = Yes Always Scan at Year 1

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. We have found a small area of 
abnormality that shows no concerning features, but we would like to keep an eye on this on 
your follow-up scan in a year to ensure it has not changed. Please be sure to attend your 
regular study appointment in a year's time. Your GP has been sent a copy of the result. 

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss.

5



AMM_Small Participant radiology_report_incidental_mediastinal_anterior_mass is < 3 cm, no suspicious features at baseline/no growth on serial imagingAlways Scan at Year 1

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. We have found a small area of 
abnormality that shows no concerning features, but we would like to keep an eye on this on 
your follow-up scan in a year to ensure it has not changed. Please be sure to attend your 
regular study appointment in a year's time. Your GP has been sent a copy of the result. 

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss.

5

Adrenal_small Participant radiology_report_incidental_subdiaphragm_adrenal_opacity is >1cm or HU >10Always Scan at Year 1

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. We have found a small area of 
abnormality that shows no concerning features, but we would like to keep an eye on this on 
your follow-up scan in a year to ensure it has not changed. Please be sure to attend your 
regular study appointment in a year's time. Your GP has been sent a copy of the result. 

It is important to note that if you have any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek 
medical attention. Some of the symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or 
change in an existing cough, coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or 
ache when breathing or coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss.

5

copd_1PlusOther Participant

LHC eCRF: FEV1:FVC <.7 AND 
COPD/Bronchitis/Emphysema = 'No' AND 
EITHER the answer to 'When did the cough 
start' is 'Six weeks to six months ago' / 'Six 
months to 12 months ago' / 'More than 12 
months ago' OR the answer to 'Which of 
these best describes your breathing' is 
'Breathless when hurrying on the flat or up a 
slight hill.' / 'Slower than peers when walking. 
Would need to stop after 15 minutes or 1 
mile at own pace' / 'Would need to stop due 
to breathlessness after 100 yards on the flat' / 
'Too breathless to leave house or when 
washing/dressing' PLUS hierarchy 2 or 3 or 5 COPD follow up plus hierarchy 2 or 3 or 5 outcome

Your breathing test results from your Lung Health Check are lower than we would 
expect for your age. This may indicate damage from smoking. We have sent a report to 
your GP explaining this finding. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, 
please contact them directly to make an appointment. 6

High_BPlusOther Participant
LHC eCRF: Systolic BP >=160 AND/OR Diastolic 
BP >= 100 PLUS hierarchy 2 or 3 or 5 High BP follow up plus other hierarchy 2 or 3 or 5 outcome

Your blood pressure recording at the time of your Lung Health Check was higher than 
we would expect. We recommend that you have your blood pressure re-checked at 
your GP practice within the next 4 weeks. 7



copd_1_only Participant

LHC eCRF: FEV1:FVC <.7 AND 
COPD/Bronchitis/Emphysema = 'No' AND 
EITHER the answer to 'When did the cough 
start' is 'Six weeks to six months ago' / 'Six 
months to 12 months ago' / 'More than 12 
months ago' OR the answer to 'Which of 
these best describes your breathing' is 
'Breathless when hurrying on the flat or up a 
slight hill.' / 'Slower than peers when walking. 
Would need to stop after 15 minutes or 1 
mile at own pace' / 'Would need to stop due 
to breathlessness after 100 yards on the flat' / 
'Too breathless to leave house or when 
washing/dressing' copd follow up

Your breathing test results from your Lung Health Check are lower than we would expect for 
your age. This may indicate damage from smoking. We have sent a report to your GP explaining 
this finding. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, please contact them directly 
to make an appointment.

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It is important to note that if you have 
any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek medical attention. Some of the 
symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or change in an existing cough, 
coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or ache when breathing or 
coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 8

High_BP_Only Participant
LHC eCRF: Systolic BP >=160 AND/OR Diastolic 
BP >= 100 high BP follow up

Your blood pressure recording at the time of your Lung Health Check was higher than we 
would expect. We recommend that you have your blood pressure re-checked at your GP 
practice within the next 4 weeks.

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It is important to note that if you have 
any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek medical attention. Some of the 
symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or change in an existing cough, 
coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or ache when breathing or 
coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 9

High_BP_and_Copd Participant

LHC eCRF: FEV1:FVC <.7 AND 
COPD/Bronchitis/Emphysema = 'No' AND 
EITHER the answer to 'When did the cough 
start' is 'Six weeks to six months ago' / 'Six 
months to 12 months ago' / 'More than 12 
months ago' OR the answer to 'Which of 
these best describes your breathing' is 
'Breathless when hurrying on the flat or up a 
slight hill.' / 'Slower than peers when walking. 
Would need to stop after 15 minutes or 1 
mile at own pace' / 'Would need to stop due 
to breathlessness after 100 yards on the flat' / 
'Too breathless to leave house or when 
washing/dressing' AND LHC eCRF: Systolic BP 
>=160 AND/OR Diastolic BP >= 100

high BP and copd follow 
up

Your breathing test results from your Lung Health Check are lower than we would expect for 
your age. This may indicate damage from smoking. We have sent a report to your GP explaining 
this finding. If you have not heard from your GP in 4 weeks’ time, please contact them directly 
to make an appointment.

Your blood pressure recording at the time of your Lung Health Check was higher than we 
would expect. We recommend that you have your blood pressure re-checked at your GP 
practice within the next 4 weeks.

The scan has not shown any evidence of lung cancer. It is important to note that if you have 
any concerning symptoms at any time, you should seek medical attention. Some of the 
symptoms to watch out for are: a new persistent cough or change in an existing cough, 
coughing up blood, unexplained shortness of breath, a pain or ache when breathing or 
coughing and unexplained tiredness or weight loss. 10



Appendix 11—Participant Results Letter Template 

  



 
 
NHS no: <<nhs_number>> 
<<date3>> 
 
 
<<fullname>> 
<<Address 1>> 
<<Address 2>> 
<<Address 3>>  <<Address 4>> 
 
 
Dear <<fullname>> 
 

Thank you for participating in the SUMMIT Study. As part of the study you recently had a Lung Health Check and a 
scan of your chest. 

<<procedure_results>> 
 
If you would like to know more or have any worries or concerns, please telephone us on the contact number above 
which is available during Monday to Friday 9am-5pm. 
 
Many thanks, 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
The SUMMIT Study Team 
 
 
 
 
Want help to quit smoking? 
 
Smokefree (NHS): https://www.nhs.uk/smokefree with information on your local stop smoking services and tips and 
tricks to help you quit. 
 
 

Our ref: <<cohort_id>> 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Appendix 12—Baseline Nodule UAT Results 

  



NoduleType Size	+/-	Malignancy	Assessment Management	Decision	1 Expected	results Actual	Result:	As	expected	OR	Does	not	pass
Solid'	&	Segmentation	Reliable	(default) and	'Volume_mm3'<80 Randomisation	at	Y1 Randomisation	at	Y1 As	expected

and	'Volume_mm3'	>=80,	<300 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up As	expected

and	'Volume_mm3'	>=300	and	'MalignancyProbability'<10 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up As	expected

and	'Volume_mm3'	>=300	and	'MalignancyProbability'>=10 Urgent	referral Urgent	referral As	expected

Solid'	&	'Description'	contains	U and	'MajorAxis_mm'	<6mm Randomisation	at	Y1 Randomisation	at	Y1
and	'MajorAxis_mm'	>=6mm,	<8mm 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up

and	'MajorAxis_mm'	>=8mm	and	'MalignancyProbability'<10 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up As	expected
and	'MajorAxis_mm'	>=8mm	and	'MalignancyProbability'>=10 MDT	Referral MDT	Referral As	expected

Solid'	&	'Description'	contains	R Apply	'Solid	&	Segmentation	Reliable'	algorithm

Solid	&	'Description	Contains	R	and	U Apply	'Solid'	&	'Description	contains	U'	algorithm



NoduleType Size	+/-	Malignancy	Assessment Management	Decision	1 Expected	results Actual	Result:	As	expected	OR	Does	not	pass
SemiSolid' and	'MajorAxisCore_mm'	<8 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up As	expected

and	'MajorAxisCore_mm'	>=8 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up As	expected

SemiSolid'	and	'Description'	contains	R Apply	'SemiSolid'	algorithm



NoduleType Size	+/-	Malignancy	AssessmentManagement	Decision	1 Expected	results Actual	Result:	As	expected	OR	Does	not	pass
GroundGlassOpacity' MajorAxis_mm'	<5 Randomisation	at	Y1 Randomisation	at	Y1 As	expected

MajorAxis_mm'>=5 Blood	test	&	LDCT	Group No	randomisation	Y1 As	expected

GroundGlassOpacity'	and	'Description'	contains	R Apply	'GroundGlassOpacity'	algorithm



Nodule	Type Management	Decision	1 Expected	results Actual	Result:	As	expected	OR	Does	not	pass
Perifissural' Randomisation	at	Y1 Randomisation	at	Y1 As	expected

Perifissural'	and	'Description'	contains	R Apply	'Perifissural'	algorithm



Nodule	Type Management	Decision	1 Expected	results Actual	Result:	As	expected	OR	Does	not	pass
Calcified' 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up As	expected

Calcified'	and	'Description'	contains	R Apply	'Calcified'	algorithm



Nodule	Type Management	Decision	1 Expected	results Actual	Result:	As	expected	OR	Does	not	pass
Endobronchial' 3	month	follow	up 3	month	follow	up As	expected

Endobronchial'	and	'Description'	contains	R Apply	'Endobronchial'	algorithm



Appendix 13—SUMMIT Radiologist Training Manual 
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Study Background 
The SUMMIT Study is a large cohort study (n=50,000) with two main aims: the first is 
to validate a cell-free nucleic acid blood test for detection of multiple cancers, and the 
second is to examine the feasibility of delivering a low-dose CT (LDCT) screening 
service for lung cancer to a high-risk population in north and east London. SUMMIT 
participants will be in one of two distinct cohorts: Group A will consist of 25,000 50-
77 year olds who have significant histories of smoking, and qualify for LDCT screening 
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based on pertinent risk scoring criteria [either the United States Preventative Services 
Task Force (USPSTF) or the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian 2012 (PLCO) risk 
score]. Group B will be composed of people of the same age as Group A, but who do 
not have significant smoking histories and do not qualify for LDCT screening based on 
their risk scores. 

SUMMIT Radiology Reporting System 

SCRMS 
SCRMS is the SUMMIT Clinical Research Management System, and is the functional 
database for the whole study. You will be reporting most of your non-nodule 
findings directly into SCRMS, which will then pull the nodule information from 
Veolity into a composite report, which generates a management plan based on your 
findings, which you then approve.  

Veolity 
Veolity is the software that SUMMIT is using to view LDCT scans. It performs a 
Computer Aided Detection (CAD) step for you, and allows you to calculate the 
volume of nodules detected. 

Web Browser 
The study database system (called SCRMS) is designed for use on Firefox and 
Chrome. Please do not use Internet Explorer, as this will slow down and potentially 
corrupt transmission of data. 

Pulmonary Nodule Management Plan 
The SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Plan (appendix 1) is modelled on the 
British Thoracic Society (BTS) Guidelines for the Investigation and Management of 
Pulmonary Nodules, adapted and updated to include annual screening plans and new 
evidence emerging from other large LDCT screening studies. The BTS guidelines 
advocate the use of volumetry in the assessment of pulmonary nodules, and we have 
replicated this approach in our guidelines. 

Incidental Findings Management Plan 
The SUMMIT team has collated relevant evidence from multiple sources and screening 
programmes to inform and direct the management of incidentally-detected 
abnormalities on LDCT. We are making every effort to report back to GPs and 
participants only findings that are clinically actionable.  
 
The full Incidental Findings Management Plan (appendix 2) is attached herewith, but 
it is worth bearing in mind several things about reporting for SUMMIT: 

1) The participants who are being screened are largely asymptomatic, and it 
is not the intention of a lung cancer screening examination to diagnose 
other pathology. However, we recognise that other pathology will 
inevitably be found on these scans, and to that end, we have created a 
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highly structured reporting format that anticipates the most common 
incidental findings and allows you to input these findings in a non-
discursive format. The SCRMS algorithm will calculate and communicate 
the appropriate management for any particular incidental finding that you 
actively select in this proforma.  

 
2) Not all clinically significant findings can be anticipated, and for these 

findings, we have added two data fields which allow more free text detail 
to be added:  

a. ‘Emergency non-cancerous finding’: use this field if you feel that 
you have identified a finding that requires urgent, hospital follow-
up; 

b. ‘Suspicious non-pulmonary lesion’: use this field when you have 
identified a likely malignancy that is not covered in the structured 
incidental findings (e.g. the pre-defined fields for thyroid, adrenal 
or mediastinal lesions) or nodule fields. As far as possible, we are 
limiting the extrathoracic coverage of the scans, but if you do see a 
lesion that is genuinely concerning, please use the ‘Suspicious non-
pulmonary lesion’ field for this. 

c. For measuring the density of lesions (e.g. renal, adrenals) please 
see Appendix 3.   
 

3) The only incidental findings that you should record in Veolity (as opposed 
to the proforma) are emphysema (extent only, not type or distribution) 
and coronary artery calcification (LMLAD, CIR, RCA) (for coronary 
calcification grading, please see Appendix 4). We are not collecting data on 
bronchial wall thickening, so this field in Veolity should be left blank. 

Emergencies 
Bear in mind that the people being screened for SUMMIT are generally asymptomatic. 
They have walked into the clinic, had a Lung Health Check appointment with a study 
practitioner, and have left without incident. It will be very rare that any imminently 
life-threatening pathology will be found. All findings that trigger an urgent referral by 
the study team will be dealt with on the next working day (Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm) 
after the scan is reported. A member of the clinical team will ring participants, explain 
their scan results, and refer to the appropriate MDT or service, depending on the 
finding. 

SUMMIT Reporting Step-by-Step: Baseline Scans 
Please find below the recommended process for reporting SUMMIT baseline LDCT 
scans. 
 

1) Open the laptop and log in using your UCLH login details. Sign in to the UCLH 
system via Checkpoint (in the toolbar and on the desktop), using your UCLH 
username, pin and the soft token system. Open the Veolity client (on the 
desktop) and sign in to Veolity using your UCLH login details. 
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2) The first page in Veolity will be the ‘Patients’ page. Sort the scans by date 

(earliest to latest) and select the first examination from the top of the Veolity 
worklist. If this is the first scan you are reporting in this session, the latency 
time to download this set of images should be approximately 1-2 minutes. 
Unfortunately, there is no status bar, but don’t be fooled, the case is 
downloading! Do not close the application at this point. Further scans will be 
downloaded in the background as you report the first scan of a session, and 
should be ready for you to open as soon as you sign off your first scan, so you 
will not have to wait for scans to download again in the same reporting session. 

 
3) Navigate to the Report page in Veolity and copy the UCLH number in the UCLH 

ID field. 
 

4) Open Firefox and navigate to https://client.scrms.summitstudy.co.uk. Sign in 
using your summitstudy.co.uk email address (eg 
firstname.surnam@summitstudy.co.uk), password and 2-factor 
authentication.  

 
5) Paste the UCLH ID number you have copied in step 3 into the search bar on the 

SCRMS homepage. 
 

6) This will bring up the name of the person whose scan you have opened. Click 
on their record, and you will be redirected to their structured report. 

 
7) There is a field just under the demographic information at the top of the 

structured report indicating if this person has reported a Family History of Lung 
Cancer. If the answer is yes, please tick the appropriate box in the Veolity 
client. 

 
8) Further background information may be displayed below the demographic 

information, if relevant (symptomatology, TB history), in order to help you 
make more informed decisions. 

 
9) The first datapoint you will be asked to input is ‘Is a repeat scan required as 

the images are non-diagnostic?’ If you select yes to this, you will need to select 
the reason the images are non-diagnostic. Please select ‘Defer’ for the case in 
Veolity, note the UCLH ID and participant name, and send it via NHS email, to: 
uclh.summit.clinical.fellows@nhs.net, saying that a repeat scan is required. 
The clinical team will then know we need to reschedule them and delete their 
original images from Veolity. Close the examination in the Veolity client, then 
select the next examination on the worklist and start again. 

 
10) Please start by reporting clinically relevant incidental findings first. This is done 

by selecting them from the dropdown boxes in Veolity (for coronary artery 
calcification and emphysema) and tickboxes and dropdowns in SCRMS (for 
everything else). 
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11) After you have read the scan for incidental findings, please review the Veolity-

identified nodules by pressing ‘Display CAD Results’ in Veolity. Once you have 
reviewed these nodules (if any), please perform your own, second reading 
looking for any nodules Veolity may have missed. Modify or reject any nodules, 
as appropriate. 

12) As you accept, reject or modify nodules, please bear in mind: 
a. If there are no nodules on a scan, and you have reported the incidental 

findings (where relevant) into Veolity and the proforma, select ‘Submit’ 
at the bottom of the reporting proforma and continue from step 16. 

b. If there are nodules on a scan, continue as below. 
13) When you or Veolity have identified a nodule, please first select the ‘Lesion 

Type’ tag (Solid, Part-Solid, Non-Solid, Perifissural, Calcified, Endobronchial).  
 

a. Solid nodules: Veolity will segment the nodule.  
i. If the segmentation is accurate: please add the lobe of the 

nodule. No change to the segmentation is required. 
ii. If the segmentation is inaccurate: please type the letter ‘u’ in 

the ‘Comment’ for that nodule. Then measure the diameter of 
the nodule with the calipers. Once you have measured the long 
axis of the nodule, alter the segmentation via increasing or 
decreasing the ‘roundness’ factor until the segmentation and 
long axis diameter (found in the Report tab for the nodule) 
reflects your measured diameter. (Remember: the Diameter 
displayed in the viewing tab is an average diameter, not the long 
axis diameter, and so may not reflect your measured diameter 
for a non-spherical nodule.) 

iii. IMPORTANT:  In situations of nodules where the volume is 
unreliable and you think that the management should only be 3 
month follow-up, rather than PET/CT/urgent referral, please 
make sure that you change the nodule size so that it reflects the 
Brock score and the management you want: e.g. a 13mm 
unreliably segmented nodule in the upper lobe with emphysema 
will have a Brock of >10%, so the system will automatically 
suggest urgent referral- manipulate the nodule size using 
the"roundess" and "size" until it drops the Brock <10%. You may 
have to go back and forth between these two adjustments to 
get it just right- and don't worry if it does not reflect the actual 
diameter of the nodule in these cases. 

 
b. Part-Solid nodules: Veolity will attempt to measure the diameter of the 

solid core of a part-solid nodule for you. If you are happy with the 
diameter measured by Veolity and displayed, you do not need to do 
anything further. If you think the diameter measured by Veolity is 
incorrect, please assess the long axis of the solid component with the 
calipers and adjust the segmentation via increasing or decreasing the 
‘roundness’ factor to reflect your measurement. 
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c. Non-Solid nodules: Veolity will try measure the diameter for you. If you 

are happy with the diameter measured by Veolity and displayed, you 
do not need to do anything further. If you think the diameter measured 
by Veolity is incorrect, please assess the long axis of nodule with the 
calipers and adjust the segmentation via increasing or decreasing the 
roundness factor to reflect your measurement. If Veolity is completely 
unable to detect a nodule in the location you have selected, please 
segment a vessel near to the nodule you have detected, and adjust the 
roundness as above to reflect your measured diameter. 
 

d. Perifissural nodules: We are collecting data on perifissural nodules and 
IPLNs for research purposes. Please tag any nodules that you believe to 
be IPLNs or perifissural nodules using this tag. This will not influence 
management. 
 

e. ‘Calcified’: We are using ‘Calcified’ as a shortcut to indicate the 
presence of inflammatory consolidation. Please use the ‘Calcified’ tag 
ONLY for inflammatory-looking consolidation. If you feel that an area 
of consolidation has malignant features, please select ‘Solid’ for this 
nodule, as the segmented volume will automatically trigger referral to 
MDT. 
 

f. Endobronchial: Please use the ‘Endobronchial’ tag ONLY for 
inflammatory-looking endobronchial lesions. If you feel that an 
endonbronchial lesion has malignant features, please select ‘Solid’ for 
this nodule, as the segmented volume will automatically trigger referral 
to MDT. 

14) Please dismiss (if Veolity has detected) any nodules with benign patterns 
(benign calcification, definite fat density indicating hamartoma). We do not 
want to collect data on or action these nodules. 
 

15) Nodules less than 40mm3 will never incur further management. If Veolity picks 
up nodules below this size, please check that the segmentation is accurate and 
do not delete them. To save time, we do not need you to identify the lobe 
location for these nodules. You do not need to actively identify nodules smaller 
than this when you perform your second read, however. (We don’t want you 
to go hunting for non-actionable micronodules!) 
 

16) Once you have finished these steps, click ‘Save’ on the SCRMS proforma. This 
will bring up a page asking you to save your report in Veolity. Click ‘Sign off to 
next report’ (to report the next scan) or ‘Sign off to worklist’ (to go back to the 
list) in Veolity.  
 

17) Click ‘Nodule Information Saved’ on the proforma webpage. This will bring up 
a summary of the information you have entered to remind you of your 
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findings, as well as the relevant information from Veolity that has been 
imported.  
 

18) Click ‘Generate Management Plan’ at the bottom of the reporting proforma 
webpage. This will bring up a new page that will show you the management 
generated by the SUMMIT nodule management and incidental findings 
management algorithms. 

a. If you agree with the management generated, select ‘Agree’. 
b. If you do not agree, you can upgrade management, but you will have 

to provide your reason for this override. 
c. IMPORTANT: although the system theoretically allows you to 

downgrade management, we ask that you do not use this option at 
the moment, as it can lead to conflicting results being sent to 
participants. 
 

 
19) Click ‘Approve’. The browser will automatically navigate back to the search bar. 

 
20) Select the next scan from the Veolity client worklist (which should already be 

downloaded, so you will not have to wait) and begin again from step 3. 
 

21) At the end of your reporting session, please log out of SCRMS by clicking on 
your initials in the top right corner and selecting log out. Please log out of 
Veolity by clicking the X in the top right corner of Veolity and confirming you 
wish to log out. 
 

22) Do not close the laptop initially, but instead, select ‘Sign out’ from the menu 
in the bottom left corner in the toolbar. You can then close the laptop, or shut 
it down from the sign-in screen. 
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Top Tops, How to Fix Problems & Troubleshoot 

Top Tips 
1) Please note the following reporting restrictions: 

a. Scans performed before or on 1200hrs:- reportable from 1400hrs 
onwards on the same day 

b. Scans performed after 1200hrs:- reportable from 1800hrs onwards on 
the same day 

c. The number of scans that can be reported by a single radiologist will 
be capped weekly, but this number will vary from week to week; 
please look out for emails at the start of every week notifying you of 
the weekly cap. 

2) Please always start reporting the oldest unreported scans. 
3) Never use Internet Explorer when using SCRMS. This will cause problems 

for you, as SCRMS has not been built for use on IE. It may appear to be 
working, but can and does corrupt data. 

4) If you come across a person in Veolity that seems not to be available in 
SCRMS, OR if you come across a participant with an inadequate scan, please 
select ‘Defer’ in the top right corner of the Report page in Veolity, and email 
uclh.summit.clinical.fellows@nhs.net with the participant name and UCLH ID 
so we can sort this out. 

5) Remember that, once you sign off in Veolity, you cannot resubmit a new 
result to SCRMS; even if you re-open the study, analyse the nodules again, 
and sign off a new report, SCRMS will not accept that new report. So please 
carefully review the report in Veolity before you sign off to make sure you 
have the nodule management you want. 

Problems Connecting 
Hardware & UCLH Systems: If you cannot log in to your laptop or you have another 
hardware issue, or Checkpoint or other software on the laptop is not working, please 
contact the Atos (UCLH) helpdesk on: 0203 44 79367 
 
SCRMS Problems: If you are having problems with SCRMS (e.g. participants not 
appearing when searched for in the search bar, reports not progressing past 
‘Approve’) please contact: uclh.summit.clinical.fellows@nhs.net with the following 
information: 
 

Date 
 

Time 
 

Cohort ID   
User Role   
Description of error 

 

Browser Used 
 

Clinic/Site 
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Veolity Problems: If you notice any problems within Veolity itself (a scan that won’t 
open or download, or one where the images are corrupted), please contact Lynsey 
Gallagher on lynsey.gallagher@nhs.net 
 

Housekeeping 

Reporting Numbers & Invoicing 
We recommend that you keep a tally of the number of scans you report per calendar 
month. At the end of each month, you will need to send an invoice to Dr Kate 
Gowers (k.gowers@ucl.ac.uk) with your total number of scans reported for that 
month. She will then put the invoice through for payment from UCL. 

Contracts 
If you have not already, please sign and return the UCL services contract to Dr Kate 
Gowers (k.gowers@ucl.ac.uk). This contract governs your payment arrangements 
with UCL. 
 
The UCLH honorary contract will be issued once the ID check has taken place on your 
training day. You can expect to receive this via email. 
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Figures: A Pictorial Guide 
 

 
Figure 1. Login to UCLH domain. 
 

  
 
Figure 2. Authenticate with Checkpoint and RSA token. 
 

 
Figure 3. Login to Veolity using UCLH credentials. 
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Figure 4. Sort by date (earliest to latest), then double-click the first patient in the list 
to load the scan in Veolity. 
 

 
Figure 5. Switch to Firefox and login to SCRMS domain using @summitstudy.co.uk 
username, password and two-factor authentication. 
 

 
Figure 6. In ‘Report’ tab in Veolity, copy and paste patient ID (red arrow) into SCRMS 
participant field. 
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Figure 7. Check family history of lung cancer, tick box in Veolity if appropriate. 
 

 
Figure 8. First interactable field is for whether repeat scan is required. 
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Figure 9. For inaccurately segmented solid nodules, place the letter ‘u’ in the 
comment field for the nodule. 

 
Figure 10. Note that the lesion diameter displayed in the ‘Viewer’ tab for each 
nodule is the average diameter, whereas we are basing management of inaccurately 
segmented solid nodules on the maximum (i.e. long axis) diameter, which is 
displayed in the ‘Report’ tab. 
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Figure 11. For Part-solid nodules, the segmentation attempts to segment the ‘core’ 
(i.e. solid) component, and we are basing management of part-solid nodules on the 
maximum (i.e.long-axis) diameter of this solid component. 

Appendices  
 

Appendix 1—SUMMIT Pulmonary Nodule Management Algorithm 

Appendix 2—SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Plan 

Appendix 3- How to measure density on Veolity 

Appendix 4- Visual grading of calcium scores  
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Appendix 2—SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Plan 
 

SUMMIT Incidental Findings Management Plan 
 
PULMONARY INCIDENTAL FINDINGS 
 
Emphysema & COPD 
Emphysema will be categorised into none, unclear, trivial (<5%), mild (5% -25%), 
moderate (25% - 50%), severe (50% - 75%) and very severe (>75%) by ticking the 
appropriate box in Veolity. These percentages will be based on a visual assessment by 
the radiologist of the percentage of lung affected by emphysema. A CT finding of 
emphysema is not currently included in the diagnostic criteria based on NICE 
guidelines1 so no clinical advice will be given based on the presence of 
emphysematous change.  All spirometry results will be communicated to GPs, which 
will enable them to further investigate those with abnormal results. Participants with 
certain spirometry results (below) will require follow up and management by their GP: 
-symptomatic participants with spirometry consistent with an obstructive picture 
(FEV1:FVC <70%) 
 
 
Bronchial Wall thickening 
Bronchial wall thickening is not to be flagged.   
 
Bronchiectasis 
Reported bronchiectasis will be classified as mild, moderate or severe for research 
purposes.  This will be defined based on the luminal diameter relative to the 
accompanying artery diameter with mild being 1.5- 2 times the size, moderate being 
2-3 times the size and severe greater than three times the size2.  For bronchiectasis to 
be categorised as severe, it must also be present in more than one segment of the 
lung.  A finding of severe bronchiectasis will be reported back to the GP with advice 
that if this is a new finding they should arrange clinical review and, if the participant is 
symptomatic, they should make a non-urgent referral to the local respiratory team, 
and give standard bronchiectasis advice, which the study team will provide. 
 
Interstitial lung disease 
Mild limited extent interstitial opacities (e.g. <10% or without clear evidence of 
traction bronchiectasis) will be recorded for research purposes only.  If there is >10% 
reticulation with fibrotic features (ie traction bronchiectasis) the GP should be advised 
of these appearances, assess the participant for symptoms, and to make a non-urgent 
referral to the local respiratory team for review if appropriate.  
 
Consolidation 
Symptoms of pneumonia at the LHC will result in a delay of the LDCT by 6 weeks to 
avoid picking up consolidation. Asymptomatic consolidation found on LDCT will be 
managed with either repeat 3/12 LDCT (if the radiologists indicates it is likely 
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inflammatory by ticking the ‘Calcified’ nodule type) or with urgent referral to MDT (if 
the consolidation has concerning features). 
 
Pleural disease 
Benign pleural plaque disease will be collected as present or absent for research 
purposes only. Diffuse pleural thickening (without worrying features) will be collected 
as present or absent. If present, the participant cannot be randomised at Y1 and will 
require repeat scans at Y1 and Y2. This finding will be communicated to the GP and to 
participant. 
 
Pleural effusion(s) 
Pleural effusions will be categorised as unilateral (Right or Left) or bilateral. A 
unilateral pleural effusion will trigger an urgent referral to the respiratory MDT by the 
study team. For bilateral pleural effusions, we will recommend to the GP that the 
participant be investigated for transudative causes as described by the BMJ, with a 
clinical assessment, urine dip, renal function, liver function and ECHO, and refer as 
appropriate.3 The participant will be asked to request an appointment with their GP. 
 
Intrapulmonary lymph nodes (IPLN) 
To be recorded as present or absent for research purposes only, based on the 
appropriate box being ticked in Veolity. No total number of IPLNs will be tabulated or 
collected. These do not count toward total nodule counts. 
 
 
MEDIASTINAL AND NECK INCIDENTAL FINDINGS 
 
Anterior mediastinal masses 
For a suspected thymoma <3cm maximum diameter that stays stable over successive 
scans during the study, there is no recommended follow up after the study. They will 
not be randomised at Y1. Wording will be included in both the GP and participant 
letters making clear that they will need to return at subsequent annual appointments 
for repeat scans. 
 
For a suspected thymoma ≥3cm at baseline, OR <3cm but growing on successive scans 
or with suspicious features (invasion, irregularity) OR changing morphology, the 
participant will be referred urgently by the study team to the local respiratory MDT. 
 
Coronary Artery Calcification 
Coronary artery calcification to be recorded visually as mild, moderate and severe 4 
within Veolity.  There is currently no evidence-based guideline on how to manage CAC. 
The vast majority of our participants will have a Q-risk score of >10%, so they should 
have their cardiovascular risk factors assessed by their GP and the additional 
information of CAC will not affect their Q-risk cutoff for primary prevention. We will 
not report back any degree of CAC to GP or participant, but a standard line in all letters 
to GPs will be added advising that the ‘majority of our study participants will have a 
Q-risk score of >10% and may benefit from primary prevention and statin therapy’. 
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Aortic valve calcification 
Aortic valve calcification to be classified as central, peripheral or both for research 
purposes only.5 
 
Thoracic aortic dilatation 
Ascending thoracic aorta to be assessed only. 
If <4cm no further action required and does not need to be recorded. 
GP to make a non-urgent referral to the cardiology team if ≥ 4cm <5.5cm  
If ≥5.5cm study team to refer urgently to cardiothoracic team. 
 
Thyroid nodules 
We will endeavour to scan as little of the thyroid as possible, through radiographer 
training, participant positioning and scan area limitation. However, it is still possible 
that thyroid tissue will be captured on LDCT. Thyroid abnormalities that will require 
reporting to the GP for follow up with USS are: a) punctate calcification or b) nodule(s) 
associated with local lymphadenopathy. Gross calcification and cystic nodules are not 
indicators for further investigation. Size is not a good predictor for morbidity/mortality 
from thyroid cancer.6 

 
SUBDIAPHRAGMATIC & OTHER INCIDENTAL FINDINGS 
 
Adrenal opacities 
We will aim for adrenal glands not to be included in LDCT but in some instances this 
will occur. Management of any abnormal findings will be based on recommendations 
from NLST7: 
<1cm, no action required, does not need to be recorded.   
1-4cm or HU >10, no immediate action required, but cannot be randomised.  Requires 
a 12 month interval scan which will be the Y1 scan.  Participant flagged on system that 
if fails to attend for planned follow up will need to arrange local clinical follow up. 
There will be a line in their GP and participant letters explaining the finding and that 
they will be rescanned at the next annual appointment. 
>4cm study team to refer to endocrine team at local hospital. Result communicated 
to GP and participant. 
 
Abdominal aortic dilatation 
Recommendations based on current NICE guidelines 8 
< 3cm, not to be flagged.  No further action required. 
≥ 3cm and < 5cm, reported to participant and GP.  GP to refer to local vascular service 
for surveillance 
≥ 5cm requires urgent referral to vascular team if new finding, this will be done by the 
study clinical team. 
 
Abdominal Solid Organs (Kidneys, Liver, Spleen) 
Every effort will be taken to minimise capture of the abdominal contents on LDCT. We 
do not have specific management plans for incidental findings in these organs, as this 
is not a screening study for solid abdominal organ cancers. This approach is in line with 
the NELSON team’s assessment of clinically significant incidental findings. 9 
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Breast Lumps 
Any breast lumps will be documented in the ‘suspicious findings’ section of the 
radiology CRF, delineating location and size and recommendation of triple assessment 
MDT referral. 

 
Hiatus hernia 
This should be recorded for research purposes only as absent or present.  
 
Osteoporotic (wedge) vertebral fracture(s) 
If reduction in height is >50% normal, the participant should be referred for bone 
density assessment by the GP. 
 
Urgent/emergency findings 
For any abnormal finding that needs urgent or emergency clinical intervention 
(examples would include a finding of airway compromise, an acute thrombus which 
could potentially cause haemodynamic compromise, and pneumothorax), there will 
be a pathway in place for the radiologist to contact a member of the study clinical 
team for urgent (same day) instigation of appropriate medical care.  If a CT scan is 
highly suggestive of pulmonary TB the study clinical team will arrange urgent referral 
to their local service for investigation.  
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Appendix 3- Measuring HU on Veolity 
1. Generally prefer to view the lesion on thicker MPRs so please change to Average thickness 

mode at the bottom left of the screen and set your preferred thickness (I use 5mm- 
remember: these are isometric voxels so you are not losing contrast resolution ie not losing 
accuracy of measurement 

 
2. Double-click on lesion. This will now make it a finding (you will see it appear in the nodule list 

on the left). (NB: this will also make the thickness revert back to the thinnest setting.) 

 
3. This enables the ROI measurement tool in the Toolbox. Select the tool. 

 
4. Draw a line across the lesion. This will give you an ROI. 

 
5. Alt+tab to the second veolity screen- you will see the lesion density displayed at the top. 
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6. IMPORTANT: Alt+tab back to the main Veolity Viewer- delete the lesion. NB: If you don’t 

delete it could end up being a nodule!!! 

 
7. Remember to change your tool back to Scroll (choose it from the Toolbox or simply press 

“S”.) 
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Appendix 4- Visual grading of calcium scores 
 

 
NB—if the participant has stents, please record this as ‘severe’ coronary artery 
calcification. 


